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President

Story by Lizzy Powers : Photo submitted
D resident Lou Hencken has been the president of
l Eastern for the past five years. He used to be the vice
president for student affairs but became president in 2001
after the former president left. During the five years that
Hencken has been president, he named the opening of
the library as one of his favorite memories. Last year's
North Central Report is also one of his favorite moments.
The North Central Report is when a university gets
examined and reaccredited. The best accreditation would
be for 10 years. In 1995, Eastern was accredited for 10
years and had five areas of concern. In 2005, Eastern
was accredited for 10 years again, but this time with no
concerns. Hencken mentioned this as one of his proudest
they're happy. Do you think you would fit in here?"
moments.
Hencken's favorite things about being president
Even though there is a lot of construction going
are meeting with the alumni, faculty and students. The
on around campus, the president is not worried about
best parts of his job are the people. Hencken admitted
the enrollment for the university. "Construction fences
that
he likes people. His favorite pastimes are watching
are beautiful," Hencken said. He explained that all of
sporting events (he used to be a NCAA division referee)
the construction shows that the university is showing
progress. In fact, the fall enrollment was the highest in the and spending time with his two granddaughters. Golf is
another one of the president's favorite pastimes which
history of the university, and Hencken expects the spring
he just recently started doing about four years ago. An
enrollment to be up another 3.5% to 4%.
interesting fact about his golf game is that he hits the
This year Hencken hopes to open Blair Hall for
ball left-handed, but he writes right-handed!
the seniors to see before they graduate. He would also
like to continue construction on other buildings. Hencken
believes that in the past, Eastern has done a really well
job with equipment upgrades. \Vhen he worked with
housing, he was part of the group that first installed cable
television in the dorms. The sophomores, juniors and
seniors loved it, but what about the freshmen? "They
wanted to know why they didn't have HBO," Hencken
said. Hencken also hopes to improve the budget for the
university, but that is out of his hands.
Hencken's favorite spots on campus are the library,
the student recreation center and soon he thinks it will
be Blair Hall. The best things about Eastern are the
students that go here. Hencken described the students
as wonderful, academically prepared, outgoing, friendly
and wanting to make a difference in the world. Hencken
always tells prospective students, "Look around at other
students, don't look at the buildings. Look to see if
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Vice President

Story by Lizzy Powers : Photo submitted

...,-::>lair Lord is the vice president of academic affairs
and provost at Eastern. It is only fitting that the
proYOSt shares a name with not only Blair Hall, which is
currently under construction, but also Old Main, which
also is called Livingston Lord Administrative Building.
The fact that Lord shares his name with two other
buildings on campus is purely coincidental. Lord has been
provost for Eastern since August 2001, the exact time that
Lou Hencken became president of Eastern. "We were
fated [to be together]," Lord said.
Lord said he does a lot with the budget for
the University, and he is responsible for any offices

D

or buildings that deal with academics, such as the
library. His favorite part of his job is going to the
commencements.
"It's what [students] come here for," Lord said.
Every set of students is different and no set can be
compared, said Lord. The students at Eastern have an
enthusiasm for learning and Lord said that he really
enjoys the excitement that every student brings and he
enjoys the opportunity to help every student become an
adult.
Lord's favorite buildings on campus are the library,
Old Main and the soon-to-be-opened Blair Hall.
Although there is a lot of construction going on around
campus, Lord is not worried. He thinks that although
construction can be irritating, it is one of the most
positive things that the campus can go through.
\Xfhen Lord is not spending his time at Eastern at
meetings, inten'iews, sporting events or other things his
job requires of him, he likes to spend his time sailing.
Lord and his friends enjoy renting boats and going to
exotic places. Some of the places he has visited via
sailboat include Greece, Mexico, the Virgin Islands and
Tonga. He enjoys spending his time relaxing on the boat
and snorkeling.

Dr. Robert M. Augustine currently serves as Dean of the Graduate School, Research and
International Programs. He holds a Ph.D. in Communication Sciences and Disorders from
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale and is a certified and licensed speech-language
pathologist. He has taught for 28 years in the Department of Communication Disorders and
Sciences at Eastern, where he holds rank as a tenured full professor. He served as the department
chair for eight years. He received departmental distinguished alumnus awards from both
Southern Illinois University and Illinois State University, and was inducted as a Fellow of the
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association in 1999.

Dr. Mary Anne Hanner joined the faculty of the Department of Communication Disorders and
Sciences (CDS) in 1981. She taught academic and clinical courses. served as the director of
the Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic and earned the faculty rank of full professor. With her
colleague in CDS, Dr. Gail Richard, she developed and published two popular diagnostic and
treatment tools, The Language Processing Test and the Language Processing Kit. She began
her administrative career as department chair of CDS, was appointed acting dean of the College
of Sciences in 2000 and named dean in 2002. Dean Hanner is a member and vice chair of the
American-Speech-Language-Hearing Association's Council on Academic Accreditation.

William C. Hine is Dean of the School of Continuing Education at Eastern Illinois University
and a professor of education in the College of Education and Professional Studies. The School
of Continuing Education is the bridge to the community beyond the campus to provide credit
and noncredit programs, degrees. certificates, workshops, seminars and conferences. Dean
Hine received his doctorate from Indiana University. and has served on the Board of Directors
for the Association of Continuing Higher Education, the American Association for Adult and
Continuing Education and the Christian Theological Seminary Board of Trustees.. Alpha Sigma
Lambda, the largest adult student honorary in the country has established a new scholarship
in honor of Dean Hine for adult nontraditional students Dean Hine's research interests are
in the background areas of adult learning theory and adult psychology. He is also an affiliate
faculty member in the Department of Gerontology in the Lumpkin College of Business and
Applied Sciences.

1\.fter completing her graduate work at the University of Illinois, Dr. Diane Hoadley began
her teaching career at the University of South Dakota. After several years of teaching in the
areas of business law and health services administration, she began to assume administrative
roles and finished her career there as the Acting Dean of the School of Business. She joined
Eastern Illinois University in 2002 as the Dean of the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied
Sciences. She has a strong interest in promoting student organizations and student professional
development at EIU.

Dr. Bonnie IrWin oegan her career at Eastern in 1994 as a member of the Englisti oepartment,
where she taught Myth and Culture and a variety of other literature and writing courses. 1\
graduate of the University of California at Berkeley in the area of Comparative literature, Dr.
Irwin continues to pursue research in medieval Arabic storytelling, American impressions
the Middle East, and the 1001 Arabian Nights. Dr. Irwin served as chair of the Faculty Senate
in 1999-2000, and she earned the rank of full professor in 2002. She became Dean of the
Honors College in 2004 and was recently elected to the Board of Directors of the National
Collegiate Honors Council.
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Mr. James K. Johnson began his career at Eastern in 1978 as the Chairperson of the Art
Department, where in addition to meeting his administrative duties he taught basic design and
art appreciation courses. In 1993 he was appointed Acting Dean of the College of Fine Arts and
later Acting Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities. In the fall of 1994 he was appointed
Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities. An MFA graduate of the University of Kansas in
Design, Dean Johnson's work has been exhibited nationally in over 60 major art venues, and
he has been the recipient of many grants. During his tenure at Eastern he has overseen several
building projects, including the expansion of the Tarble Arts Center, the creation of The Burl
Ives Studio Hall, and the renovation and expansion of the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Dea
Johnson is an active member of the International Council of Fine Arts Deans and the Councit
of Colleges of Arts and Sciences.
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Dr. Charles A. Rohn is in his fourth year as Dean of the College of Education and Professional
Studies at Eastern Illinois University. He earned his B.S. degree in Social Sciences and M.A.
degree in Educational Administration from University of Illinois-Springfield and his Ed.S. and
Ph.D. degrees in Educational Administration from Southern Illinois University-Carbondale.
Prior to becoming Dean. Dr. Rohn was Chair of the Department of Educational Administration
at Eastern for two years. Other professional experiences include Associate Professor of
Educational Leadership at University of Montevallo (AL): superintendencies at Lebanon CUSD
#9 and Waverly CUSD #6: Director of Sangamon Area Vocational Education Region; facul
member at Lincoln Land Community College; principalships at New Berlin (IL) Jr-Sr High
School and Cannelton (IN) Jr-Sr High School: and teacher of U.S. History and Governmen '
and coach at Beardstown (IL) High School. ~-------

Allen Lanham has served as dean of library services since 1991, and holds a Ph.D. from the
University of Rochester's Eastman School of Music and a MS in Library and Information
Science from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He is actively involved in
international librarianship-having recently worked with the U.S. State Department in its
library speaker series and visitors program for Peru, El Salvador, and Costa Rica. He is past
president of the Illinois Library Association. His current research interests include art and
architecture in Illinois libraries and music in Latin America.

Students did not have to go to
Chicago to share in the celebration
of the White Sox's shut out over
the Houston Astros that won
them the \Vorld Series Title of
2005. The bars ·were packed and
the students were glued to their
television sets during these crucial
games.
After the Sox beat out the
Anaheim Angels, they went on to
win four games in a row against
the Astros. The curse of the Sox
was broken and students ran the
streets holding \Vhite Sox Aags
and signs.
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Above:
who
to themesclve!> u~ White Sox Nation celebrate in the top
the !>even th inning in game
five of the seric~ between the Chicago White Sox and the Anaheim Angels as Joe Crcde hit\ a game tying homerun. Photo
Grabiec.

OVC winners
The Eastern football team
the OVC title for the third
this year, and became undefeated
in the conference.
Coach Bob Spooled the Pan
to a 9-3 record, to win the last "'~c:.. u ...
games 1n a row.
Eastern hosted 8th ranked Sou
Illinois for the first round of
OVC Championships. The gam
was broadca st nationwide o
ESP . The Panthers lost the
6-21 and could not continue in
championships.
Spoo was awarded the 2005
Kidd Ohio Valley Conferen
"Coach of the Year" and four players
named All-Conference.
Abo\e: Junior running back Vincent Webb dri\C\ through the Tenne~!>ee St<IIC dcfcn'c during Eastern's game Saturda) in
Na\h\ illc. Tenn. Photo b) Daniel Wilham ...

New Buildings
The Michael Domanis restaurant and bar opened
this spring in new fashion. The restaurant now has
an American, Italain atmosphere and the bar was
redesigned into a sports lounge. Jimmy Johns will
be relocated to a bigger building off Lincoln and
4th. The old building will become a Jimmy Johns
museum because Charleston was home to the first
one.

Patrick Jackson

Abo,e: The former E.L Kracker' will open under ne\\ management Oct I. The rc,taurant
wm. purcha~ed by local busine;, men. Michael Bol.\a and Michael Corray. Photo by Daniel
William\.

In Septemer a Brittany Ridge aparment window
was slashed through by a suspect, and the resident
was allegedly stabbed in the neck with a knife at
around 3:40 am.
The suspect that police charged with misdeamor
battery, armed violence, two counts of home
invasion, agravated battery and attepted aggravated
criminal sexual abuse, is Patrick Jackson. He pled
not guilty to all seven counts. Jackson, who has
had no preYious violence, was on leave from the
military and scheduled to return in about a week
when the assault occurred.

Gas Prices
After the devestation caused by a string of
hurricanes in the southern United States, gas prices
soared to nearly S3 a gallon in the Charleston area.
The uproar caused many gas stations to be crowded
and students rushed to fill their tanks before
prices rose further or supplies ran out completely.
Fortunately, while the prices were high, once the
chaos settled and the hurricanes passed, the cost
of gasoline returned to nearly normal.

\rca students dealt with the high gas prices and thier wallets suffered.

Hurricane Katrina
Hurricane Katrina was one of the most powerful
and destructive storms to hit the United States, not
only this year, but ever in history. In terms of current
death tolls, Katrina was the third-deadliest storm in the
counrt)' since 1900. Katrina formed OYer the Bahamas,
but strengthened intensely in the Gulf of l\Iexico. The
hurricane caused massive amounts of damage along
the Gulf, and broken levees in New Orleans caused 80
percent of the cit)7 to be flooded . Hurricane Katrina
will go down in history as one of the most expensive
natural disasters.

J
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Deep Throat
Perhaps the most enduring mystery in American
politics was that un-named source that aided
Woodward and Bernstein in exposing Richard Nixon
and the Watergate scandal. This year, and after over
30 years, D eep T hroat revealed himself as Mark Felt.
At the age of 92, Felt, a former agent in the FBI, will
undoubtedly be remembered, after this year, under
his real name.

Left: Don Oakley and hi~ grand~on. Ben Oakley. stand on the comer of Lincoln Gardens
Rcsturant holding ~ign' to bring drivers into the parking lot to donate to the victims of
Hurricane Katrina on Snturday aflemoon. Both of them had been helping out since Friday
afternoon. Photo by Carrie Hollis
Above: Tommy Rieck. ~cnior business marketing major. and org:miterofthe hurricane relief
effons located on Lincoln Avenue in Charleston hands a bag of toilctrie' to Evan Trobaugh
to place in the semi. Photo b) Daniel Williams

BTK Killer
... _

After a 17-year killing spree and ten brutal "Bind
Torture and Kill" murders, the BTK killer was finally
put to a stop. The horrific details of his murders and
nickname were even more shocking when found to
be done by seemingly normal, guy next door, Dennis
Rader. T he guy that no one suspected faced 10 life
sentences for each of his victims.

War in Iraq
The ongoing struggle for freedom
in Iraq continued through highs and
lows and a battle that is far from
over. The year in Iraq looked to
be progressing and January saw the
first free Iraqi election in 50 years.
However, thousands of Iraqi people
have died and 200 American soldiers
tragiacally lost their lives. The cause
is hardly without suffering on both
fronts, but a new constitution and
elected government in October and
December, respectively, put Iraq
closer to democracy each day. As
the year continued President Bush
received criticism regarding the
nations's involvement in Iraq.
Left: Spc. David Fitzgerald of the 864th Engineering Battalion, C
Company was based out of Ft. Richardson, Alaska. He was deployed
to Afghanistan as pan of Operation Enduring Freedom and wrote a
letter to the Daily Eastern News about his experiences.
Photo counesy of the Daily Ea~tern News

London Bombings
On July 7, 2005, there were a series
of bombs that attacked London's
public transportation system during the
morning rush hour. The bombing killed
52 people and injured some 700. T
students and two faculty members from
Eastern Illinois University were on a
five-week study abroad trip through
England and were around during the
horror of a terrorist attack before
coming home safely to their families.
Above: The remnants of a bus that exploded near Tavistock Square,
in central London, Thursday July 7, 2005. Near simultaneous blasts
on three subway trains and a red double-decker bus brought chaos to
the streets of London Thursday. At least 40 people have been killed
in the explosions in London, a U.S. law enforcement official says.
The official spoke on condition of anonymity because British officials
have yet to make public the death toll, but U.S. officials learned of the
number from their British counterpans. (AP Photo I Jane Mingay)
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By Megan Eck : Photos by Mindy Brown

he · e of a college student can get hectic. Between classes, homework, extra curri~ular activities
and ocial activities, free time is a cherished occasion.
Meagan Sc
junior exercise science major from Mt. Zion, was an outstanding player on the women's
basketball tea this year which left few spare moments. But despite the huge time commitment a D ivision
I athlete face she still managed to achieve a 3.95 GPA and earned an Ohio Valley Acad~c Medal of
Honor. How
, there was one other thing Scaggs wanted to make time for in her busy s edule.
"I wanted ~o get to know a little kid and help them out,'' Scaggs said.
She said sh~ had always heard about the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program, a global you mentoring
organization, ~d when she came across the program at a volunteer fair, she began to consi er it more
seriously.
Scaggs vol teered 10 to 12 hours a month to spend time with Nikita, a second grader rolled in the
program.
''We went t the park, took a walk and went to Taco Bell," Scaggs said. "Sometimes we g to movies or
out to dinner. '
\'V'ith such ttle time available .in both of their busy schedules, they ttied to stick to a roud ne time each
week.
"Schedulin is hard with basketball and school, and Nikita is busy too:' Scaggs said. ''B
the same tim every week. Our day is usually Tuesdays. It makes it easier to manage."·
The selfles actions of Scaggs did not gone unnoticed. Teammate .Ama6da Maxedon
'red her and
planned to al get involved .in the program.
"I am ama
by her time management and her generosity,'' Maxedoo.aaid. "'don't
how she
manages it all between basketball and schoolwork. But I think volunteer~it:veey impo tant, and I hope
to get involve as well. Maybe she can teach me a thing or two about ~ent.',
Volunteers, such as Scaggs, not only ofter their time, but touch the lives of
around hem, like
ikita. A hu ble and modest person, Scaggs did not do it for the ·pmj•~~~
''\'\fhen I w little, I always looked up to the older kids," Sc:a&P. -~~.~JU~ ~.

T
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Kim Melvin bowls to raise money for the Easter Seals. Participants donated twenty
dollars or got sponsored for each pin they were able to knock down.
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Disabled students
demonstrate abilities
Story and photos by Liza Bishton

'%

0 -text and text-to-voice software help the Office of D isability
~ervices accomplish their mission of allowing students to have
the opportunity to perform at a level limited only by their abilities,
not their disabilities.
"It's the best thing since sliced bread!" Ben Wright, sophomore family and consumer sciences major, said.
It takes about a week to tum a bound textbook into E-text.
A desk copy of the book must be ordered and shipped from the
publisher. It is then taken apart so each page can be scanned individually and processed into the system. Once a textbook has been
turned into an E-text, a student can access it on WebCT and hear
it using text-to-voice software.
Text-to-voice technology translates electronic text from
books and tests into speech. It can read text from Microsoft
Word documents, web pages and PD F files.
Students with a print-based disability, such as dyslexia, or a visual impairment can use text-to-voice software as an alternative to
the traditionally bound textbook. This software can help students
with paralysis, palsy and other disabilities.
"In fact, anyone could benefit from this program, especially
people who learn by hearing," Matt Zimmerman, alternate media
technology specialist for the OD S, said. ''But we don't offer these
services to everyone."
Before E-text was used on campus, students with print-based
or visual disabilities used Books on Tape and human readers. One
advantage of E-text is that it is easier to stop, start and replay than
Books on Tape.
It allows students to read text or take a test at their own pace,
said Zimmerman.
'~d E-text doesn't give hints," he said.
This software also keeps students from feeling pressured
while someone reads to them.
Zimmerman has been working on E-texts for over a year,
and there are now over 200 books in the E-text library. There are
25 students currently using the system and each student's needs
are different. He finished all of their textbooks for the fall semester in October.
''We try and make sure that students are getting the most that

tbey can get;' be uld.

Right: Ben Wright, senior family and
consumer sciences major, uses text-tovoice technology to listen to an online
Daily Eastern News aniclc.
Below: Ben Wright folds the sheets of
braille text he printed.

Left: Man Zimmennan, Alternate Media
Technology Spcciali~t for the Office of
Disabilities, observes the printing of
Braille text in the Gregg Triad.

Below: Zimmennan, Wright and Becky
Stock., junior psychology major, listen to
a scanned textbook tn Booth Library.

Above: Wright and Zimmennan \\Ork on imputting textbooks to transfer to
Braille.

"It's the best thing since
sliced bread!"
. . Ben Wright,
sophomore family and
consumer sciences major

Right: Nicole Vanderheyden, senior
English major, and De,·on Estes, finance
alumnus, study during a quiet afternoon in
front of Lumpkjn Hall.

Below: :\fany organizations conduct meetings during the eYcnings to make it more
condusi"c to the busy students' schedules.

ffThis is the first time in the three years I've been here that I've
bought an assignment notebook and used it~'
. . Jim Galena,
junior recreations major

Tiwl,f:
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Planning tools help students
prepare for their futures
By Kristin Hittner : Photos By Nikki Sprehe and Mindy Brown

peaker Pam Schnake visited campus in October
and showed students that over-committing oneself is a major cause of stress.
She showed students how to reduce stress levels
by learning time management skills.
Schnake said that one of the best ways to reduce
stress is to manage time wisely.
She suggests identifying what must be done
when by using a weekly planner or a daily to-do list.
Junior Jim Galeno uses some of Schnake's
methods. He realized he was more stressed with a
biology major because he didn't enjoy most of them,
and it wasn't what he wanted to do with his life.
Mter talking to his counselor, he decided that
a recreations major would be more suitable to the
lifestyle he wanted to pursue after college.
While he had the same amount of work, he h ad
more hands-on projects which were what he liked
about his classes, reducing the levels of stress.
"This is the first time in the three years I've
been here that I've bought an assignment notebook
and used it," Galeno said.
Because his major had more long-term projects,
he found it helpful to use a weekly planner so he
could look ahead to what was due each week.

S

The library is one of the best study spots
on campus. New computers were added this
year to make studying easier for students.

When he had extremely busy days, he used a todo list to ensure that he had everything done in the
amount of time he has.
Amy U rbanowski, junior communication disorders and sciences major, says the times she was
stressed out most was when she had a lot of tests
around the same time.
But it helped her to start studying in advance so
that she wasn't cramming all her studying into a few
days.
Schnake also encourages college students to
make life goals by writing down their goals for the
future on a timeline.
This will help students for when they need to
send in resumes for future jobs, apply for internships
and prepare them for life after they graduate.
Aside from time management, Schnake also
suggested other stress reducers, such as taking care
of oneself and keeping a positive attitude.
"It is important to get a good night of sleep,"
Schnake said.
Students could do this by avoiding naps during
the day and avoiding exercising right before bed.
By keeping a positive oudook, even on the darkest of situations, she suggested it will make the situation seem less negative._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____,

Students in Andrews make duct tape
purses. Students work on class projects
and other things during the night hours.

The Gregg Triad is another favorite study
spot on campus. The Triadd is open later
than the librar)' on most days.

Students gain
more than money
Story and photos by: Nikki Sprehe
Q
or some students, a hectic schedule is an everyday occurrence.
..._) Amidst work and school, many have little free time. For college
stuoents, many of whom arc living on their own for the first time, having a job is a necessity.
Erin Fulkerson, a 25-year-old senior psychology major, found that
her days are getting longer and longer.
"It's crazy," she said.
Fulkerson currently works two jobs, one as a research assistant for
Dr. Monon Heller in the psychology department, the other as a waitress
at Cracker Barrel in ~lattoon. Although busy, Erin still maintains a 4.0
GPA and is able to acknowledge the benefits of her jobs.
After she graduates in May, she plans on going to school near
Louisville to pursue her master's degree in clinical psychology. \Vorking
for Dr. Heller is something she can use to get into graduate school.
"There aren't a lot of jobs where you can get experience too,"
Fulkerson said.
Fulkerson is one of many students managing work and school.
Some work within their majors, while others work for housing, dining, Booth Library, facilities planning and a number of other departments.
According to Nancy Dole, the university's student employment
adviser, the variety of student jobs consists of janitorial, computer
and clerical positions, as well as lab assistants and counselors: "The
university usually hires more than 1,750 student employees to work in
various positions on campus."
Student employees also include those in the Federal \-x'ork Study
program. \'<'ork study employment is a\·ailable by filling out the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), as federal funds pay these
positions, said Dole. .Many F\VS student employees work at the Student
Recreation Center and Booth Library, although some participate in the
Community Service-America Reads program.
Regular student employment requires that a student be enrolled
in a minimum of six credit hours at the university.
Housing and Dining Services, Booth Library and others hire the
majority of regular student employees, said Dole.
Jody Horn of Dining Services said they employ approximately
500 to 550 students. \Vithin Dining SerYices, a student may work at
individual dining centers, the food court and dining offices. Few of
these jobs are Federal Work Study jobs, so students may decide how
many hours they want, whereas work study depends on the funding
available and needed.
Regardless, the experience builds character, earns a few bucks and
might even make all those classes worthwhile.
Because, said Fulkerson, "waiting tables is definately something

* ' O u don't want to do fo=·cr."

Right: Michelle D ini, senior
secondary education major,
giYes a customer change at
Panther Pantry. D ini works in
the IJnion to support herself.
Below: Annette \nalitis,
jurnior marketing major, restocks the sheh·es in Booth
Library. Annette works at the
library as a fede ral work study
employee.

Left: Bikash i\dhikari, computer technology graduate student, and Amanda
Sieracki, freshman family and consumer sciences
major, ring up campus food
purchases at the Union
Food Court. Sieracki works
because she "needs extra

Below: Chelsea Greene,
sophomore recreation
administration major, hangs
up sale items in the Union
Bookstore. Greene began
working at the bookstore
her freshman year.

Above : Rachel Kehr, sophomore psychology major,
and Ryan Andrews, cardiac rehabilitation graduate
student, share a laugh together at the Union Bookstore.
Some consider the bookstore the most sought-after
on-campus job.

"Sonya Matteson in admissions was of great assistance to me. I was comfortable throughout the entire process~'
""Jeanne Meyers,
transfer English major

Taking the next step
Story and photo by Nikki Sprehe
eanne Meyers, originally from Salem, Ill., is one 1,148 transfer students new this fall. Some, like her, are non-traditional students that travel to Charleston purely for classes. Others
are more traditional and live on or around campus.
Transfer Coordinator Rita Pearson said that this fall, many
transfer students have decided to continue their education
here: "They make up 36 percent of the entire undergraduate
population."
This may be due, at least in part, on the "growing trend"
of students going to community colleges, she said.
Abi Kerkhoff, junior history major, transferred from
Lakeland Community College. She was allowed to keep her
job at home while attending classes at nearby Effingham, only
30 miles away from her hometown of Vandalia.
Both she and Meyers, who previously attended Kaskaskia
College in Centralia, completed their associates degrees before coming to Eastern. However, what "used to be a trend"
among transfer students, said Pearson, isn't necessarily the
way it is done anymore.
This year, 28 percent of transfers from Illinois community colleges have completed their associate's degree. Many
new transfer students, though, are coming in with a variety of
courses taken.
The admissions staff, however, is well-versed in making
these experiences as easy as they can.
"Transferring was a breeze," Meyers said. "Sonya
Matteson in admissions was of great assistance to me. I was
comfortable throughout the entire process."
She chose to initially attend a community college because
it helped her save money and get used to the idea of going to
school again. Even when she was working at UPS, Meyers said
she always had "a strong desire to be a teacher."
Her husband Ray was very supportive, and her 15-yearold twins, Jake and Anjee, were ''wonderful" during the whole
process.
When they were 12, she went back to school. Her transfer
to Eastern was the next step in fulfilling her dream. While the
commute is cosdy, she is thrilled to be on the way to finally doing what she has always wanted.
Kerkhoff is also hoping to become a teacher. She plans to
get her master's here at Eastern, which is the same school her
parents met.
Both Kerkhoff and Meyers are part of the 3,770 undergraduate transfer students that attend Eastern. They are
among those that transfer to Eastern because they can achieve
their goals and because the staff makes the transition easy.
And maybe simply, as Meyers said, because "the school
23
-is friendly."

J

Jeanne ~ [eyers studies before an English
midterm in Coleman Hall. Meyers transfered
here from Kaskaskia College and hopes to
become a teacher.
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By Marielle McNeal : Photos by Marielle McNeal
Gt-aculty members and administrators gathered at
the Tarble Arts Center on September 20 for the
Ftrst Annual Faculty Wine and Cheese Reception. The
event was co-sponsored by Faculty Senate and Faculty
Development to help welcome more than 50 new faculty
members to the school and to Charleston.
The university felt it was essential to hire more
faculty based on the increased student enrollment rate this
year.
"Faculty Development is really on the move this
year," Bill Weber, associate vice president for academic
affairs, said.
The reception was held to help new faculty
members adjust by giving them the opportunity to meet
other Eastern employees. New faculty members were
distinguished from the large crowd of more than 100
faculty present by the blue tags they displayed with their
names and departments.
Karen D rage was hired as a new professor for the
School of Technology.
"Meeting other faculty outside my department has
been a great experience," D rage said. "Everyone has been
extremely helpful and friendly."
Paul Johnston, a new faculty member from the
music department, led Eastern's Jazz Ensemble through
soothing melodies during the reception. Bill Weber closed
the reception by thanking everyone who had a part in the
success of the event.
"Please mingle, network and enjoy the afternoon," he
said. Weber hopes the new faculty will be dedicated and
enthusiastic about their teaching, as well as grow within
their fields.

0 .

Bill Weber, associate vice president for Academic Affairs, speaks
to faculty at the Wine and Cheese Reception at Tarble Arts Center
September 20.

Members of the Eastern Illinois University Jazz Ensemble played at
the wine and cheese event, conducted by new faculty member Paul
Johnston.

"Meeting other faculty outside my department has
been a great experience:
... Karen Drage,
assistant professor, School of Technology

l

By Amanda Dugan : Photos by Jeanie Holland

T

he Honors Freshman Seminar is a class open only to freshmen in

he Honors College. Honors classes typically have a smaller studentp-reacher ratio and focus on collaborative learning.

·1\\E HO~ORS '
cOLLEGE

~

n honors student walks towards the llonors College offices, which
'Ire housed in Booth House on Fourth Street. Honors students arc
~ven priority registration, so they need to meet with advisers early in
he semester to get the classes necessary to graduate \vith honors.

"The

he Honors College prides itself on its unique style
of education, where students are taught with an
emphasis on collaborative learning, smaller classroom
settings and a personalized learning environment.
T his year, the honors program has seen a significant
increase in numbers. lts enrollment is the third largest in
its history, with 686 students enrolled during fall semester.
The courses in the Honors College are taught in a
personalized environment by distinguished faculty. The
courses follow a round table-style format, relying heavily
on class discussion and student participation.
Sophomore biological sciences major Jessica
Tschampa comments that the difficulty level is similar to
non-honors courses.
''A lot of people think the Honors College is harder,
but with my experience, it's easier because the teachers are
more intimate; they draw you in," Tschampa said.
Completing courses in university honors provides the
students with an enhanced educational experience over
a broad range of disciplines. Students are encouraged
to compete at the highest levels for career opportunities,
graduate school and a variety of national and international
programrrung.
The subject matter, texts and evaluation practices are
typically the same as in non-honors sections. However, the
teaching style reflects the need to emphasize cooperation
and shared learning experiences among the students.
Advantages of the Honors College include priority
registration, honors housing, undergraduate research
opportunities and the prestige of being one of Eastern's
best and brightest.

teachers are more intimate; they draw you In:
... Jessica Tschampa,
sO#)homore biological sciences major

Rig h t: The physics obserYatOry features a retractable
dome that protects the telescope from the elements
and rotates to allow \'arying ,·iews of the sk).
Below: According tO James Conwell, much of the work
with the telescope is done from the control room.

By Joanie Holland : Photos by Katie Skaggs and Joanie Holland
( \ . {hile the town of Charleston might be only a
tiny clot on a map, students at Eastern have
the opportunity ro view places that are not even on
the map - in fact, not even on the planet. Thanks
to the hard work of physics students and faculty,
the physics obsen·atory was able to celebrate its
first anni,·ersary in October.
The observatory houses a 16-inch SchmidtCassegrain telescope, one of the best among
colleges and universities in Illinois. Two smaller
telescopes stand outside.
The observatory is used mostly by the
Astronomy Club.
"I think lthe observatory has] an excellent
program," John Shevlin, senior physics major, said.
"There aren't too many colleges that let you use
their equipment."
On the last Friday of each month, the
observatory held an open house, where nonmembers and Charleston residents can come

- V\1
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to view the sky. Finding the observatory can
be difficult for those who are unfamiliar with
Eastern's campus.
On open '·iewing nights, hopeful stargazers
wander through the dark in search of something
to point them in the right direction. Strangers call
across the grass to each other united briefly for the
common goal of finding the building.
Even through the confusion, the open
house in August was crowded with students and
Charleston residents alike. A long Line stretched
outside for the first open viewing of the school
year.
As visitors patiently waited their turns
to climb up the staircase and enter the area
surrounding the telescope itself, James Conwell,
the man who helped make it all happen, excitedly
explained how the telescope worked.
Judging from their questions and comments,
visitors got excited, too.

elow: There is more to the telescope than meets the eye.
he cement pillar, which goes deep underground protects the
lescope from disrupti,·c mo,·cmcnts, inclucling earthquakes.

Dr. James Conwell, a professor in the physics department,
was a large pan of the creation of the observatory. Together
with students, faculty and members of the Astronomy Club,
be built the obsen·atory from the ground up.

Above: These arc photographs taken by the telescope and
computer system since the observatory's opening in 2004. The
system allows astronomers to photOgraph while away from the
obscrYatory.

Matthew Urfer, junior physics major, looks through the 16inch Schmidt-Casscgrain telescope in the observatory. Urfer
is just one of hundreds of Eastern students in the sciences
who have the unique opportunity to use the telescope as a
hands-on approach to learning.

By Amanda Dugan : Photos by Joanie Holland
n a 1998 study of teenagers, 75 percent knew which city
has the ZIP code 90210; however, only 26 percent knew
in which city the U.S. Constitution was written. In response
to these results, in D ecember 2004, President George
W. Bush desginated every September 17 as Constitution
Day. The new law mandates schools receiving federal
funds must participate in Constitution Day and provide
educational programming about U.S. constitutional history
on Constitution D ay.
"One of the important responsibilities of higher
education is the advancement of democracy," Jeff Cross,
associate vice president for academic affairs, said. "In a
democratic society, citizens need to know the provisions of
the Constitution that create that democracy. If the citizen
doesn't know the provisions of the Constitution, they won't
know when our democracy is being tromped on and what
our responsibilities are as citizens."
Eastern's first Constitution Day observance included
a panel discussion on "Where does the Bill of Rights stand
in the Homeland Security Era" and a conversation with
Supreme Court justices Sandra Day O'Connor and Stephen
Breyer.
In the panel discussion, members of the College
Republicans and College Democrats discussed the Patriot
Act and other concerns the United States currently faces.
Members of the panel included Ben Marcy, president
of College Democrats; Brandon Fett, vice president of the
Political Science Association; Ken Jaehne, a member of
College Republicans; and Christy Anderson, secretary of
College Republicans.
Many panelists agreed the most important amendment
to the Bill of Rights is the First Amendment.
"The Bill of Rights is who we are as American people,"
Christy Anderson said.
However, not everyone could pick their own personal
favorite.
((I can't really pick out a favorite amendment; they all
have a key role," Ben Marcy said.
Along with the Patriot Act, the panel discussed the
effects of Hurricane Katrina and the government's role,

I

* d security and the treatment of prisoners of war.

Photo by Matt Maples

Parties
agree on

College Democrats President Ben :\farcy

"I cart really pick out a favorite
amendment; they all have a key

role:

College Republicans Secretary Christy Anderson

"The Bill of Rights is who we are
as American people:

Deans connect
with students
By Bill Schaffer : Photos by Jeanie Holland
and Bill Schaffer
Q astern prides itself on small class sizes, talented faculty
C and a classroom setting that allows students to get to
know their professors. And, some students can boast being
taught by their college's dean.
Mary Anne Hanner, dean and former chair of the
College of Sciences, has been teaching students in communication disorder sciences since 1981. Although she doesn't
teach regularly anymore, Hanner gives guest lectures to
classes in the department.
"Teaching is the first job of most academic deans,"
Hanner said. "I love to teach! I love the discipline of communication disorders and sciences. [1love] helping students
understand the discipline of communication disorders and
sciences, and to learn the critical thinking skills which are
essential to a successful professional life."
Jeffrey Lynch, dean of the College of Arts and Humanities, shares a similar enthusiastic approach to teaching.
"I love it and have always loved it," Lynch said. "T he
hour or so spent teaching several times a week, and the
many hours spent preparing for class, were some of the
most intellectually stimulating and exciting in my work
week."
Bonnie Irwin, dean of the Honors College, finds
teaching to be an integral part of her job: "I think it's
important to maintain contact with students. Even though
I [do] make contact with students, I can keep contact with
them better with the class."
Robert Augustine, dean of the Graduate School, also
finds teaching is a great way to stay involved with students.
"[Teaching] keeps me connected with students, and
the work I do enhances that connection," Augustine said.
Augustine chooses to teach because he finds it fulfilling to do so.
All three deans agree college courses are some of the
best times to provide students with valuable knowledge and
skills needed to succeed in their lines of work. While their
reasons for teaching and the enjoyment thereof may be
different, Hanner, Lynch and Irwin all agree that teaching is
an enjoyment.

In the
classroom

Robert Augustine teaches his Language Disorders in Children
class in the H uman Sen·iccs Building.

"[Teaching] keeps me connected
with students, and the work that
I do enhances that connection:
- Robert Augustine,
Dean of the Graduate School

Dean Augustine, who enjoys teaching and sees it as a way to
connect with his students, is described as "animated" while
teaching his classes.

Mixing things up
By Beatrice Maldonado : Photos by Jeanie Holland

~----------------------------------~

n . (ith 158,000 individuals as members and a

- V\1 foundation that goes all the way back to 1876, the

American Chemical Society is a self-governed individual
membership organization.
Every member comes from different degrees and
fields of chemistry. This academic organization provides a
broad range of career development and peer interaction.
American Chemical Society is a nationwide
organization that can be found on many campuses, but
Eastern has its very own chapter.
The focus of the club is chemistry, but Treasurer
Charlotte Hernandez said it is much more.
"It looks great on resumes or applications for grad
school, but also you do community work. We send a lot
of resources to homeless shelters and food pantries," she
Members of the American Chemical Society mingle and eat pizza after their last
meeting of the fall 2005 semester.
said.
At the group's last meeting of the semester, President
Jennifer Roden asked members to share their life goals.
Some of the students wished to attend graduate school
after leaving Eastern and their membership in the group
can help them prepare for that.
The officers of the Eastern chapter are Roden, Vice
President Michael Cuddy, Treasurer Charlotte Hernandez
and Secretary Reto Frei.
"We're a pretty upbeat group. We don't like to
make the meetings more than an hour," Hernandez said.
"\Y/e want to show people that you can have fun with
chemistry."
To show the student body that they are more than a
chemistry-oriented group, Eastern's chapter holds many
social events. The dub has held bake sales, cookouts,
picnics and goggle sales.
"We really are laid back people. We start off the
meetings with a joke to break some ice, relax a little bit and
faculty Adviser Dr. Scott Tremain shared his future goals at lh.: final American
Chemical Society meeting.
we try to keep the business to a minimum," Hernandez
said. "We all have homework and don't want to be cooped
up in a room."
In the past the group held tournaments consisting
of scientific demonstrations. These included pouring
demonstrations as well as working with the American Red
liquid nitrogen over magnets and metal pieces to cause
Cross and to hold a blood drive.
J
levitation and putting liquid nitrogen over a rubber ball
This year focused more on service than science due t
and shattering it across a wall.
many natural catastrophes taking place. But members of
This year ACS planned on completing more
Eastern's chapter didn't mind.

(From lefi to nght) Treasurer Charlotte Hemande/, Secretary Reto Frei and President Jennifer Roden. lead the last Amencan Chemical Society meeting of the fall semester.

Right: Replica of f-rankenstein's
head and the ccrtincatc

Frankenstein
By Tiffany Konchanski : Photos by Katie Skaggs

T

he Frankenstein Exhibit toured the university in
October and November of 2005.
Allen Lanham, dean of library services in Booth
Library, said the ex hibit came to Eastern because "we
were interested in drawing the University community
into a common project."
The National Library of Medicine developed the
hig hly successful exhibit, and funds from the National
Endowment for the Humanities were provided to
work with the American Library Association's Public
Programs Office so the exhibit cou ld travel to forty
libraries nationw ide. After good public response, it
was changed to 80 libraries nationwide o ver the course
of five years. The exhibit stays at each library for six
weeks.
T he theme of the exhibit is to teach the public
about monsters. Knowledge about monsters can be
applied to anythi ng from a child 's concept of fear,
safety, fantasy and reality, manifested in an image such
as the boogey man to "several of the modern science-

fiction writers that are following in Mary Shelley's
footsteps."
This also includes monsters in artwork, monsters
in movies, genetically-modified organisms, cloning,
unexplained occurrences, kidnapping for organs natching purposes and robots.
Richard Sylvia, an English professor, assigned the
novel "Frankenstein" to his three classes. He has taught
for the past 20 years at Eastern and thinks the novel is
"a great and important book."
"The book is very carefully crafted and it's a
fra me tale, so you get this sense of there being layers
upon layers upon layers, and as you read it, you go
deeper and deeper and deeper, furt her and further into
that layered structure of the novel," he said.
In the introduction of the novel, Shelley explains
that the idea for the story came to her in a dream. Two
vers ions of the novel exist, one from 181 8 and one from
183 1. Sylvia thinks the 1831 novel is more Shelley's
work than the 181 8 version.

~~~~~~~~~~~~==================================~

Below: Collage of Frankenstein photos

Below: Pictures and objects that were used in the movies

Science and technology have changed since
hat time, but technology was still an influence in
'Frankenstein." The novel was written during the
ime of the Industria] Revolution and things were
hanging very quickJy.
"I think all the writers of the day are very
mterested in responding to their own age, and
bne of the great qualities of Romantic literature,
~enerally, is that people who could write were
wery much engaged with their own time and tried
to make sense of it," Sylvia said.
"Frankenstein" raises ethical and moral
~ssues and the reader is left wondering with
t horn he should identify; both the creator and the
L~onster di splay a mix of human and monstorous
'Characteristics, said Sylvia.
"I like seeing what students get out of it,"
Sylvia said. "I think it's exciting because it's, in
many ways, a response to period issues.
"The exhibit at Booth has given our students
a wonderful opportunity to consider the novel
from many different perspectives."

Fifty years of GSAC
By Amanda Dugan : Photos by Bill Schaffer

Officers· Corner

T

he Graduate Student Advisory Council on campus
is the representative body of the graduate student
population. GSAC represents graduate views on issues in
a unified manner to the Eastern community.
GSAC is also involved in discussing, reviewing and
participating in any university decisions that have potential
impact on the graduate program and students. It helps
facilitate communication and implement continuous
dialogue among gradate students and the administration
faculty and staff.
GSAC aims to promote greater interaction
between the graduate student population and increased
involvement and participation among all graduate
departments on relevant issues.
"GSAC acts as a voice for grad students," said
Rodney Ranes, dean of the graduate school. GSAC
has graduate student representative on all university
committees, councils and other groups with relevance to
the graduate program.
This is the 50th year of GSAC at Eastern, said
Naveed Baquir, graduate student and former president.
Every year GSAC sponsors the Graduate Student
Expo in April. T he expo showcases research by the
students and allows them to share their work with
a broader campus community. The expo recognizes
outstanding students and rewards distinguished faculty
for their help throughout the year, said Ranes. They also
present the recipients of the William Travels Award.
The Williams Travel Award is given to ten graduate
candidates selected by the council on the Graduate
Studies Awards Committee. T he award was named for
former D ean of the Graduate School D r. Larry Williams.
The award provides financial support for recipients to
present their graduate research at local, state and national
conferences.
GSAC also sends representatives to a convention
for the National Association of Graduate Professional
Students. At the convention, the representatives from
Eastern discuss issues other universities are dealing with,
and work to solve the continuing problems for graduate
students.

"<GSAC) is basically here to address graduate student concerns and to promote
graduate students in general through research funding,"
Clarke said.

Vice President Brian

"(GSAC) made me more aware of issues graduate students deal with," Gina
Paladino, vice president for public relations, said. Paladino perfonns such duties as
maintaining the GSAC website and producing fliers.

Rig ht: Assistant Professor of communication
disorders and ~cicnccs Lynn \'\'ilkcrson was a speaker
at the ~m·embcr ~SSLI It\ e\cnt.

Department undergoes change
Story and photos by Jeanie Holland

T

he Department of Communication Disorders and
Sciences went through many incarnations before it
became the department it is today.
According to a written history attributed to former
department chair \\'ayne Thurman on its \X'eb site, CDS
started as a handful of courses dealing with correcti,·e
speech as part of a general speech major. These courses
were not a\·ailable at Eastern prior to 1947.
Eastern instituted a Speech and Hearing Clinic
around this time, and it was located in Pemberton Hall
with the Counseling and Reading Center.
In 1951, a minor focusing on speech correction was
offered for the first time. It was not until1957, however,
that Eastern offered its first speech communication major
in the Department of Speech Correction.
lt was at this time that the department moved to the
Clinical Services Building. T he department still shared
its offices with the counseJjng and reading sen·ices and
approximately 20 students enrolled in the undergraduate

*'

maJor.
In 1966 the program was renamed to encompass
hearing as well as speech and became known as the
Department of Speech Pathology and Audiolom. Four
years later, the American Speech-Language Hearing
Association accredited the department, and it has been
accredited since.
In 1987 the department was again renamed, this time
to its current name, the Department of Communication
Disorders and Sciences. ~lore than l 00 undergraduate
students are enrolled in CDS programs.
Located in the Health Services Building, the SpeechLanguage-! fearing Clinjc offers e,·aluations and therapy
for a number of disorders and problems. These services
arc usually performed by upper-level undergraduate
students and graduate students under the supervision of
licensed faculty at a cost lower than many comparable
scrvtccs.
Joe Sierra, a junior communication disorders and

~============================~------~===================

Professors from within the department spoke
cnt members and attendees about topics such
ying to graduate schools and starting a career.

CDS

51~ \Jdents

Stephen Germak, junior communication clisordcrs and sciences
major, chose his major because he liked the idea of working

sciences major, decided to study CDS after personal
experiences in the field.
" I decided to be a CDS major because I have been
in and out of therapy since kindergarten for stuttering,"
Sierra said. "I figured why not help people from the other
perspective?"
Eastern also offers its CDS students the opportunity
to join the 1 ational Student Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, a recognized student o rganization affiliated
with CDS. NSSLHJ\ has brought in speakers to help
members learn about topics such as possible professio nal
opportunities and applying to graduate school programs.
"I ha,·e been invoh·ed with the 1 SSLHA since
sophomore year. \'<'e put on events that help engage the
students in acti,•ities such as picnics, a night out bowling
or having informative speakers," Sierra said.
Sierra feels the program at Eastern is top-notch.
The CDS program offers him the opportunity to learn
skills he feels will be "essential for [his] career as a
speech-language pathologist."
" I have been very fortunate to be in the program I
am in," he said.
Fortunately for everyone else, Sierra will graduate
well-trained and prepared for a career in the CDS field.

with children. "It's tough," he said, "but it'll be worth it in the
end."

"I feel Eastern's program for CDS is excellent," junior
communication clisorders and sciences major Joe Sierra
said. Sierra is also in\"oh-cd in the ~ational Student SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association, a recognized student
organization on campus that provided opportunities for CDS
students to learn from guest speakers and each other during
scheduled e\"ents each semester.

Rig ht: BrctLe Shelley, vice prc~idcm of
finance, and Jamie Girott: ,\ice president of
communications, listen as Prcsiclcm Stacy
\\ehnes discusses a marketing conference.

Below: Shelley, Girotc, Smc~ \\chncs, \'icc
President Stephanie Lewis and Or. Tom Costello,
facul~ ach iscr.

Students network for jobs
By Bill Schaffer: Photos by Crystal Reed
ince 1998, the American Marketing Association
has been a recognized student organization for
Eastern students interested in the field. Our chapter of
the organization, accorcling to their website, "(provided)
oppornmities for students to de,,elop themselves toward
a marketing career." The AiYIA's purpose is to help
marketing students gain experience through real-life
opportunities that might not otherwise be aYailable.
The Al\IA, founded in 1937 after the merger of
the National Association of Marketing Teachers and
American ~ larketing Society, was created in an attempt
to bring updated information, knmdedge and resources
to the marketing profession. It has now, more than 60
years and 38,000 members later, stretched across the
world. The AMA has both collegiate and professional
chapters and offers the opportunity for both groups to
work together.
Stephanie Lewis, chapter vice president, has been
with the AMA for two years and found AMA has helped
her expand both resources and career choices.
" It's helped me build a pretty big network, actually,
through the conferences that I've been to," Lewis said.
"One of the places I'd really like to work is Proctor and
~~ble, and at a conference that we went to last year
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in New Orleans, I was actually able to meet a lady who
basically has the job that I want.
"So I would say that networking is the biggest
thing that has helped me get contacts with actual
professionals."
The Eastern chapter pro,,ides its students with
the same information as professional members of the
AMA. Some of the benefits include hosting speakers
and prm·iding a chance to network with those speakers,
the chance to attend national conferences, subscriptions
to marketing newspapers and magazines and access
to internet sites and career and resume building
information. Eastern's chapter also helps students who
attend meetings to learn more about their peers and
profession.
"[Students] can get to know other students and can
get in\'Ol\'ed with marketing in here. If you join Al\fA,
you can come to the speaker meetings, the membership
meetings, and you can work on your marketing ski lls by
doing different Ayers or ad,·ertising or promoting any
functions that we are doing," Stacy \'(/ehnes, chapter
president, said.
Faculty members within the marketing major are
also supportive of the A11A. W'ehncs recalls professors

Below: Stacy \'\'ehnes, president of t\~ l 1\, goes over
details of possible fundraisers for the semester and
future activities.

''Students can get to
know other students
and can get involved
with marketing (in

AMA):'
-Stacy Wehnes,
president of AMA

tmnouncing Al"\1A-sponsored events to their classes.
"lTeachers] are really good at announcing when we have
peaker meetings, when AMA is doing anything on campus...
rA lot of the time, the teachers will promote it so their students
will come and they realize that it is beneficial to them to join,"
X/ehnes said.
The AMA is open to all students in marketing and
management related fields.

Below: Front row: r.::nrhryn Smith, jeffrey Benl,
Amanda Gro,·cs and Carissa I Iayden. Back row:
Kristy Van r\merongcn, Brandy Barter, Tereasa
Christmon, Carol Stevens, ath·isor, K.risty Kash,
Jeanine Hart nnd Ben \larcv.

Keeping Shakespeare alive
By Crystal Reed: Photos by Mindy Brown

T
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he Upsilon Gamma Delta chapter of Sigma
Tau D elta is an international organization
for honors students in English. The purpose
of the organization is to promote the study of
literature, creati\·e writing and fellowship among
English majors. The group itself grew out of
another organization, the \X.'riter's Club.
-In the past the group has done sen· ice
projects such as theater field trips, buying large
print books and tapes for nursing homes and
buying children's books for a domestic violence
shelter.
-The group also allows writers to express their
talent through The Vehicle which is a literary
and arts magazine produced by the group each
semester.
-English majors <-}Wtlify for group
memberships if tbcy arc at least a sophomore
English major with minimum G PJ\ of 3.5. Once
a student joins they are a member for life.
"Members of the group haYe access to
publication, scholarships, internships and other
~~nefits," Carol SteYens, faculty adYisor, said.

~

A new acti,·iry the group is developing is
Poetry around the Clock.
"T his is a poetry happening involving
students and faculty who will simply go out and
read their fa,·orite poems aloud, one or two days
a week, after the clock strikes noon and plays
the Alma ~later," tevens said.
The group is also reaming up with the
English Club to participate in Relay for Life.
"I really like being in this organization
because it's the only honors association for
English, and we do a lot of social eYents,"
President Kathryn Smith, said.
Smith encourages students to join
because, it not only looks good on a resume,
but proYides a lot of interaction with others
through social events and service acti,·ities.
Current officers include Smith and Jeanine
l lart, treasurer.
Last semester the group had a book sale
and held another in the Spring. The association
has also done marathon readings to raise funds.
The group has been acti,·e at Eastern since
1932.

Rig ht: Jeanine 1Jan, vice president of
Sigma Tau Delta, explains the role of
VP to members. Executi,·e elections
\\'ere being held for the semester.
Below: Krist) Van Amcrongen states
the reason she \\'Ould make a good ,-ice
president.

really like being
in this organization
because it's the only
honors association
for English and we
do a lot of social
events:'
~~I

... Kathryn Smith
president

Krist) Van ,\ mcrongcn, Kathryn Smith, Jeanine Hart and Jeffrey Bcallistcn to
ad,·isor, SteYcns, talk about up-coming events for Sigma Tau Delta.

By Joanie Holland : Photos by Katie Skaggs
ohnnie Cochrane, meet your match.
For the first time this fall, students had the chance to
unleash their inner attorneys by participating in judicial
simulation Moot Court.
Offered in the fall and spring semesters as a political
science course, Moot Court is a valuable experience for
students who wish to prepare for law school.
Participation is not limited to political science majors,
said Faculty Adviser Karen Swenson.
This year about 10 students signed up for the class,
but by the end of the semester less than half remained,
she said.
The students participated in competitions sponsored
by the American Collegiate Moot Court Association
which assigned the court case that all teams argue.
In the fall, the teams compete regionally, and in the
spring, they compete nationally.
In the beginning of the year, students pair up and
typically retain their partners for the duration of the
year. Together, the pairs research and formulate their
arguments, ultimately preparing for the competition.
The teams did not place in the fall at regionals, but
had a second chance at nationals.
At nationals, held in January, the competition
was again too great for Eastern's teams to overtake,
and although neither team placed in the competitions,
Swenson was proud of her students.
"There were 75 total teams, and 32 made it into the
elimination rounds.
"I'm proud of them for having participated,"
Swenson said.
The two teams that competed this year were Leslie
Warren and Brittany Hoerdeman; and Lynell Everett and
Nathan Hanner.
Swenson spent the rest of the semester focusing on
the advice and criticisms the teams received from judges
at the competitions.
As for next year, Swenson planned ahead.
<<I think we will work harder. We'll spend more time
drilling because it would be nice to have a team next year
that places," Swenson said.

J

A member of Moot Court practices her argument before the group.

The head instructors in charge of Moot Court listened and
argued along with the students gi''ing their presentations.

Parents observe
child care lab
By Michelle Brueggeman :
Photos by Mindy Brown

T

he family and consumer sciences child development
lab in Buzzard Hall saw changes and improvements
in its technology.
The child development lab installed high tech
cameras allowing parents to watch their children from
home over a secure internet connection.
Child development lab Coordinator l\likki l\Ieadows
said they installed the cameras to help strengthen
relationships of families.
i\Ieadows said she attended a conference where the
cameras were being marketed to parents' fears and the
thought they could be used for some good.
The child development lab always had a full wait-list
of students, and installing the cameras has only increased
the number of applicants interested in the program run
by the child development lab.
"We have received written thank-yous from parents,"
Meadows said.
According to Meadows, oftentimes, technology has
a negative affect on children, but the students involved
in the child development lab program benefit by seeing
positive interaction between the lab personnel and their
families.
The child development lab serves as a way to bridge
the gap between the home and school.
During the 2003-2004 school year, coordinators
of the lab initiated a brief study with Charleston's ~lark
Twain kindergarten. This study was the foundation for
the ongoing "Bridge Program" between the lab and
Charleston's pub]jc schools.
The public schools are sent information each year
before preschool screening occurs. The school district
then identifies those children it believes need experience
with organized child care before they start school in
August.
Coordinators of the lab hope the program will
continue to benefit children and families in the area on a
long-term basis.

Small cameras overlook the child and infant tb·clopmcnt
rooms in Buzzard Hall. The cameras allow parents to ,·icw
lh-c, secure feed of \\·hat is going on in the classrooms whilo
at home or in the office.

Child Development
Lab Coordinator Mikki
Meadows said they
installed the cameras
to help strengthen
relationships of families.

T he cameras were permanently positioned to ,·icw as much
of the room as possible. The view includes all the areas
where children play o r learn.

Skachkova
helps feminism
By Beatrice Maldonado :
Photos by Katie Skaggs
uring the liberation of Bulgaria, all of the women
in Penka Skachkova's family were actively involved
in the movement. One grandmother was killed for her
beliefs by guerillas, and another held the flag for the
unification of her country.
Both of these women were brave, and to Dr. Penka
Skachkova, the new women's studies director, that is
important.
''As feminists, we are looking to correct a historical
mistake: the mistreatment of women, their absence from
history," Skachkova said. "We are looking to give more
focus to women as achievers."
To her, it is vital that women understand where they
carne from and know their history.
"Women must be self-identified to identify
themselves, as opposed to being identified by someone
else, especially male figures," Skachkova said.
Skachkova made an effort to reach out to the female
student body and inform the young women why the
women's studies program is crucial.
The program, Skachkova said, is essential because
it educates women. Skachkova wants her students to
understand the struggles of women around the world.
''When I teach my courses, I always put emphasis on
women from other cultures along with their experiences"
she said.
"I'm planning on a global project. Through
computers, we can connect with women from other
countries. Also, I want to start a study abroad program
for women, which will be a trademark of our program.
What are the stories of immigration? Of the coming to
America? And what does it mean to be an immigrant?
How does that have an effect on those women?"
Shachkova said.
Most importantly, Skachkova wants women to desire
knowledge of the past without any influence.
"T his is her history and her story. \Vho's supposed
to know about them if they themselves do not know?"
Without a doubt, Skachkova knows there is a new
age.

D

A class bstens intently to Dr. Penka Skachkova's lecture. D r.
Skachkova brings many life experiences into her lectures.

Dr. Penka Skachkova relates feminism to the real world during her
class discussion. T his is Dr. Skachkova's first year as director of
women's studies.

Learning to
love history
By Lizzy Powers : Photos by Katie Skaggs

n . {hat do windshield wipers, fire escapes and engine
- V\1 mufflers all have in common?

They were all

invented by women.
What about the names Ross, Blackwell and Frank?
The \'(/omen's Studies Living History program covered
them all.
Each year, the program's students pick a famous
woman in history and research her to write a 10 to
15 minute speech about her life. The students make
a costume to fit the story and perform in various
elementary school classrooms in Coles County. The
group may perform as many as 20 to 30 shows.
"We're trying to balance the perception that
children have that it's all men in history," said Program
Administrator Robert Petersen. "Children know who
George \Xfashington is, but they might not know Madame
Curie or even Joan of Arc."
This is Petersen's first year working with the
program. He said the goal of the project is to "put an
image in [children's] minds of women in history."
Allison Banducci, a sophomore social sciences
education major, is one of the student participants.
"I'd like the students to understand that history is as
exciting as you make it," she said. " I want the students to
understand the emotion behind the character's decisions."
Banducci has been amazed by re-enactors since she
was young, and it's part of the reason she participates in
Eastern's program.
The best part of the program is the children, said
Banducci.
"It opens doors for you to personalize history for
them," she said.
Famous women covered range from Laura Ingalls
\'{filder to Anne Frank. Participants are encouraged to be
as authentic as possible as older children will try to trip
up a performer and get them to break character.
"It's always a bit of a personal triumph when
you surprise the students by spitting out something in
French," Petersen said.

Above: \'(omen's rights and abilities are key issues addressed in
feminism classes. D irector of Women's studies Dr. Penb Skachkova
addresses these topics in all of her women's studies classes.

Students wanting to take the class weren't required
to have any previous acting experience. Petersen said the
department encouraged anyone who was interested in
women's history and wanted to work with kids to join the
class.

"I'd like the students to understand
that history is as exciting as you
make

it~'

...Allison Banducci
sophomore social science major

Rig ht: Before Blair I IaJJ was constructed,
the "Lily Pond" rook up most of the
space, as well as some of the Doudna Fine
t\ ns Center area.
Below: Construction workers throw
unneeded materials to the ground. Many
construction companies provided workers
for the ,·arious projects on campus.

Hencken prouet of progress
By Cindy Tanney : Photos by Mindy Brown and provided by Media Services.
ou Hencken crossed his fingers as a crane eased the last
bulk of machinery into the building's open stomach.
"Everything had to go perfect," Eastern's president
would later say.
This was the final step coward completing the interior
reconstruction of the university's third oldest building,
Blair Hall. Exterior work would be delayed for six months
if the equipment fell off balance, crashing through two
floors.
On April 28, 2004, the building's roof went up
in flames. o fatalities or injuries were reported, but
gradebooks, computers, personal belongings and years of
research of Eastern employees were destroyed.
The building housed different departments, including
the graduate school, international program and grants and
research office.
After the fire, each department and office relocated
to various buildings, including Buzzard Hall and the
Clinical Services Building.
~he entire university came together," Hencken said.

L

"There were no turf batdes."
Gary Foster, sociology and anthropology department
chair, had worked in Blair Hall since 1990. He said nearly
300 of 1,200 books from his personal library were
reco\'ered.
"[Eastern staff and students] made it possible to go
on," Foster said. "They've been resiuent."
Students handed in used class materials, papers and
syllabi to teachers who lost lectures and class ouilines.
~leanwhile, f Iencken had a difficult task at hand.
After the fire, "the first thing we had to do was clean up,"
Hencken said.
The roof had collapsed to the third Aoor from water
and fire damage. By the end of summer 2004, everything
was torn out but brick retaining walJs.
The following summer, construction workers
unearthed the building's remains while digging in
preparation of installing utijjry lines. The outside work was
delayed for almost three weeks.
It was the foundation of a heat plant which had been

Below: The west side of Blair Hall had windows
installed during construction. Many updates
including a new addition are being added tO Blair
during construction.

Blair Hall:
1913-2005

''[Eastern staff and students] made
it possible to go on. They've been
resilient~'

Blair llall was constructed as a teacher-training school in 1913
and now houses the sociology department and international
and non-traditional student programs.

- Gary Foster,
chair of sociology and anthropology
built in 1898, Hencken said.
The inner deconstruction of Blair Hall allowed
university employees to take part in plans for a new
layout. The building's west side was extended, and
windows originally sealed with lead-based paint were
replaced.
But Blair Hall's redesign is not what has impressed
J-Iencken the most. Rather, the "character" of the
university has made him proud.
"You haven't heard them whining or complaining,"
Hencken said. "Their attitude has been 'we're gonna
make the best of it."'
Blair Hall was first built in 1913 with a limestone
exterior and wood interior. In 1951, the building was
expanded. Blair Hall has also been recognized as an
Illinois State Historical Society landmark.
"In any history, there are high moments that you
are ,·ery proud of," Hencken said. "The fire was a
low, but the way the university responded was a proud
moment."

Today Blair Hall is under contruction. A fire erupted in the
third floor in May 2004. Blair planned to reopen during the
spring semester 2006.

reed-

~

Pommier teaches
with nature·s aid
By Heather Smith : Photos by Mindy Brown
ftentimes college students find it almost impossible to
make it to class. They will either sleep in, or, in some
cases, they just don't feel like going to class that particular
day.
Perhaps the classroom seems stuffy or the topic doesn't
seem interesting. So, why not have a classroom that will
make students want to attend class?
For professor John Pommier, this question seemed easy
to answer. Pommier, a recreation administration professor,
designed and created Eastern's first outdoor classroom.
Pommier is the first teacher on campus to use the
outdoor classroom and he saw attendance for the class
improve. Also, the use of the environment provided a
hands-on experience that enticed the students.
Many of Pommier's lectures in the classroom were
based on what was available in the classroom's location,
south of Old Main. The classroom is near an old drainage
system where crushed limestone rock and tumbled stone
can be found and studied. Pommier used the classroom
when the environment applied to his lecture material and the
weather permitted.
Funding for classroom materials came from the
university and outside sources were also glad to help.
"It makes me feel good to know people are taking
notice," Pommier said.
He was hopeful that the classroom would stick around.
Students who attended classes outdoors had nothing
but positive things to say and were eager to attend.
"The classroom provides an atmosphere that is
enjoyable, and it is a class I like to attend," Bryce Johnson,
sophomore undeclared major, said.
Pommier's main focus when creating the classroom
was the students. He wanted a class and a discussion that
remained focused but, at the same time, sparked interest in
the students.
Pommier says he wants his students to "get the
most out of a class." T he classroom has proved to be a
wonderful way for students to retain more information.
And, it will be a great opportunity for Eastern to expand its
way of teaching.

O

The ma'tennind behind the outdoor classroom, Jobn Pommier, utithzes the sellinll
to motivate and inspire his students. Sometimes the weather hindered the use of
the outdoor classroom. but students were still more likely to auend class due to the
outdoor setting.

Students listen mtently and take notes during Pomm1er's lecture. The outdoor
atmosphere allowed Pommier to tie elements of nature, such a~ the nearby cru~hed
lime5tonc rock and tumbled stone. to enhance the classroom ell.pericnc:e.

'7he classroom provides an
atmosphere that is enjoyable,
and it is a class I like to attend~'
... Bryce Johnson,
sof>homore undeclared major

Making
a club
By Beatrice Maldonado : Photos by Mindy Brov
ucious Malfoy, Professor Dumbledore, Ron Weasely,
Ho~varts -- all names familiar to children around
the world. But how well would they do on a college
campus?
Despite potential mockery, Stephanie Drozd,
sophomore theatre arts and English major, decided
to start her own organization in honor of the famous
children's series Harry Potter.
Drozd, an admirer of the novel for years, found
herself inspired to start a club last year at an audition
for a play. There she met another student who enjoyed
Harry Potter as much as she did. It was then she
decided to form a club for fellow Harry Potter fans.
Drozd then focused on getting her organization
started. Creating a recognized student organization
(RSO) is a month-long process that involves filing
paperwork with the Student Life office stating the clubs
purpose and classification (social, academic, honorary,
etc.). The club must have a faculty adviser who acts
as a liason between the student members and the
faculty, officers (president, vice president, secretary and
treasurer) and a minimum of ten members. Once the
members have written a constitution for the group, they
sign off on the application and submit the forms to the
Student Life office.
\'{lith friends who enjoy Harry Potter equally as

L

much as she does, Drozd did not find it difficult to me~
the membership requirement.
Drozd planned on dividing the group into the
different Hogwarts teams, and she put a lot of thought
into club activities.
"I [hope] to have a club game of mock Quidditch,
house against house."
Another purpose of the club was to push aside
any stereotypes there may be of people who are Harry
Potter fans. Admirers are not always children, sci-fi
fanatics or socially inept individuals. Drozd believed
firmly that anyone can be interested in Harry Potter.
According to Drozd and other fans, there is more
to the book than just characters performing magic; it's
real life with a different perspective.
"There is science behind the magic, if one would
just take time out to look."
Drozd looked forward to her first meeting once all
the process was finished.
But Drozd had a bigger goal in mind other than
just a Harry Potter club at Eastern.
"I'm not sure if this will ever happen, but I'm
hoping that all universities start a Harry Potter club and
I hope within time it can become regional. There could
be an alliance, along with Harry Potter conventions,
where all universities come together."

~It started with the
figurines ...

Rig ht: A collection of Harry
Potter gear is displayed.
Far rig h t: Paperwork filed.
Below: The minds behind the
t-larry Potter group smile wide.

...moved on to the
journals ...

...and continues

with other
miscellaneous items

Pantherpalooza rocks the Quae
Story by Jesse Funk : Photos by Susan Atwell

T

he south quad buzzed with activity on September
7 during the annual Pantherpalooza, a showcase
of campus dubs and Registered Student Organizations.
Student body president Ryan Berger passed out
snow cones to overheated students, while a variety of
clubs worked to recruit new members.
Clubs included university-related organizations
such as University Board, fraternities and sororities;
charitable organizations such as the American Cancer
Society and the Haiti Connection; health awareness
clubs such as Condom Club; political organizations
like College Republicans and College Democrats;
and alternative clubs like the Society for Creative
Anachronism.
Many of the organizations had various giveaways
Students of every grade level and background signed up for clubs
and prizes to attract new members. Kristen Dorsey,
and organizations at tables set up on the quad. Pantherpalooza
president of the College Republicans, summed up the
gave organizations that are not given much attention a chance to
popular attitude of most of the clubs: (We're recruiting gain members and advertise their purpose.
new members by pulling out all of the stops."
Dorsey's group offered a giveaway of The World
According to Ann Coulter through a raffle and boosted
enrollment by having a signup sheet for a pizza party.
The Haiti Connection gained interest through
community support and travel.
New to Pantherpalooza was the Society for
Creative Anachronism. Dressed as kings, queens, bards
or minstrels, the members of this organization looked
to the past for their entertainment.
Even if some students did not initially join
an organization upon their arrival to campus, they
might have changed their mind after walking through
Pantherpalooza.
"We just came to observe, but we might end up
joining something," senior sociology major Erin Crite
said.
The Haiti Connection group used posters to attract students to their
Pantherpalooza was a benefit for the students
table. The group raises money that is sent to Haiti for relief efforts.
involved in organizations as well as those looking to
Many students choose to participate in orgaojzations that will
join them.
benefit others as well as themselves.

Clubbed to death
Story and photos by Mindy Brown
tudents ha\'e, at one time or another, been
overwhelmed with day to day obligations. Some
are better than others at handling the stress.
Sophomore English education major Danielle
Stiebel is one such person. Besides being an RAin
McKinney, a campus tour guide, an orientation leader
and Sisterhood Chair of Alpha Sigma Alpha, Stiebel
still leaves room for "Danielle time."
Stiebel enjoys that she gets to meet the students
before they officially move onto campus.
"I want them to come to Eastern and remember
me, to remember that I helped them feel more
welcome," Stiebel said.
Sophomore math education major and fellow
Alpha Sigma Alpha member Adri Andreou is shocked
at how many people Stiebel knows.
"She acknowledges everyone she passes and
makes them feel special," Andreou said.
I f she is not doing her rounds in McKinney,
talking to her girls, working in her office, or going to
Hall Council and RHA meetings, she could be found
in class or doing homework.
Andrea Pun'is, sophomore special education
major and resident of ~IcKinney, loves that Stiebel is
readily approachable.
"She'll find the answer [for your questions] or tell
you where to go for the answer," she said.
Her love for Eastern also extends into her other
activities. Stiebcl is Sisterhood Chair for Alpha Sigma
Alpha. She plans monthly events for the girls in her
sorority while fitting in her sport requirement for the
sorority.
Stiebel also hopes to become the Student
Orientation Director, making her even more involved
with the program.
Stiebel does not feel she is overly involved on
campus.
"I've always been involved," she said.
"I'm like Lou Hencken. I'm hard-core Eastern."

S

Sticbcl meets with fellow ~lcKinnc} R1\ Patrick Sweeney, a junior
English major, about an issue taking place on Sweeney's floor.

\'<' hen Steibel is not working in her residence hall, she can be found
in her room, studying for tests and working on homework.

Students
show leadership
By Liza Bishton : Photos by Mindy Brown

T

he mission statement of the Black Student Union
proclaims that it will serve as an organization
that will foster student development through diversity,
academics and social services, and take a proactive role
in the development of strong student leadership.
1t docs so through sociaJ events such as
homecoming and cultural events during African
American J Ieritage i\Ionth.
In February BSU hosted a painting contest
and family appreciation night to celebrate African
American lleritagc J\Ionth. Contestants submitted
paintings that highlighted aspects of African American
culture. For Family Appreciation ight, students wrote
essays about their families. The author of the winning
essay received tickets to the Miss Black E IU Pageant
the following evening.
Ashley Coleman, senior heaJth studies major and
vice president of BSU, was proud they placed in more
homecoming events this year. BSU placed second
overall in the registered student organizations di\rision.
They also co-hosted a skating party in November with
LASO, the Latin American Student Organization, and
the Peer Helper program at the Sih-er Star Skating
Center in Mattoon.

The Black Student Union was also involved in
several service projects on and off campus.
At the beginning of the semester, BSU teamed
up with the orientation office to purchase groceries
and other needed items for students who transferred
to Eastern from Louisiana universities after Hurricane
Katrina.
In ovember, they removed exotic honeysuckle,
a poisonous plant, from behind the Carlye Sandberg
chool with the Embarras Volunteer group.
At Christmas, they ran a "Toys for Tots" drive.
BSU members placed gift-wrapped totes around
campus for students tO drop toys and other items
in. The toys were donated to victims of H urricane
Katrina.
They also visited the Senior Citizens Center in
Charleston two Mondays each month for crafts, such
as pumpkin painting, and games, including bingo and
cards. The students and seniors both enjoyed these
VISitS.

"You can't even imagine all the card games they
taught us," Coleman said. "I've never even heard of
most of them."

Princess candidate
Jennifer E.ther
represents BSU at
Homecoming 2005
coronation.

Righ t: Former Black Student Union President Jef~' Co~er participate~ in
"The Dating Game dunng Homecommg
Below: I lomecoming Queen Stephanie Johnson represents the Black
Student Union with King Kyle Donash of Lamda Chi Alpha.

SSU received
second place
during the
Homecoming
"Yell Like Hell"
competitions.

SSU members race
to the finish during
the relay race at
the Homecoming
pep rally.

Asian American Association
By Adrienne Lopez : Photos by Mindy Brown

P

olitical science graduate student Frishna
Ignalaga founded the Asian American
Association in fall 2002. The purpose of starting
the group was to create an Asian Studies minor on
campus and to increase diversity.
((Those goals definitely still stand now,"
Ignalaga said. '~'Xfe've had a significant increase of
Asian American students on campus."
Back then, the Asian student population was
less than 0.1 percent, and no organization had been
built specifically for the international students'
interests. This year, the group grew and is in the
process of proposing an Asian American minor.
Jesse \'Xfu, senior marketing major and
president of AAA, joined the group to
"make friends, meet new people, develop an
understanding of Asian-American culture and to
have fun."
The group's main purpose is to "create
an environment for all Asians and non-Asians
to interact, educate, and socialize with each
other," Wu said. "Being a minority in America is
confusing, and people are intimidated to try new
things."
Incoming members also had hesitations about
joining such a specific group.
((I think people think that we sometimes have
a pride issue and we only hang out with other
Asians," Rich Almeyda, freshman pre-pharmacy
major, said. ''Also, there are stereotypes that we are
all smart and stuff, but we are regular people."
Members of the group want to impress upon
others that everyone is welcome in the group,
including non-Asians.
To explain the group to non-members, Jesse
Wu said, "It's difficult to explain to minorities
within your own group or outside individuals why
one minority has a common goal. We just try to
interact, educate and spread awareness."

Kenney Bae, a junior physics major, gets the group involved in a
name game. Bae is the vice president and "idea maker" of the group

Members of the Asian American Association pose for a group photo. The
organization encourages non-Asian memberships.

Association of International
Students
Story and Photos by Teague Malloy

T

Or. .\fahmood Butt councils Amin 1'\abiye\', ~fBA, a student from
1\zerbaijan. AIS allows students a chance to work with faculty who
can help them transition to a new country.

Junior economics major Rahul Shalla chose Eastern for irs "great
international program."

he Association of International Students
promotes multi-cultural awareness and actively
seeks others to help improve the growing program.
AIS held activities promoting cultural exchange and
understanding of all nations among students, staff,
faculty and members of the local community.
"AIS is aware of the importance of
globalization in the 21st century and wants to
promote the positive qualities of global citizenry,"
Abdoulaye Traore, president of AIS and junior
finance major, said.
"The climate that we are in right now with
recruiting international students to Eastern is, we
are holding our own and we intend to increase
[enrollment] the best we can," Sue Songer,
international student adviser, said.
" \X'e haYe a total enrollment of 133 international
students," Songer continued. "\'(/e have 50 new
students, which I think is awesome. India has 36
students at Eastern this semester. Second is Nepal
with 12 students. Korea is in third place with nine
students and then the fourth and fifth are tied with
Canada and China with seven."
At the September International Forum for AIS,
the students shared their experiences on campus and
their respective countries.
"I think Charleston is a pleasant town with a
rich culture, as well as historical heritage," Emin
Nabiyev, political science graduate student from
Azerbaijan, said. "The people are genuinely nice,
and the university is marvelous. I'm looking forward
to making Charleston my home for the next several
years."
"lThere is] a great international program here,"
Rahul Bhatia, junior economics major, said.
" It is a wonderful experience," Johannes Trettel,
a business administration graduate student from
Germany, said. "Studring is quite different here."

Student
Government
By Liza Bishton: Photos by Mindy Brown

T

his year marks Student Body President Ryan
Berger's fourth year of participation in Eastern's
student government.
" It seemed natural to get involved," he said.
Berger became interested in student gm·ernment
in high school through the debate team. H e also de,·eloped an interest in public service during dus time.
\X'hen he began college, Berger became a political science major and was involved with the student
government. In his freshman year of college, he was
appointed to the senate. In his sophomore year, he became the chair of the student relations committee, and
during his junior year, he became speaker of the senate.
In addition, he also served on the Housing
Committee, the Diversity Committee and theTa) lor
Hall Council.
After six semesters of experience, Berger '\Vas
ready to run for student body president. He was attracted to the position because he could move the office
in his own direction.
"It's a great way for me to give back to Eastern,"
he said.
\X'ith h.im in office, Berger and the student senate
aimed to accomplish many of the goals mentioned in
his platform.

The "Show Me the Money" campaign explained
to students what fees they paid and what these fees
accomplished. The first annual Pirst Night celebration was held before the first day of fall classes. Berger
hopes this event will become a new tradition and promote school spirit. Berger is now focusing on plans
to renovate the 7th Street Underground in the Student
Union.
\XIhile working on goals set in his campaign platform, Berger and the senate have also reached their
fundraising goal for Paws for the Cause. T hrough donations from students and campus organizations, Paws
for the Cause was able to give S1000 to the Red Cross
for the Hurricane Katrina Relief Effort.
In addition to his duties as student body president,
Berger is majoring in political science with a minor in
pre-law. I le believes his studies in political science help
him with his role in student government. "The academic experience is more than the classroom," he said.
"Political Science makes the things that I learn in the
classroom more of a reality."
Ultimately, Berger would like to run for office
at the state level. But for now, he is applying for law
school. "I'm not sure what I want to do with a law degree, but it will be a great learning experience," he said.

Student
government
executive board
debates an issue.

Far left: Student Body
President Ryan Berger
\rticipated in raising funds
for hurricane relief.
Left: Student Senators
ndidge and \'\'u take notes
Below: Student
Government 2005

Student
senator Smith
addresses a new
activity.

Government
meetings are held
in the Union in
order to allow
all students the
option to attend.

Amplify
your entertain
By Tiffany Kochanski : Photos by Mindy Brown or submitted by UB

U

niversity Board is in charge of everything from Saturday evening movies to arranging for comedians to
entertain students. Close to twenty committees coordinate events on campus.
"Each coordinator runs a committee," UB Chair
Chris Stanfield said. "These included events for, but are
not limited to, Homecoming, comedy, concerts, speakers,
plays, video game tournaments and cultural arts."
Stanfield was involved in the Productions Committee because he enjoyed working with sound. He then
moved on to the Comedy Committee and worked as
the chair. H is job was to make arrangements for all the
comedians. The Comedy Committee was his favorite job
because he "liked hiring the comedians and going to the
shows."
"We look for people who are good leaders, because
you have to be in charge of a committee, and you have to
work with budgets," Stanfield said.
Stanfield devoted a great deal of time to the UB.
"I usually, at the minimum, had eight meetings a
week," he said. "\Y/e met with each coordinator. We had
our weekly meeting with everyone."
The UB also helped with public relations for the
school.
"We do the majority of talking to the press," Stan-

field said.
Amp Magazine is a new addition to the University
Board. Starting as the Pulse last year, it began to publisl'
in August under the new name and concentrated on pre
rooting the UB.
"They write about our events," Stanfield said, "so \
are their news source."
Nicole D eToye, editor in chief of Amp Magazine,
said, "I think it's a really colorful, interesting format for
college students to look at."
DeToye said that many student volunteers help wit
Amp, and the staff posted Ayers and ads. DeToye work
as a coordinator in conjunction with the University
Board.
"T he really great thing about this magazine is it be1
efits the students who read it, but it also really benefits
the students who work for it because this is an incredibl
learning experience," D eToye said. "I have done more
different things with this magazine than I've ever done
my life. It really keeps me in touch with the students."
D eToye has been involved with Amp Magazine
since January 2005. She got involved because a professq
recommended her for a layout position.
D eToye loved what she did in Amp Magazine, and
she planned on continuing it through the school year.

Move-in activities
include games
and inflatable
obstacle courses.

Right: Charleston local Scott
\'\'attics impersonates Eh·is.
Far right and below: James
'3rown performed during Family
'cckcnd with dancers (far right).

US provides donee
lessons for every
style.

Monthly movie
choices ore
offered free of
charge.

A Role
of the die
Photos and story by Liza Bishton

T

he Role Players Guild is clifferent from other
registered student organizations on campus because
it does not create laws, pass motions or participate in
community serYice activities. The RPG docs not have a
charter, an agenda or even a structured meeting style. It
docs not collect dues.
"But we do take donations," guipped President Josh
Mitchel, senior economics major.
The RPG meets each Tuesday in the student union
to have fun and play games.
At the beginning of the game, one person describes
the place and situation where the game is going to start.
The players then use their imaginations to decide how
their characters would act in that situation and how their
characters will respond to the actions of other characters.
Because the players vocalize their character's actions, the
game takes on a narrative gualit:y.
Vice President Jon Dean, junior economics major,
said players use a rule set, determined by a book or
person, to guide players through the game. The players
then improvise freely within those guidelines.
For many players, role playing is a creative outlet.
"1\ly brother got me into it in the second grade,"
said Dean.

"I think that people come for the social componen1
as well. At the beginning of each meeting, we take a fe\\
minutes to shoot the breeze before breaking into the
campaign," Dean said.
According to \X'ikipedia.org, role playing is differen
from other games because aU the players are on the sam
team and games rarely have winners or losers.
"Role playing is similar to theater because role
players have a character concept and act as that person i
the game," said Mitchel.
Role playing games can be divided into several
genres. A person can play role playing game for any
movie genre, said Dean.
\X'ikipedia.org, names fantasy and science fiction as
the two most popular genres.
Fantasy games, such as Dungeons and D ragons,
are usually based on fantasy literature such as the works
of J.R.R. Tolkicn and include magic and supernatural
creatures.
Science fiction games, such as Rifts, generally take
place in the future and inYoh-e futuristic technology and
space tra\'el.
Other role playing genres include historical, horror,
superhero and humor.

Members of the
Role Players Guild
From left: Josh
Mitchel, Bobby
Wentzlaff, Matt
Lucas, Martin
Fitzhugh, Josh
Vandyke, Andrew
Dalton

Far left: Brian
Thomas gets ready tO
roll the die.
Far right: ~ [an Lucas
jokes around while not
im·oh·ed in a game.
Below: Jon Dean sets
up a game.

Dennis Weston
and Dr. Mike
Ruane socialize
before a game.

Brion Thomas
contemplates
his next move

EIU gets served

By Lizzy Powers : Photos by Mindy Brown and Katie Skaggs

T

au Beta Sigma was not an average sorority.
This service sorority focused on helping Eastern's
many bands, from tightening music stands to setting up
for concerts and providing receptions after concerts,
even organizing the band storage room.
Fundraisers varied from working textbook rental
to a Pie Your Section Leader contest.
A tip jar was present at all of Tau Beta Sigma's
receptions to collect money that could be used by the
bands.
~ ot only did Tau Beta Sigma helping out the
campus bands, but it also participated in Habitat for
I Iumanity in the spring.
This sororiry had thirteen members in fall
semester, and was a close-knit group that knew how to
have fun as well as work hard.
Tau Beta Sigma is the only service sorority devoted
to helping the school's bands and it is also coed, a
characteristic not shared by many sororities.
"Being coed, it opens us up to more people who

can join," Laura Pettinger, senior special education
major and member of Tau Beta Sigma, said.
"It's nice to have ideas and opinions from all types
of people, especially male and female."
One of the group's favorite things to do was
holding socials, which could include anything from
paddle painting to fondue nights.
Members of Tau Beta Sigma were all invoked
in music, although there were no music majors in the
soronry.
Pettinger was quick to shrug off the negative
stereotype of sororities.
"From joining a service sorority, you get to sec
how you can help people in the community and within
the school,"she said.
" It connects you to other groups and people you
might not ha\re met without the organization. People
arc more connected through the band department to
other schools and people within our sorority," Pettinger
said.

Lambda Pi Eta

Chi Sigma Iota
~"'!"-'--

Far right: Kim i\larach of Epsilon Sigma
Alpha bowls for a good cause.
Below: Though not a sorority or fraternity,
Peer Helpers is an organi%ation determined
to help freshman adjust to campus.

Tau Beta Sigma

Pi Sigma Alpha

Thinking
inside the box
Photos and story by Drea Johnston
t started with a little l\Iont:y Python, someone
D enofrio's claims that the squabble between
who had a friend "who was funny," and a desire
Eastern's improv group and LBVD is all in good
fun, the groups' one-crossover member was
to make people laugh. Andrew Reeves spearheaded
playfully booed off the stage as he attempted to
Lunchbox Voodoo in 2002, wanting to bring a
cheap form of entertainment to Eastern students.
make an announcement regarding the imprm·
\"X'hile Ree,·es and a majority of the original cast groups next performance during LBVO's 1 m·ember
show.
have since gradauated, two original members still
All of the material LBVD performs is now
remain. l\1ike D enofrio, senior technical education
original material, created by members or submitted
and theatre education major, and Ben Marcy, still
by fellow Eastern students. "W./e even had a business
perform with Lunch box Voodoo along with an
evoh·ing cast. The cast size has fluctuated from 10
major submit a script," D enofrio recaJJs. "His was
to 19 members since the group became a registered
actually one of the best we've done."
On average, the group puts on h\'e shows a
student organization, but the 2005/ 2006 cast
consisted of 14 or 15 Eastern students.
year, performing crowd favorites along with new
material at each show. The shows, generally held at
Denofrio says they have had people walk out
of their performances who had been offended by
ph Street Underground, are always free.
''\Y./e'vc never charged for a show," Denofrio
the subject matter, but those numbers arc small
says. " ot even in the beginning." The University
compared to the number of loyal LBVD fans.
The group even has a fan club on Facebook.
Board sponsors LBVD and the group holds a
com. There are thirty-three members and 27
number of benefit shows each year as well as pri,·ate
groupies on the site, which also posts show dates
performances for e\·ents at residence halls.
"\X'e just want to make people laugh." Denofrio
and various information.
They do, howc,·er, have one rivalry. Despite
says, "that's really all we're about."

I

Mike Denofrio
and Pat Lamorte
debate Ben
Marcy$ fate.

From top left: Ben J\larcy acts up
during a scene as mhers look on.
Ben Sto,·er dri\'es his im·isible car.
unchbox Voodoo group shot: Front
row, left to right: Jake Senesec, Pat
Lamorte, Matt Moran. Second Row:
Kate Anderson, Ben Swver, G reg
ng, Ben ~larcy, ~ like Denofrio. Top
ow: Sarah Jawaorski, Abigail Carter.

Wrestling
imaginary bears
is not out of
the question
otoLBVD
performance.

Full crowds come

out to support
Lunch box
Voodoo every
time they
perform. The
crowds ore never
disappointed.

Pride
Story and photos by Nikki Sprehe

I

n November, one organization raised money for AIDS
research and for J Iurricane Katrina relief efforts. And
they clid so with the help of some show-stopping drag
queens.
Pride, an organization for gay, lesbian, bisexual,
and transgender students and their allies, is a place of
acceptance and most importantly, it is a community
that provides students with an environment focused on
humanity, rather than one facet of someone's identity.
Kris Wilhelmsen, sophomore marketing major who
has been in Pride for about one year, said that he joined the
organization because he "needed a support system."
He was able to find that support in Pride, a group that
ultimately stands for equality and acceptance. Formerly
known as the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual + Allies Union, Pride
was established in 1992. Adviser for the organization since
1997, Doug Howell, said the name change made the group
"more identifiable" on campus
Before, the initials didn't include transgender
individuals, he said. "We were kind of locked in with those
initials," Howell said. Rather than continue to add more
initials, the organization decided to change the name, said
Howell.
ow, according to both \'V'ilhelmsen and Howell, the
organization has approximately 35 members on a regular
basis.
This year Pride took part in a number of acti,·ities and
celebrations both to create awareness for AIDS and raise
money for Hurricane Katrina. They also planned events
that simply showcased the strengths of the group and what
they stand for including National Pride \~ 'eek and a Diva
D rag ShO\\:
The Diva Drag Show is one of the most successful
events that P ride organizes. Each year the show, which is
held in the Grand Ballroom of the Union, has sold out, said
Howell.
AU the events P ride takes part in, however, have one
thing in common; they are done in the spirit of community
and every activity promotes equality and the elimination of
stereotypes within that community.
And for this group, that is something to be proud of.

*'

~!embers

of Pride gather at one of their Monday meetings. Front row ~e
right): Brina Grand, Angela Beard, Becky 1\Ierar, Doug DiBianco. i\!id
Row: F.rik Rose, Trisha Zang, Jackjc Johlcr, commuruty member, Ashley
Owens, Tony Schillinger. Back ro\\·: Dan Kotcskj, Brooke Buchanan, Eric
Voigt, Doug I lowell, Dan ~Iatthews, i\Iatt Stanley, Kris \X-'ilhclmsen
to

Pride executive members discuss upcorrung events. The "Di,·a Drag
Show" is sponsored by Pride.

SOMA
Story by Lizzy Powers : Photos by Mindy Brown

01-i,·e fresh, clean apples floated in a large container
filled with water. Bobbing for apples is a popular
game that is played at many children's parties. But bobbing
for apples isn't just for kids. The members of the Society
for Metaphysical Alignment (or SOMA as it's members
call it) recently bobbed for apples at one of their meetings.
Not only arc SOMA's activities a lot of fun and a chance
for everyone to get to know each other, they also have a
spiritual meaning behind them.
"\\'ater symbolizes birth. Apples represent spiritual
knowledge. When you place your face in the water, it
represents a renewal or rebirth," explained Courtney Crane,
a senior family and consumer sciences major and S01\1A's
president. " ot only "vas it symbolic, it's a whole lot of
fun, which is why it was incorporated into most Halloween
celebrations."
SOMA started 10 years ago by Jason D othager. The
group provides a community for Pagans, \~iccans and
alternative spiritual individuals in Eastern's community.
Dothager started the group when he met with some likeminded people and decided that there needed to be a
group where they could all exchange ideas and celebrate
their spirituality with other people. "My favorite part about
S011A is the people. It's nice to hang out with people that
ha,·e similar beliefs as I do, or at least are open-minded
about those beliefs," said Tabitha Miller, senior journalism
major, and SOMA's vice president.
Besides bobbing for apples, SOMA members also
brought in their dreams and interpreted them. Another
acti,·ity that SOMA participated in was paper making
and journal making. Members tore up pieces of colored
paper that they had written their hopes and 1 ew Year's
resolutions on and then made them into a sheet of paper.
\X'ith this paper, the members are going to make journals.
Last year, SOMA participated in drum circles.
"~ly favorite activity of S01\l.A [last year] was going to
drum circles. It's so much fun to raise energy with music,"
said Miller.

0

l\£embers of SOl\lA pause for the camera. Certain members were
not photographed due to fears or superstitions.

Papermaking was one of the projects the group took on during a
meeting. There were several attempts before anything resembling
paper was formed.

Keeping
the faith
By Alyssa Gaenzle : Photos by Katie Skaggs ar
Mindy Brown
tudents in need of religious teaching and counseling
have seven churches on campus to choose from:
Christian Campus House, First Presbyterian Campus
Fellowship, Immanuel Lutheran Campus ~linistry,
lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship, Newman Catholic
Center, Thirsty, and the \~'esley Foundation.
Christian Campus House is a student-led
organization, said pastor Roger Songer. About 375
students arc acti\·e members and around 650 students
\'isit Christian Campus house each year.
Students can become acti,·ely im·oh·ed at Christian
Campus H ouse in several different ways such as
attending a Wednesday or Sunday night service, mission
trip, baptism or weekend retreat.
Kristi f·:issler, junior health studies major, srud the
reason she came to Christian Campus house was because
she wanted to be among others who share the same
faith.
"I wanted a place to be myself with others who
ha\"e a passion for God," Eissler said.
Christian Campus House has always had one of
the biggest attendances out of the se,·en churches on
campus, said Songer.
"In the past eight years, we've seen tremendous

S

growth, starting from the mid to late 90's. It has been
growing ever since," Songer said.
Not all students are interested in attending church.
Out of a sun·ey taken from 10 students who
regularly attend Christian Campus H ouse, they feel the
main reasons a student will not attend church is because
it is not 'cool,' they don't have the pressures of parents
nagging them to go, parties are more fun and students
would rather sleep in than go to church.
"They don't see spiritual Ufe as an area of need,"
Songer said.
" But looks fade, no one cares about your academics
once you've gotten your first job, the friends you make
here; some you may keep, some you may not, but your
faith will last eternaJiy," srud Songer.
Of the 10 students surYeyed, all of them said that
they were better off during their college years having
known Christ.
"The advantage of knowing Christ, is how we Jive
our liYes," Father Roy Lanham of the Newman Catholic
Center, srud.
"It doesn't mean we live in a shell and don't have a
good time. Christ gives us a beautiful way of living our
lives. It means we embrace the world."

Newman
Catholic Center
serves both
the Charleston
and Eastern
communities.

The Wesley Foundation Student
Center encourages students of
all faiths to come and worship,
as well as help with local and
international causes.

Christian
Campus House
offers all faith
denominations a
place for worship.

The Wesley
Foundation offers
programs and
opportunities to
all people, not

only Methodists.

Muslim Student Association
By Drea Johnston : Photos by Liza Bishton

T

he Muslim Srudent Association become
a recognized student organization in
1992 and currently has about 15 members,
both students and faculty. The group meets
every Friday afternoon at 2 in the African
American Center on the northeast side of
campus.
\X'hile the small brick building has little
in common with the great mosques usually
associated with the religion, this is easily
forgotten once inside the building. Two
long rugs run diagonally across the room,
facing southeast, where the members kneel
in prayer and listen to selections read aloud
from the Koran.
The group does not sponsor many
events outside of observing important
religious events. The group's advisor,
Mahmood Butt, assists in any fundraising
opportunities.
" Dr. Butt helps us put together
fundraising opportunities and generally
helps us in any regard he can," said MSA's
president, Saifur Bhuiyan, business graduate
student. Members recently observed
Ramadan, the ninth Mohammedan month
marking an annual fast during daylight hours.
I\Iany daily acth·ities are not allowed during
this time and time is spent in prayer and
reading the Koran. \\'hile TV is allowed,
those who obsen·ed the month of fasting
found themsel\·es without time to do so.
"So much time is spent in reading the
Koran and in prayer, that there is little time
for things like TV," said Charleston resident
and group member Yasmin Butt,
The Muslim Student Association also
holds a monthy djscussion on campus to
help create interfaith understanding.

Or.

~lahmood

Burt leads prayer during a Friday service while
Narjyab Sohaillistcns

Muslim Student Association Members from left to right;
Saifur R. Bhuiyan, \'{'asecm Mazoor, Yasmin Butt, arjyab Sohail,
\'<'ahccda t\li, l\lahmood Butt, Muhamma Ali Baqir, abil Kaali,
~luhammad Arsal Latif

Latter Day Saints
By Tiffany Kochanski : Photos by Nikki Sprehe

T

stern Latter Day Saints student association members. Front row: Hayley
.utz, Cacic Cccardi, Sara Lambert. Back row: John Bottoms, l: lder Lloyd,
Jder Taylor, adYiser John Oliver

ny O liver presented a reading about giving thanks at one of the groups's
~londay night meetings in ovember.

he Latter Day Saint Student Association is an
international organization of college students
who belong to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints. A typical meeting consists of six to eight
students from Eastern Illinois University and three to
four from Lake Land College.
"Because we are affiliated with the larger
University of Illinois chapter of LDSSA, members of
the EIU LDSSA often travel to Champaign to attend
social and service-oriented events organized by the
U of I LD SSA," said Jon Oliver, faculty advisor for
the group. The president, Yice president and secretary
are elected for one-year terms each. T he organization
itself has been at EIU for 30-35 years.
" It was initiated by the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints to provide college student
members an opportunity for social, spiritual, cultural
and leadership opportunities at their local campuses,"
Oliver said.
"I enjoy the weekly interaction with the college
students and helping them reach their goals. ln the
spring of 2003 1 was asked if 1 wanted to be the local
faculty ad,·isor for the group, and I am glad that 1
accepted that invitation," Oliver said.
Cathleen Uccardi also enjoys being president of
the LD SSA and says that the LDSSA reaffirms the
beliefs she's always had. "It's kind of a place to get
together with people from the church as well. There
aren't that many [Mormons] on campus and so it's just
nice to get together with them and just be with people
who have the same beliefs and talk about different
topics. She thinks that people should join the LDSSA
just to see what it is all about.
Uccardi also believes that the LDSSA helps
students get feedback and thoughts from the
community and helps people grow and continue their
faith.
The weekly ~londay meetings include prayer,
announcements and discussion.

Bringing Middle
Ages to !!fe
By Beatrice Maldonado : Photos by Jeanie Holland , Jeremy and Terra Vail

J1 n anachronism can be just about anything, said
J lJeri Matteson-Hughes, the Society for Creative
Anachronism's adviser.
"\'(!hen you go to the Fourth of July parade
and you see a Model T riding in the street, that's an
anachronism. It's not something we see on a daily
basis. It's the same for people seen walking down
the street wearing clothing that is clearly not from
today. They could be wearing a gown, a tunic, capes
swords- they're an anachronism" Hughes said.
In simpler terms it means anything that is taken
from past times and seen in modern day.
The SCA is an educational organization that
re-creates e\·ents of the Middle Ages which requires
plenty of research.
"W/e want to provide a service for anyone who
wants to learn about the Middle Ages in a nontraditional manner. People learn things in a different
way and not everyone learns best by sitting in a class
room with someone just lecturing" Hughes said.
The Society for Creative Anachronism was
created in 1966 by a group of students who wanted
to throw a themcd party. Soon afterwards the group
got together to discuss a medieval re-creation and

re-enactment group. Since the year it was created,
the society has progressed to over 30,000 members
in the U.S., Canada, United Kingdom, Sweden,
Finland, Germany, Italy, Greece, Romania, Japan,
ew Zealand, South Africa and Australia.
The structure of SCA is based on the fuedal
system of medieval days. Royalty are bound by the
laws and customs of the kingdom and the society as
a whole, but still wield significant power over their
subjects.
Many activities take place within the Society
for Creative Anachronism, such as group or single
battles, dancing, cooking, metallurgy, costuming,
literature and many others.
For members of the group, there arc other
benefits, though, besides just the activities.
''A love for the time period, the social
interaction with people of like mind, people who are
interested just as you are. It's also about research.
You want to learn about this, but you don't want
to go about it in a straight-laced manner, so you
go about it in a much more entertaining and fun
manner," Hughes said.

Bill Schaffer, junior
journalism major,
who goes by the
SCA name Gerard
Alavaine, stands In
his hotel room at
Festival of Maidens.

ar Right: Head of the local SCA
hapter at the Festival of ~laidens.
ig ht: Jesse and Justin Vail court a
damsel in distress.
Bottom: Members learn period
ballroom dance steps.

Heavy weapons
fighters wait off
to the side to be
called to compete.
Members can also
partclpate In light
weapons such as
rapier and archery.

The king and queen
of the Middle
Kingdom, which
encompassed
Michigan, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois,
and part of Iowa,
Kentucky and
Ontarllo, hold
M I en

Students making
connections
By Gretchen Terres: Photos by Katie Skaggs
1 /est Buddies, a program at Eastern that pairs up intellectually disabled individuals with college students,
provides an opportunity for one on one relationships between students and members of the community.
The activities that took place were mostly social and ranged from movies to bowling.
Students also played sports or made trips to W'ai-Mart with their buddies. Some annual acti,•ities included
group sports such as kickball games.
The organization also held holiday e,·ents such as Halloween and Christmas parties.
Elizabeth hiclds, activities coordinator and sociology major describes, the Best Buddies program as a
rewarding opportunity for students to make a difference in the community.
"Something so little can mean so much to someone one else. A phone call can make your buddies day,"
Shields said.
The Best Buddies program was started in the spring of 2000 at Eastern. Its purpose was "to get college
kids involved with the intellectually disabled people in the community," Kelly Finigan, senior special education
major and the college buddy director, said.
Last October the Best Buddies committee held a collection at \'{'al-Mart raising S1 ,200. W'al-Mart agreed
to match their profit and prO\rided the program with $761.00, later giving them a check for $500.00. The
program made over $2,300. Finigan was surprised at the results of the fundraiser based on their comparitively
small size and financial need.
"[The results of our fundraising] was huge because we arc a non-profit organization," Finigan said.
Anyone can join the Best Buddies program, not only special education majors. To become a Best Buddy
one must fill out an application which is available from Finigan in Buzzard Hall. .Members contribute a full year
from, August to May, and associate members can join at any time but will not be paired with a buddy.
"The program really gives a chance for the [intellectually disabled] in the community to have social
interactions," Finigan said.
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Best Buddy
members
brainstorm
t-shirt ideas
for the spring
semester.

Left: Cpcoming events are discussed at the
first meeting of the semester.
Below: Scenarios arc played out for new
recrwts to learn to face tough situations they
might encounter with their student.

fSomething so little
;an mean so much to
omeone one else. A
>hone call can make
rour buddies daY,,
. . Elizabeth Shields
activities coordinator

The national
symbol for Best
Buddies appears
in the hallways in
Buzzard, seeking
recruits.

Future teachers prepare
.........~
By Jim Allocco : Photos by Katie Skaggs

T

he Student Federation at Eastern helps education
majors prepare for teaching.
Once a month the group would meet to illscuss
issues like politics, unions, contracts and interviewing
techniques, said President Holly Anderson, senior
education major.
The Eastern Student Federation was the first
student chapter of the Illinois Federation of Teachers
and was formed in January 2002.
The group typically concentrated on issues
relevant to a career in education, said Patricia Fewell,
the organization's adviser. Some popular topics have
included the No Child Left Behind Act and legal issues
such as how to avoid being sued, she said.
"It's an opportunity for students to get together
and talk about issues not necessarily illscussed in class,"
Fewell said.
"I let the students run the organization," Fewell
said. "I have ideas, but it's not necessarily what they want
to learn about."
All of the topics are chosen by students and
ruscussed as a group with help from IFT members or
other guest speakers, said Anderson.

They ruscuss issues such as salary, insurance,
interviews, mandated reporting and collective bargining
agreements that they'll need to understand once they
become teachers.
T hough the organization has major benefits
for students, it has had only about 15 members each
semester.
"People just don't know it's available," Fewell said.
"I believe it's a PR issue."
The Student Federation's link with the statewide
IFT makes it a unique organization on campus, said
Fewell.
The IFT has more than 90,000 members. This
number may sound intimidating to Eastern's education
majors, but the IFT and its student chapter, the EIU
Student Federation, are on campus to help them gain
knowledge and mature before stepping into the working
world.
The students who have tried out the EIU Student
Federation have gained personal knowledge in knowing
their potentials as teachers, said Anderson.
"It helps when we're looking for work," she said.

on opportunity for
students to get together
and talk about issues~,
~~It's

... Patricia Fewell
adviser for the E.IU Student
Federation

~[embers of the Eastern Student Federation meet once a month to discuss policies and other techniques helpful for
education majors. T he organization is part of a statewide link that has more than 90,000 members.

At their monthly
meetings, members
of the £astern
Student federation
discuss potential
new members and
issues relevent to
education.

Futures in fashion
By Ashley Rueff : Photos by Mindy Brown
them to things they can actually produce during a
n 2003 a $1.47 million donation in new textile
semester," Dilworth said.
software was given to the merchandising department
in the School of Family and Consumer Sciences.
Members meet in the textile lab in Klehm l lall to
Two years later, the In ternational Textile and
work on sketches and garments outside of thei r classes
Apparel Association was created.
for competitions.
Jen Johnson, president of ITAA and a junior famil)
The group got its start in April 2005 when
and
Professor Jean Dilworth in family and consumer
consumer sciences major with a concentration in
sciences encouraged five of her students to begin a
fashion merchandising, welcomes all majors to lTA1\
and encourages students to give it a try if they're the
ITAA chapter at Eastern.
"I would not have attempted to get the group
least bit curious.
started if not for the new software," Dilworth said.
"This gi\·es the opportunity to those interested
Lectra Corporation, a Paris, based leader in textile
in design ro go with it and make their own creations,"
Johnson said. "This club has sparked an interest in
software production made the donation because of a
professional connection to Dilworth.
design that the department didn't know existed."
Plans for minors in textile design technology and
"The company knew about me because 1 had been
a long time member of IT AA," Dilworth said, she has
printing design technology are now in the works in the
been entering her own garments into ITAA faculty
school of family and consumer sciences, and J ohnson
thinks that other students would be very interested in
competitions since 1990.
the new curriculum.
ow with the support of a very active ITAA
chapter on campus, members are getting the same
According to D ilworth: " ITAA student chapter is
chance to make professional connections for their future viewed as one of the choices to expand the interest in
both textile design and print design career oppo rtunities.
like Dilworth.
"Without the software we would not have had the
The interdisciplinary minor has been proposed and
opportunity to actually print fabric in the classroom that courses have been identified. It will hopefully be
was used on our competition entries.
successful through the regular channels of new course
"lThe software] gave me the opportunity to expose and minor proposals."
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Lacy Sallee,
grad student

studying fashion
merchanding,
fills out a ITAA
membership form.

Right: Amy Lalko, senior mcrchendizing major
artcntly watches the speaker.
~ lost ITAA meeting
coordinate with T AGA students. ...,.........._.
Below: ITAA group shot.
Front: Jennifer Johnson, junior, Elizabeth
\'\'alter, senior, and Lacy Sallee, grad student. All
major in fashion merchandizing.
Back: Erin Vance, sophomore fashion
merchandizing major, Professor Dilworth,
ad' iscr and Amy Lalko.

Sophomore E.rin
Vance (right),
junior Jennifer
Johnson and
senior Elizabeth
Walter address
the ITAA bi-laws.

Amy Lalko
and Jennifer
Johnson look at a
pamphlet on an
upcoming textile
exhibit.

By Jesse Fu nk : Photos by Katie Skaggs

M

arch is a busy month for the members of the
Organization for Peer Education on utrition, but
they're used to it.
In March, which is 1 ational utrition ~Ionth,
OPEN displayed bulletin boards for residence halls and
other campus areas.
OPEN also has an informative booth in the
Student Recreation Center during the Health Fair
planned by the H ealth Education and Resource Center.
While OPEN is one of the busiest registered
student organizations on campus, it is also one of the
newest.
O PE , founded in fall 2004, is only in its
second year. The push to begin OPEN came from
faculty member Eric Davidson, of the Health
Education and Resource Center, said faculty adviser
Karla Kennedy-Hagan.
D avidson traveled to several conferences that
focused on nutritional peer education and set in motion
the process to begin OPEr .

Kennedy-Hagan attributes the success of
OPE to the hardworking students involved in the
orgaruzation.
"They work well rogether, even organizing and
planning events on their own," she said. "If they say
they're going to do something, they do it."
The members of OPEN really kept busy,
providing nutritional education programs to students
and other groups on campus at least once a month.
Topics of the presentations ranged from "How to
AYoid the Freshman Fifteen" to "Keeping Hydrated."
The members also presented posters at state
conferences and participated in the local "Reshaping
Coles" program. And a few members participated in a
health fair in Chicago.
OPEN had many activities throughout the year,
and Kennedy-Hagan is proud to be advising the RSO.
"I'm so lucky to be a sponsor," she said. "It's not
often the members of a group are just as enthusiastic
and prepared as the adYisers."

not often the
members of a group are
just as enthusiastic and
prepared as the adviser~'
... Karla Kennedy-Hagan
~~It's

OP£N adviser

Far Left: President of the OPE~ organization at a meeting to discuss one of the
many activities that they partcipatc in throughout the year
Below: ~ !embers of OPEl'\ arc about to start their meeting. This group keeps busy by
pro,·iding nutritional education programs to students and other groups on campus at least
once a month.

OPE.N members take
notes during one of
their meetings. The
group discussed
plans for National
Nutrition Month In
March.

Students serve nation
and local community
By Daniel LaDeur : Photos by Jen Buchman

n _{hen Eastern students see posters advertising a

- V\1 weekend bags tournament, they might think of

how cool it would be to win the grand prize.
\Vhen i\1egan O'farrell sees that sign, she knows
how much hard work her sen·ice group, Circle K, put
into that tournament.
O'Farrell, a senior journalism major and president
of Circle K International, headed up the task of
organizing and directing a bags tournament to raise
money for the American Diabetes Association.
"Organizing the bags tournament was quite a
feat," O'Farrell said. " \'<'e had local businesses donate
prizes so that we could organize it into packages
for those that won. \'\'e also offered $50 of our own
money and eYeryone donated boards, from the
members to a local business in Mattoon.
"Overall it was a hard event to plan for ... but
everyone seemed happy and content and we were
able to donate nearly $200 to the American Diabetes
Association," O'Farrell said.
The website \V\Vw.circlek.org states that Circle

K is an international service organization sponsored
by the Kiwanis Club help college students become
responsible citizens and leaders through a lifelong
committment to community service.
"T he goal of Circle K is to serve individual
communities within a global setting. Volunteering,
socializing, and fund-raising play essential roles in
helping the local communities," O'Farrell said.
According to the website, Circle K members
pledge to foster compassion and goodwi ll toward
others through service and leadership and to dedicate
themseh·es to the realization of mankind's potencial.
The E IU chapter has been around for more than
10 years and has won many awards. It currently has 18
acciYe members.
" \Ve try to do things that are both nationally
known as wel l as locally known. This helps to
establish a basis with the local community," O 'Farrell
said. "Any money that we raise goes to charities or to
causes that we deem purposeful as a group."

Circle K made and
delievered Halloween
baskets for children
at Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center in
Mattoon.

Below:

ociology major Gui,·ecla Francois, physical education major Kimmy
Anderson, Emily Shuler, senior journalism major ~ [egan
O'Farrell, senior history major Jennifer .\lcCullough, and senior
communication studies major Kionna Brandon arc all members of Circle K.
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Circle K members
pledge to foster
compassion and
goodwill toward others
through service and
leadership.

Hospitality majors unite
By Julia Bourgue : Photos by Katie Skaggs
t was a hurried afternoon of moving into her new
hospitality management students at Eastern and 30 of
office. Boxes were stacked to mid wall, and the files
them belong to Eastern's student chapter of CMAA, sai
and papers of professors past decorated her desk and
Brooks
cabinets.
As members of CMAA, Eastern students host
Most of these papers were trash. All but one. C-Mthe Professional Etiquette Dinner, where they taught
A-A as a bold, all capital letterhead caught Lisa Brooks'
students the proper etiquette of dining during a five eye and kept that one piece of paper from becoming
course meal. Brooks spoke on etiquette faux pas and th
trash.
art of conversation, according to "News & Views," the
"1 saw the C-M-A-A and thought, 'Hey, what's this
family and consumer sciences newsletter.
stand for,"' Brooks said. "After I realized what it was, I
Along with hosting the dinner in the fall, members
travel to some of the top country clubs in the nation to
thought, '\'(/e need to bring this to Eastern."'
gain inside information on how to manage country club
After finding the Club Manager's Association of
America (CMAA) had left Eastern in the 1970s because it Brooks said.
''At these conferences, professionals tell you how
no longer had a faculty adviser, Brooks decided to bring
the organization back to Eastern and advise it in 2001.
to establish a career in the industry, tell you about
"I thought it would be a good way to bring
professionalism and leadership skills and tell you how to
seek a mentor in the management industry," Brooks sai~
[hospitality majors] together, even if they didn't want to
"Students also learn what the salaries and benefits of th,
pursue a career in country club management," Brooks
field are."
said. CMAA is a professional organization for managers
of membership clubs such as country, city, athletic,
As a result of this organization and the relationship
faculty, yacht, town and military clubs, according the
it builds with d1e country clubs it visits, Brooks said
CMAA's Web site, www.cmaa.org. There are more than
she has seen a significant increase in the number of
6,500 members in the professional association and 42
students receiving internships and entry-level jobs after
graduation, which she said is the group's most impressi
student chapters, both in the United States and overseas.
To join Eastern's chapter of CMAA, Brooks
accomplishment.
said students must have a hospitality management
Brooks said she still wonders if she would
concentration, which is available from the School of
have discovered ClVIAA if that bold letterhead hadn't
Family and Consumer Sciences. There are nearly lOO
caught her eye four year ago.

I

The CMAA listens
to a presentation
on chocolate
during one of their
meetings. CMAA
is a professional
organization for
club managers.

he Club Managers Association of America for the 2005-2006 school )'Car. The organization that once existed in the 70s was
resurrected with the help of a new adviser Lisa Brooks.

As a result of the
organization and
the relationship
it builds, students
receive internships
in the field of
hospitality have seen
a significant increase.

Getting the
word out

~
By Cathy Bayer : Photos by Crystal Reed

n _( hen they were little, student members of The
- V\J Agency probably didn't know they would be

helping Prince Charming.
William Phipps, an Eastern Illinois University
alumnus, portrayed the voice of the handsome prince
from \'{lalt D isney's "Cinderella." Phipps was honored at
the Embarras Valley Film Festival held at the Will Rogers
Theater in Charleston.
The Agency, a student-run public relations agency,
was contacted in the 2004 spring semester, to let people
know about the September festival, said Holly Frejlich,
assistant director for The Agency.
Senior journalism major Frejlich said The Agency
worked on publicity for the festival for nearly a month.
Eight to 10 members \.vorked on the campaign, making
fliers, posters and contacting faculty to support the
program.
Approximately 20 students were involved with the
group last semester.
Agency members compete for the Mary KellyDurkin scholarship, awarded to a junior involved with
public relations.
The scholarship is named after Mary Kelly-D urkin,

who began The Agency in the 1980s, said current facul
adviser Terri Johnson.
Kelly-Durkin, a former professor of journalism an
public relations advocate, retired in December 2003. Sh
thought it was important for Eastern to have a studentrun public relations agency.
Besides promotion and publicity for on-campus
and community groups, The Agency publishes "The
Relay," a newsletter for students involved with public
relations, and "The Journalist," a journalism departmen~
newsletter.
The Agency gives students a chance for hands-on
learning experience, said Frejlich.
The fact that they are on campus adds to the
appeal of the group, she said.
The group's fees for their work are much lower tha
other public relations groups, said Johnson.
Phipps left for Hollywood in the early 1940s. Now
84, his career highlights include supporting roles in
the original "War of the Worlds" and "Invaders from
Mars," among some other 83 movies, according to the
Embarras Valley FiJm Festival Web site.

Angie Faller
spends her time
with the Agency
working on a
flier to promote
a travel abroad
program to
Europe.

Members of the Agency: Front row; Courtney Stanley, Katrina Zaret, Sarah \'\'agoner. Back row from
left; Paculty Adviser Terri Johnson, Kristen Thompson, Angie Faller and I lolly Frejlich.

Sarah Wagoner
works on a flier to
promote meetings
of the Agency
and draw more
members to the
group.

EIU Democrats
By Amanda Dugan : Photos by Mindy Brown

u nolitics is life," Ben i\Iarcy, senior English major and
l president of EIU Democrats, said. "Everything
you do in life is affected by politics."
"\Xfe live in a participatory democracy and in
order for our country to stay strong we must become
knowledgeable citizens on issues and policies, and
exercise our right to choose the leaders whose positions
are best for the weU being of humanity," Marcy said.
This year, the Ell! Democrats' goals included
getting people registered to vote, having them ,·ote
in the primary elections and raising awareness for
Democratic causes.
"for those who say that they don't vote because
they don't like politics, I say the reason you don't like it
is because you ha,·e not gotten im·oh·ed to change it,"
Marcy said.
The CoUege Democrats had a strong presence
in local parades and assisted local candidates with
organizing and developing their campaigns.
"\Xfe [had] several of our members working on
campaigns for various democratic political candidates,"
freshman political science major, Tracey Harkins said.
Another huge accomplishment was having Senator
Dick Durban's downstate coordinator Bill Houlihan on
campus for a grass roots training, said Harkins.
Although the EIU D emocrats have prospered
greatly in the past few years, they still struggled to have
their voices heard in a conservative area like Coles
County.
"Change is difficult," larcy said. "Even making
your own party get active can be difficult at times
because it is hard for some to believe change can occur."
ln addition, the E IU Democrats worked with
other progressive groups on campus. They worked
with the .t\nti-Meth Coalition on awareness campaigns,
coordinated Sitting for Peace, and helped coordinate
campaigns and fundraisers for local and national
candidates.

The democrat symbol emblazons many of the hallways
throughout the year. The EIC democrats hold C\'Cnts in and
around campus.

~fembers

of the ElU Democrats and Student Government co-host
a viewing of President Bush's "State of the Union 1\dclrcss" January
31, 2006. The ElL' Democrats host C\'ents throughout the year to
get Eastern's campus more poltically im·oh·ed.

EIU Republicans
By Lauren Gadzala: Photos by Katie Skaggs

tarting a new group can be difficult, but the
members of the EIU Republicans were very focused
in getting the republican name out.
"EIU Republicans was started in the beginillng of
fall semester of 2004," Treasurer Josh \X'ohltman said.
\'\bile the group only starred last school year, the
members have already accomplished a great deaL
EIU Republicans assisted the election efforts of
local and national republicans said Vice President Lucas
Quuast. "~!embers] are active in community service and
have fun," Quuast said.
Some of the acti,·ities and events that were
sponsored included campaigning in last year's election,
a tsunami benefit concert, a Republican Rally and a
Republican Ball.
Another e\·ent held in January was a Republican/
Democrat week that concluded with a debate.
The Republican Ball is a popular event among its
members and is held annually in March.
" It is an event where we invite people from the
community, students, faculty and staff along with local
representatives to speak," Secretary Christy Anderson
said. "\'('e also hold a silent auction as well."
With so much contact with the local
representatives, the group looks to them as a support
system.
"\~·e have a good relationship with the Coles
County Republican parry," Anderson said.
The group helped promote local representatives
by passing out flyers, pins and bumper stickers as well as
holding rallies.
"\~'e worked \'ery closely with them, especially during
the 2004 election," \X'ohltman said. "They are probably
one of our biggest supporters. \Ve have marched with
them in the Homecoming Parade in the past two years."

S

The elephant is the national symbol for republicans and usually
accompanies signs the EIU republicans place around the campus
promoting their e\·ents throughout the year.

This group, fairly new to the Eastern campus, discusses upcoming
e,·ents for the Spring 2006 semester.

Up and running once again
By Amanda Dugan : Photos by Jeanie Holland , Sarah Whitney and Terri Johnson

T

he Society for Collegiate Journalists, founded
at Eastern in 1949, became a registered student
organizatoin this year and began a new push to gain
members and recogrution on campus.
Cathy Bayer, sophomore journalism major,
was the events coordinator for SCJ. She planned and
implemented activities such as the internship panel and
resume workshop.
"So far this year we've successfully hosted a book
driYe, internship panel and we haYe gone to see Bob
\X'oodward," Bayer srud.
Bayer, Like the other members of the executiYe
staff, had many goals for the organization.
"This year, one of our main goals is to increase
membership. We're working on getting SCJ back to what
it once was-a really successful organization," Bayer said.
"I like the fact that SCJ has people that arc really
serious about journalism and doing well in school and
getting a good job. I also like the fact that we ha,·e the
same major, but most of us are looking into going into
different areas," Kayla Crow, treasurer of SCJ, said.
"For the future 1 would like to see SCJ get more
members who are really interested in some form of
journalism. I would also like to see SCJ be more active
on campus and get the word out about the group. 1'd
also like the group to bring speakers to campus tO talk
about journalism," she said.
Ashley Rueff, sophomore journalism major, also
had goals for the year.

"This has definitely been a building year for SCJ,
but things have gone \'ery well so far. \\'c\·e put a lot of
good programs together, and we're hoping to build our
membership in the future so that our programs can be
more beneficial to more people," Rueff said.
Rueff was secretary of SCJ, and took great
pride in her position and the work she did to help the
organization grow.
"As secretary, I just try to let everyone know when
the meetings arc and keep track of everything the group
is up to. \'\'e haYe a good group of officers who are Yery
inYolved because they want to be, not just because it
looks good on their resumes," Rueff said
An executive board of five members, led by
President Sarah Whitney, strived to gain a group of wellqualified journalists to build a positi\'e reputation and
start a strong foundation for years to come.
In the past, SCJ led the student banquet and
sponsored seYeral e\'ents throughout the year pertaining
to Journalism majors.
This year, the new SCJ sponsored a student led
internship panel and a resume builder workshop.
Sally Turner was the faculty adviser for SCJ and
worked with the students to build a strong foundation.
"Professor Turner is also \'ery im·oh·ed which help,
to get the rest of us excited about what we're doing. It's 1
fun organization co be im·olved with," Rueff srud.

Sara Wagoner
and Matt
Meinheit speak
during an

internship panel
for journalism
students.

Left: (front row) Bill
Schaffer, Jeanie I lolland, Sally
Turner, ad,·isor (second row)
Amanda D ugan, Kayla Crow,
Cathy Bayer (third row) Cindy
Tanney, Sarah Whitney, Trina
Cattani (fourth row) I !ollie
Smith, Chris Walden, Ashley
Rueff.
Below: ,\manda Dugan
(,·ice-president), Kayla Crow
(treasurer), Sarah \\'hitncy
(president), Cathy Bayer
(special events coordinator)
and Ashley Rueff (secretary)
make up the SCJ executive
board.

SCJ members
traveled to
Indiana State
University in
September to
hear Washington
Post journalist
Bob Woodward
speak.

Amanda Dugan
and Koylo Crow
work on the
semester plan
during on SCJ
executive board
meeting.

A world of

pure animation
By Melissa Territo : Photos by Seth Miller

./I club that exposed and broadened knowledge of the

And the fun didn't always stop after the meeting wa

J lart in animation met every Friday in the Coleman
over.
Auditorium.
'We have an after hours program that continues
The Japanese Animation Society was open to
in Ryan Murray's dorm room until around 1 a.m.," Ens
anyone that was interested. New members were welcome said. In May, many Japanese Animation Sociey members
at any time. Members could come and go as they pleased. will attend a convention called Anime Central, or ACen,
This year executive positions were held by Rachel
at the Hyatt Regency O'Hare in Rosemont, Ill.
Ens, president, Ryan Murry, vice president, and Jonathan
According to the website, WW\v.acen.org, com·entio
Powly, treasurer.
guests can participate in a masquerade, a music video
During the first meeting of the semester the
contest, table-top gaming and video gaming. They
members voted on which anime series' and movies
can also ,·isit art exhibits, purchase anime memorabilia
would be watched during the semester.
imported from Japan and, of course, watch all sorts of
Each week Ens e-mailed the members to announce
anime in the ' ·ideo rooms.
what would be shown during the meeting. Any member
This year's ACen will also have some famous
who missed a week could ask one of the officers for the
guests in attendance. Illustrator Junko Mizuno will be
videos and catch up at home.
visiting from Japan. Anime voice actors Greg Ayers,
The club tried to stay away from anime that was
Chris Patton and Monica Rial will be there along with
shown on the Cartoon Network.
Jeff Nimoy, the writer, director and editor of the show
"We try to show things that are not already on T.V,
" Digimon."
that are outside the box," said Ens. "But we can vote on
AJthough ACen is not an official part of the
any show that has not aired in the last two years."
Japanese Animation Society, a lot of members attend
Although they only met once a week, they were able because it's a fun way to experience anime and different
to fit in a lot of animation.
aspects relating to it.
"Each meeting we watch one anime movie, one
Students looking for a place to converse, make new
episode from a 12-episode series, and two episodes
friends and learn about different animation should ,·isit
from two different 24-26 episode series'," Scott Frystak,
the Japanese Animation Society in Coleman I Jail eYery
science major, said.
friday.

Students enjoy
reading the
paper, visiting
and playing video
games (right)
while they wait
for the movie.

Rig h t: President Rachel Ens introduces the
series Gunslinger Girl.
Below: Students watch one episode of a
series ther had selected for the evening.

Many students
in the Japanese

Animation
Society use the
Friday showings
as a time to wind
down from a busy
week.

The entirely
student-ran
organization
select and watch
the anime that
they decide.

Adventures in planting
By Ashleigh Baytala and Liza Bishton : Photos by Katie Skaggs

T

he Botany Club of Eastern, is an outlet of fun that is not resen·ed just for biology majors, but also for those
with non-science majors. One of the highlights of being a member of the Botany Club, is the amazing
opportunity to be a part of a trip to seYeral scenic locations.
This spring, the club took a group of 22 lucky applicants, through the Great Smoky 1\fountains ational Park
in Tennessee and North Carolina. There is also the possibility of touring the \'<lhite River Botanical Gardens in
indianapolis, as well as a trip to the local zoo.
Along the way, club members were giYen the chance to see mountains and gardens and are able to hear speeches
from important members of the Biology world. The most important part of being a member, is the gift of meeting
new people and possibly creating lifelong friendships.
The botany club is open to anyone looking for fun, food and adventure.
Everyone is welcome to join the Botany Club, from Botany professors to students who have never owned a plant
to community members.
"It is a great way to spend an hour or two on a \'V'ednesday with people who care about the earth and its plant
species," said Elizabeth Lc\'Cnda, the club's social director.
The Botany club had many interesting speakers this year. Mark oark of Davey of Tree Expert Company came
from Kent, Ohio, to speak about internship opportunities. Linda Kull, from National Soybean Research Lab, spoke
on soybean rust in Illinois. Dr. Tim Bell, from Chicago State University, ga\'e a presentation on endangered plant
spec1es.
Two professors from Eastern's biology department also spoke to the club. Dr. Andrew Methven gave a talk on
the Smokey Mountain hiking trip offered through the biology department each summer. Nancy Coutant clicussed
the importance of p rairies in the Midwest.
" \'V'e like to take our speaker's out to dinner before hand to meet, get to know them and find more info rmation on
what they do in the botanical science field," Levenda said.

Most Botany
Club members
come to the
meetings for the
laughs and the
experiments.

The members of the Botany Club.

~ l ost

of the organizacion is made up of Eastern students but community members also supplement
the group's membership.

The Botany
Club gets a

presentation on
the Great Smokey
Mountain
National Park.

Members of the
Botany Club
celebrate their
high turn out with
food and drink.

Group brings
people togethe~

By Michael Peterson : Photos by Liza Bishton and Crystal Reed

O

nly three members showed up to the Latin-

American Student Organization (LASO) meeting
in early January in the Martin Luther KingJr. Union.
But despite appearances, the turnout wasn't horrible.
In actuality, nearly one-third of the members were
there. This year, there were about 10 members of
LASO at Eastern.
"\'\'e are kind of in a transition stage right now," said
Chad Quinones, an adviser for LASO. "Right now we
are working on gaining retention."
Diana Ruiz, a junior psychology major, became
the new president of LASO this year and hoped to
increase membership and bring unity to the members
of LASO.
Ruiz believes working on fundraisers will bring
LASO members together.
She said if LASO shows that it is more unified, then
it will attract more members.
There are more than 200 Latino students at Eastern,
said Quinones.
"If we are united, we could have a much louder

voice on campus," Ruiz said.
LASO is also in transition due to its recent switch
from Minority Affairs to Student Life. Ruiz said that
they decided to make the switch so they could get
more resources and expand.
Being in limbo, the organization hasn't had many
events this year. In the fall the group co-sponsored a
"Salsa Meringue Night." The event featured a DJ who
played all Latin music and taught the participants Salsa
dance steps.
Ruiz is from Blue Island, a suburb of Chicago, and
both of her parents are Mexican. She said she has been
a member of LASO since she was a freshman and the
organization has played a big part in helping her adjust
to college.
But students do not need to have a Latino
background to join and participate in LASO events.
"As long as you have an appreciation for the
Latino culmre, you are welcome to come," Ruiz said.
"E"erybody is welcome."

Secretory
of the Latin
American Student
Association, Sarah
Wujick, consults
her notes.

Far left: Maxine Lane addresses members of LASO and the Black Student Union about the Access Granted
weekend retreat. Above: (front row) Luis Garcia (back row) Kimberly Burns, Jenny Feliciano, Solymar
Gomez, Angela Shen·ino, Karla Garcia, Sandra Velasquez and D iana Ruiz.

Graduate student
Jahquan Hawkins
addresses
LASOandSSU
members.

Jenny Feliciano
and Solymar
Gomez discuss a
service project
during a LASO
meeting.

A trip to the
world of trade
By Courtney Stanley: Photos by Katie Skaggs

magine a chaotic mosh pit of men at a heavy-metal
rock concert, but with business attire, sounds of
ringing phones and complicated hand gestures.
Various octagon-shaped pits fill a floor large enough
to house a jet airplane, while men wave their hands in
different motions back and forth at each other.
"It looks like a sunken lh·ing room and it is ,·cry
noticeable that it is mostly men all together," said Steven
Larson, an assistant professor of finance and adviser to
the Financial Management Association. " l t would be nice
to see more women ton the floor] . It's kind of tough, but
I am sure the\' could handle it."
Thirteen students from FMA visited the Chicago
Board of Trade and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange on
t\pril 4 and 5 in the spring of 2006.
The Chicago Board of Trade is known for selling
options and futures contracts for items ranging from
corn and wheat to treasury bonds.
Futures contracts are a binding legal agreement
concerned with the quality, quantity, deliYery time and
location of an item, but the amount to buy or sell is
traded by individuals in the pit. An option is the same

I

J

as a futures contract, but it does not require buying or
selling a speci ficd amount for a specified time.
Runners arc in charge of taking orders on the phone
or electronically and bringing them to the designated
buyer or seller.
"They ha,·e their own language," said Leo ~Iurokh,
a junior finance major and president of the FMA at
Eastern. "E,·erything has its own code and symbols.
\X'hen you sec it live, it is chaos."
T he hand gestures represent the want to buy or sell o
the floor. The number of fingers held up represents the
amount. Pushing the hand outward represents selling,
and pulling a hand inward means buying.
"A lot of money goes through hands without actually
going through hands since e,·erything is computerized,"
said Murokh. <(Transactions happen fast and any news
could switch the market."
It can sometimes be confusing because things are
traded Yerbally and with signals throughout the day and
are not fo rmalized until the end of the day, said Larson.
''At the close of trading, it looks like they are going to
fight," Larson said.

The Financial
Management
Association
includes business
and finance
majors.

Top: ~!embers of the Financial
~[anagemem Association make
plans for their meeting.
Bottom: Financial Management
Association members sign in for
their weeklr meetings.

The Financial
Management
Association

visited the
Chicago Board
of Trade in the
spring of 2006.

Black Graduate
Student Association
The Black Graduate Student
Association is an organization that
works to enhance and support the
African-American graduate student
experience at EIU.

Association of
Honor Students
The Association of Honor Students
works to develop the academic and
social potential of its members.

School of Technology
The School of Technology is a career
and technical program in Lumpkin
College of Business and Applied
Science. Their degree programs
provide a broad education that
emphasizes the study of materials,
processes and management

WEIU-TV
The award-winning television
station covers news in 13 counties.
It allows journalism students
concentrating in broadcast to gain
experience in front of the camera
and behind the scenes.

The Student Illinois News
Broadcaster's Association.

Jolie
Jolie is a hip-hop dance group
that provides entertainment at a
number of university functions.

The spring 2005 baseball team was able to use
their pitching and hitting strategies to finish the
season by winning seven of their last eight games.
"JOur! bats are our strength while our pitching
staff is thin," Coach Jim Schmitz admitted.

Young players turn
·as season around
By Eric Robinson : Photos by Daniel Williams

"When we signed this
class, we said '06 was
the season, so that's
something to look
forward to:
. . Jim Schmitz,
baseball head coach

HThere are positives and negatives to having a young team, and
one of the negatives is that young teams are going to have
inconsistent play, but the positives will definitely outweigh the negatives," Ryne Donovan, sophomore sports management major, said.
Knowledgeable sports buffs know that the key to being successful with a young team is a good coach. This is exactly what these
young Panthers ha\'e in Head Coach Jim Schmitz.
Schmitz's guidance and the team's hours of hard work led to
a complete turn-arou nd of the season. By the end of the season,
Schmitz was tied for first on Eastern's all-time win list with former
coach Tom i\lcDevitt with 299 wins.
As the 2005 season broke out, the Panthers struggled through
the gates, winning only two out of 17 games throughout February
and the majority of March.
T he Panthers turned their hard work into a string of victories,
including a series victory over the OVC tournament defending champion, Jacksonville State Gamecocks.
"[Our] bats are our strength while our pitching staff is thin,"
Schmitz said.
onetheless, the Panther's pitching staff held it together to keep
Eastern in the game.
One player raised a few eyebrows. Sophomore pre-engineering
major Brian Long accomplished so much for the team. In a game
against ~Iorehead State, the Pro,·idence Catholic alumnus threw
seven shutout innings with a career high ten strikeouts. This was the
first shutout thrown by an Eastern pitcher since 2003.
The Panthers finished the season strong, winning seven of their
last eight conference games and having a record of 6-3 against the
top three OVC teams. A strong finish, along with returning their
entire starting lineup, gives the Panthers a bright future.
"When we signed this class, we said '06 was the season, so that's
something to look forward to," Schmitz said. ''\Ve expect to win the
OVC."

Second baseman Katy Steele, right, hit all-time
career highs through the 'OS season, which
helped her achieve the rank of Second Team
Academic J\11-District V.

Steele steals honors,
helps team succeed
By Lauren Hogeboom and Kaitlin Plyman :
Photos by Daniel Williams
1~ ty Steele, sophomore communications major and second

"[The team will] work
on fundamentals, build
a solid foundation, and
bring back a first-class
tradition~

. . Kim Schuette,
softball head coach

f\.baseman for the Panther softball ream, skyrocketed to fame
during the spring season by achieYing the rank of Second Team
Academic All-District V.
She hit all-time career highs throughout the season, which
contributed to her nomination, along with her outstanding 3.59 GPA.
Head Coach Lloydene Searle ra,·ed about Steele after her
nomination, using such boasting words as "exemplary performer,"
"team leader," and "positive outlook."
According to Steele, an average day includes weights at 7 a.m.,
followed by class, practice and a night of homework.
She has time to haYe fun, but she knows she needs to get an
education.
"There should be a high academic goal," Steele said.
At the beginning of the season, Steele played many positions
until finaLly finding her niche as second baseman.
Despite a potential slump mid-season, Steele pushed through,
jumping e,·ery hurdle she couldn't seem ro clear in the previous
season.
In the end, all the hard work paid off. She became only one
of four sophomores in a few Midwestern states, including a few in
Canada, named Second Team Academic ALl-District V.
Q,·er the summer, the Panther ladies welcomed a new head
coach to the team. Kim Schuette was formerly the coach at Quincy
University and was announced head coach for the Panthers on July
12.
Schuette was a member of the Panther softball team from
1997-1999 before transferring to Indiana State. Schuette was also
the NFCA Academic AU-American in 1999, and later recei,·ed the
President's Scholar-Athlete Award in 2001.
As for this year, Schuette feels the main outlook is "[to] work on
fundamentals, build a solid foundation, and bring back a first-class
tradition."
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New season, coach
By Chris Walden : Photos by Daniel Williams

T

he men's and women's tennis teams faced a year of change and hard work, only to endure
a new set of changes at the beginning of the next.
The men's team didn't fair too well during the spring season. Sophomore singles player
Chuck LeVaque stood out on the team by scoring a S-2 record in the Ohio Valley Conference.
He hoped to improve during the 2005-2006 season. " I had a good defensive game past] year,"
LcVaque said.
The women's team scored a singles record close to that of the men. Sophomore
psychology major Madina Mambeto,·a led the singles matches with a 9-6 record . .i\Iambetova
and sophomore management major Sandra Sasidharan played together in doubles and blew
away the competition with a 5-0 record. The women's team almost broke even in the 2005
OVC, but the combination of Mambetova and Sasidharan struck out with a flawless 3-0
record.
The 2005-2006 season brought the new change of coaching for the men's and women's
teams. Brian Holzgrafe served as the teams' coach from 2002 until John Blackburn replaced
hjm during the summer of 2005.
"There's pressure that comes with beginning any new job," Blackburn said. "I belie,·e 1
was brought here to bring positive results."
Blackburn's practices started out with new strategies and tactics on the court. One such
strategy emphasized at practice was developing a more aggressive game, hitting the ball with
more power and pace and putting one's opponent in a difficult playing position.
"Every time a new coach comes in, he brings with him new ideas and perspectives that
can really help us out," LcVaque said. ''These new practices are going really well. Blackburn
really knows here's he's going and is ,·ery organized."
Blackburn was the head tennis coach at Coker College for four years, located in
Harts,rille, S.C. "The players here at Eastern are more talented, just as the competition is more
talented," he said.
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Teams ac eve
fifth, eleventh
place finishes
By Kaitlin Plyman : Photo by Mindy Brown

/1 s the fairways slowly melted and warm breaths
J lexhaled through the frosty February air, the men's
golf team teed off at the Farm Links Golf Course.
ot far away, at the Chris Banister Classic, hosted by
Jacksom-ille State, the women's golf team proved the
cold air was an advantage.
"I think we did pretty good," .Michele Deiss,
freshman psychology major, said.
As the men's team improved with every game
throughout the season, the women maintained a steady
pace of fifth and seventh place finishes. To achiC\'C
these ranks, the women's team always had a particular
routine before meets.
"As a team we usually get together on the range
and hit range balls before the round starts and tell each
other good luck," Deiss said. This moti\'ation prO\·ed
to be successful for the \\·omen's team especially at the
championship.
Both teams participated in the Ohio Valley
Conference in the beginning of April. The men's
team completed their spring season at the OVC
Championship with an 11th place finish. The women's
OVC Championship, held at the D ecatur Country Club,
rounded out their season with a fifth place finish.
Among the top players was senior sports
management major Dale Morris. She had an
outstanding season named to the Second Team All

ovc.
Morris grew up in Australia. "liJ started playing at
the age of 12," she said.
\X'hen she arrived at Eastern, she had to balance
her schoolwork with the game. "It was hard ro manage
school. I guess you had to prioritize a lot and make sure

a team we usually get together
on the range and hit range balls
before the round starts and tell each
other good luck:'
. . Michele Deiss
~~As

Freshman psychology major
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"The closer to conference we get, the more
things we start to do as a team:
. . Justin Smith,
senior business management major
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Team eyes 0 C title,
earn second place
By John Bailey : Photos by Daniel Williams

T

he men's and women's track teams practice at O'Brien Stadium
for three hours eyery day.
"It is a lot of work, going from class right to practice," Jason
Stark, senior industrial technology major, said. "Juggling class,
practice and homework is hard, but we manage to finish everything."
\X1ith the season in full swing and the OVC championship near,
the team members got even closer to each other.
"The closer to conference we get, the more things we start to
do as a team," Justin Smith, senior business management major, said.
The spotlight was not just on the men this season, as the
women's team matched their best performance in the OVC
Championship.
"Overall we had a very successful season, finishing in second
place at the Ohio Valley Conference Championship," ~Iary Wallace,
head coach of the women's team, said.
\X'ith the season winding down, the team went into the
conference with their eyes on the Ohio Valley Conference Track and
Field title.
"Going into conference was shaky," Tom Akers, men's head
coach, said. "Our guys did not qualify as good as we hoped."
D espite Aker's hesitation, the men's team faired well at the
championship, but came up short of their goal of winning the OVC
track title.
Track is not only about the outstanding performances by one
or two teammates; it is about performing and working together as
a team. Without unity, the team would not have won eight OVC
Championships.
"These last three years, our seniors have become more of a
family than anything," Smith said. "\X'e know what we have to do
to succeed on the field, and we try to pass that down to our fellow
teammates.
"It does not matter if you're a guy o r girl, jumper or sprinter. If
you're wearing that EIU blue, we are cheering for you."

Top: ,\(embers of the football team run on to the
field during the Homecoming game.
Above: Sophomore quarterback Mike Donato
rushes for a tOuchdown.
Above right: Senior forwa rd safety Chad Cb·eland a=~s~~~~-~ M;:::::::;;II•
takles an opponant. ~==~~~~~==::::;::::===:;;=l
Right: !\(embers of the defence prepare to pounce.Ja[l:~~~~~~~~:;::::~~~~

Panther Football
Story John Bai ley : Photos Mindy Brown

f you walked out to O'Brien stadium this season, you would find members of
the football team working out on the field. Football is a team sport; you win as
a team and you lose as a team.
This year the Panther's football team was sitting on top of the Ohio Valley
Conference behind the running of starting junior tailback, Vincent \Vebb. To
become a starter on any team takes a lot of hard work, time on and off the
field and grades kept up to par. Eastern might not be the biggest school in
the country, but they do remind our athletes that academics comes first and
foremost.
"It's hard work going to class then after class heading over to O'Brien for a
four-hour practice," Vincent Webb, starting tailback, said.
Day in and day out, the players pushed themselves to become better. Not
just in football, but in becoming more of a team.
"Three hours before the game we get together as a team and have a light
team dinner at Taylor dining. After dinner we get ready and hang out until its
time to do our pre-game drills an hour or two before kickoff. \X'ith twenty
minuets left, we stretch as a team and then its game time," Vincent said.
Eastern had a great young team this year with many juniors that lead the
way. This would not be possible if the players focused on themselves and not on
the team.
"I feel good about this team, if we stay hungry and keeping playing as a
team then I think we can win the Ohio Valley Conference this year and make
some noise in the playoffs," Vincent said.

I

ulf we stay hungry and keep playing as a team,
then I think we can win the OVC this year and
make some noise in the playoffs~'
... Vincent Webb, Panthers starting tailback

Top: ~Iembers of the rugby team run
drills during a practice.
Above: Sophomore flanker ~ l elissa Agee tosses the ball
to senior hooker Lindsay Leskanich.
Above right: Freshman wing Samantha
(\ [anco reo,·ers the ball.
Right: ,\ typical rugby ball is bigger
and heavier than a football.

Panther Rugby
Story by Laura Griffith : Photos by Mindy Brown
n track and field, speed and agility are defining qualities
of top competitors. In basketball, it's ball-handling
skills. A good soccer player has a powerful kick. But one
sport is comprised of athletes who possess a mi'< of all
these qualities and more, and that's rugby.
] lead coach Frank Graziano especially liked to recruit
players from high school basketball and track teams
because they require the same abilities rugby does: good
footwork, balance, aggression and hand-eye coordination.
"It's a very overall-type of experience," Graziano
said.
r le recruited women that would be most effective
in each position, contributing to the team's outstanding
record, he said.
Some players still wanted to participate in other
sports as well as rugby. Although it's fairly uncommon for
students to play more than one sport per year, the team
had live multiple-sport athletes this year, said Graziano.
Robyn Harris, junior prop/ lock, docs track and field,
as does Samantha Manto, freshman wing; Brittany Brown,
senior center; and Molly Clutter, freshman wing.
Manto swam and participated in basketball and
track at different points in high school, concentrating on
track her senior year and in college. \X'hen she arri,·ed at
Eastern, she added rugby to her mix.
" I signed and we went right into preseason. It was
extremely difficult, going from always knowing the sport
you're playing to something different," she said. "I'll (still)
break rules without e,•en knowing it."
1\s a freshman, i\Ianto hadn't experienced going from
rugby straight into track season, but she did this winter,
and expected it to be crazy.
"T here are times even now when it feels like there's a
lot on my plate," i\Ianto said.
Only se,·en of the current 26 players had even
played rugby before they came to Eastern. Next year,
there will be even more new players who may be
inexperienced, taking the place of nine departing seniors.
Thanks to these multitalented athletes, the rugby
team was 9-1 this season, posting one loss against Virginia
on Octctober 1.
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ult was
extremely
difficult, going
from always
knowing the
sport you,re
playing to
something
different;,
-Samantha
Manto,
freshman wing

Top: ~[embers prepare to field a serve.
Above: Senior Sarah 1 iedospial serves the ball.
Above rig ht: Senior :\Iegan Kennedy spikes the ball.
Rig ht: Sophomore Kera Griffin bumbs the ball to
prepare for a set.

Panttler Volleyball
Story by John Bailey : Photos by Mindy Brown

I

n seventh grade, Megan Kennedy tried out for Park Junior
I ligh School's volleyball team and didn't make it.
"I wasn't talented at all," Kennedy said. "I had to serve
underhand."
One bad tryout didn't stop her from taking another
shot at volleyball her eighth grade year, though. She tried out
again and she made the team.
Today, Megan is a 6-foot-1 senior, middle hitter on
a fulJ-ride volleyball scholarship. Coach Lori Bennett and
fellow teammates describe her as a great team leader and
role model for younger players.
"Day in and day out, she works hard," Bennett said.
"She's a very well-balanced athlete."
\'\'hen Eastern's then-assistant coach, Ryan Theiss, came
to recruit her best friend Susanna at Lyons Township High
School, he found Kennedy in the process. Even though
Susanna turned down the scholarship, Megan accepted hers
and is happy with the result.
She remembers being nerYous, moving to first-string
her freshman year in college after being second-string nearly
all her life.
" 1 think the turning point for me was my junior year,
when I realized I'm good and I'm supposed to be here,"
Kennedy said.
Kennedy was chosen for the pre-season all-conference
first team this year, only one of six players in the OVC.
She excelled academically, having earned a 4.0 grade point
average in both the fall and spring of 2004. She currently
ranks 4th in the OVC for her hitting percentage, .322.
"To me, it's the work people put in e\·ery day. To be
able to be your best every day, regardless of your day, that is
really the work of a successful athlete," Bennett said.
On Oct. 5, 2005 at Lantz Arena, she broke her career
high in kills with 23 against Southeast ~lissouri, helping
Eastern win its se\'enth game in a row. Coincidentally, she hit
her last career high against SEMO last season.
"The better the team is, the better the match Megan
has," Bennett said.
"She likes to work hard and be serious when it's time
to get serious," Lauren Schutte, freshman setter, said.
"Off the court, she's ,·ery goofy-natured. She likes to
joke around. Megan's outgoing nature is part of the reason
the team is like a fami ly," Bennett said.

"I think the
turning point
for me was
my junior
year, when I
realized I'm
good and I'm
supposed to
be here~'
~Megan

Kennedy,
senior middle
hitter

country team participates in a meet.
Right: t\ member of the ,,·omen's
cross country ream runs along during

Cross Country
By Elyse Ketter : Photos by Katie Skaggs

I

n 2005 the cross-country team had a very eventful season. To highlight the season, the Panther's and Eastern
Illinois University hosted the Ohio Valley Conference championship and attended a number of big meets
throughout the fall.
" Hosting the conference meet was very special, and we had a very good day," Head Coach Geoff
Masanet, who was awarded as the OVC's Men's Coach of the Year, said.
Eastern's men's team rook first place for the fifth time in six years, while the women's team finished in
second place. The cross-country team had three men named First Team AU-OVC including Dan Strackeljahn,
Jake Stout and Scott .Me amer. Also, two men, Dave Carlson and Brad Butler, and three women, Sarah Selby,
Katy Ankrom and icole Flounders, were named Second Team All-OVC. Newcomer to the team, freshman
Jessica Blondell was also named the OVC's women's "Freshman of the Year."
"\Y/e over-achieved that day and ran our best races of the season to finish first for the men and second
for the women in the conference. W./e shouJd have been second on the men's side and third or fourth on the
women's side, but the kids really stepped it up and raced awesome. And, to do it at home in front of so many
friends, family and EIU folks [like our athletic director and president] was neat," Masanet said of the day.
Eastern's cross-country men's team also attended a big meet with more then 40 school in Louisville, K.Y,
on September 24. It was the first time Eastern has ever been invited to the meet and the men finished in ninth
place. The men's team also took first at the EIU Invitational on September 17.
The women's team attended the Loyola Invite in Chicago on October 1. The meet was held on Lake
Michigan. At the meet, the women placed 16th out of 28 teams.

Wrestling
By Eric Robinson : Photos by Assistant Wrestling Coach Clayton

0

~ ( alking down the hallway, echoes of Led Zepplin were heard coming from the men's locker room. This was

1· VV the sound of the 2005-2006 Panther wrestling team getting ready for another wrestling match.

\X'ith two tournaments in the books and seyeral Yictories, the Panthers were tuning up to make a serious run
tater in the season.
"The season's going pretty good, l'm really positive and excited about the rest of the season," Kenny
obertson, juruor career and technical education major said.
On D ec. 1, 2005, Robertson was named Top Cat of the \'{,'eek by the Daily Eastern ews. Robertson currently
anks 12th in the nation in rus weight class.
The Panthers had seYeral standouts but it was their team unity that made the experience most worthwhile.
f heir work ethic was incredible and they worked harder than any other athlete on campus.
"We're always together and always hang out, we get really close over Christmas break because we're here and
~ verybody else is at home." Robertson said.
"The fact that they're here O\'Cr break while we're at home sleeping in, relaxing and being a bum while they're at
he gym and practice working hard, shows their dedication." Bill Kusman, juruor management major, said.
This team uruty and work ethic paid off and the Panthers were poised to take on the rest of the season.

Above: Kenny Robertson battles for the match
against another opponant.
Left: Greg Pcrtz Qeft) practices a hold on
Ke,;n Knabjain during an afternoon practice.

Above: The members of the women's
soccer team run sprints during a
practice to get ready for the upcoming
season.
Rig ht: The lady Panthers play offense
during a home game.

Women·s Soccer
By Eric Robinson : Photos by Katie Skaggs
n 2004 the Eastern women's soccer team set a school record for shutting out its
opponents eight times.
"This season is so different from the others," Sharyne Connell, scnjor physical
education major, said. "We have a new coach, new system and we have had a lot of
bumps along the way."
The season's opener at the Miner Classic rudn't look any rufferent from wins in
the past as the Panthers began the season with another shut-out, beating orth Texas
2-0, and showing why they are the defending Ohio Valley Conference tournament
champions.
The Panthers then hit a slump, winning only one game in their next nine.
"W/e don't ha,·e a winning record but we played good soccer, thjngs just haven't
gone our way," Connell said. "\'Xlhen things aren't going our way we have to rely on each
other and if we don't, then we are going to perform poorly."
Staying positive and relying on each other proved successful as the Panthers
bonded together and won six of their final nine games.
The Panthers finished up the regular season in a game against Illinois State at
home, wrapping up a successful season and an OVC second-place finish.
"I started playing at the age of five at Schaumburg Park District," Connell said.
She's come along way since then, earning First Team All-OVC honors along with fellow
senior art major, Lee Ann Langsfeld.
Women's soccer coach Tim Nowak was proud of the team's achievements.
"Our seniors and upperclassmen really demonstrated maturity and leadership on
the field," he said.

I

By Megan Eck: Photos courtesy of Daily Eastern News
TJlinois Route 16 is anything but scenic. The straight, long, four-lane highway proYides
l miles of cornfields and flat farmland surrounding our campus. The majority of
enrollment comes from students who are residents of Illinois or nearby Indiana. But
soccer brought students from across the borders of farther states and nations.
Members of the E IU men's soccer program come from as far away as two European
countries and five different states. The coaches are also from England and Canada.
Sophomore midfielder ~lick Galeski came all the way from Blackburn, England.
" It's a long trip, but I don't have to do it that often. i\nd I think it's worth it," he said.
Other members of the team included Paul Jennison, a freshman goalkeeper also from
England, and John Schwarzmayer of Hamburg, Germany. Head coach, Adam Howarth
hails from England, while assistant coach Dino Raso is from Canada. Two members, Dave
Amdor and Jeff Stewardson, are natives of Omaha, Nebraska, a nearly eight and a half
hour drive from Charleston. Freshman Mark llansen, and sophomore Brad Earl made an
even further trek home when they headed back to Texas.
"The closest airport is still at least two hours away, so even when flying, the trip can
get pretty long," Stewardson said. "I am usually so happy to be going home, 1 don't really
mind."
Hansen, who had only been in Charleston for a few months, did not mind the rural
environment Charleston had to offer. However, he says it's quite a different feel from
Texas.
" It's not like Texas at all. They arc both kind of flat, but it's so dry in Texas and warm
most of the year where I am from," he said. "E,·ery place is going to be different if it isn't
your home." \X'ith all of these distant destinations it's a good thing these men were tough.

Above: Sophomore .Midficlder Brad Earl
a,·oids a dcfedcr.
Left: Sophomore Forward Joel Del Toro head
butts the ball while sophomore Defender and
.\lidfieldcr ~ lick GaJcski waits for the assist.

Above: The men's basketball team
plays offense during a home game at
Lantz \rena.

Right: 6'8" sophomore finance major
Jake Byrne, center, sets up for a pass
from a teammate during a home game
at Lantz t\rcna

Men·s Basketball
By Trina Cattani : Photos by Katie Skaggs
, - -he 2.005 men's basketball team had an exciting season ahead of them. \'\'ith 11 players and four
( coaches, who were all new to Charleston this year, the Panthers would work together for a winning
season.
Jlead Coach Mike Mi ller was named in mid April of 2005. J le had previously coached at Kansas
State, Texas State and \'<'estern Illinois. He was successful at coaching at a division I school prior to
becoming the coach for the Panthers. Miller was looking forward to the season.
Miller's assistant coaches, Chad Altadonna, Kwanza Johnson and :Michael Lewis were all new this year
as well. T hey hoped to work with Miller and their players for a successful season.
The players were, of course, the most important part of the team. Those 11 players practiced
everyday, along with being full-time students.
Breanne McCambridge, family and consumer science major and avid Panther sports fan said, "I give
tl·.er.c guys some major credit, I would never be able to be a full-time student and make it to practice
e\·eryday. \'{' hen do they ha\'e time for homework or fun?"
"These players worked hard, and I believe that the new coaches, especially ~!ike Miller, will be a great
asset to the team. I know they are going to have a great season.," said Matt Daniels, journalism major
and associate sports editor for the Daily Eastern ews.

By Meggie Eck : Photos by Katie Skaggs

n . {hen the women's basketball team took the court for their first home game they may have appeared
- V\1 a bit unseasonably tan for late November.

The Lady Panthers began their season on th(! ishrv:i
of Oahu while participating in a tournament at the University of Hawaii. But don't think that this trip
was all fun in the sun. The squad played against two tough opponents, the University of Southern
California, who had a top-twenty preseason ranking, and the host team, the University of Hawaii. The
tournament gave the Panthers the oppor tunity to play some great competition to prepare them for Ohio
Valley Conference play that began in December. The team went 0-2 in the tournament but showed
improvement from last year.
"The great thing about going to Hawaii was it gave us a chance to see what we can do again~~ some
really good teams," assistant coach Lauren Dailey said. "USC and Hawaii were great challenges for us,
which is what we need to be competitive in the OVC."
Senior captain Megan Sparks was named to aU-tournament team and was excited about how the
team played despite the losses.
"I thought we did some good things. U C and Hawaii were physically a lot bigger than us, out we
played with them," Sparks said. "t\ few less turnovers and rebounds and we could have won both of
those games."
\'\'hen the girls were not on the courts, you could find most of them on the beach. The team also
made a morning trip to Pearl H arbor and spent an eYening enjoying the cultural side of HawaiJ at a
dinner and show. Junior Meggie l ~c k was brought on to the stage to hula dance with the performers
during the show. Several of the girls, including freshman Rachel Galligan, made an afternoon trek across
the island to Hanamua Bar, a scenic beach known for li,·cl~ coral reefs spectacular for snorkelers.
" It was absolutely gorgeous. \X'e \vere lucky we got to do some sight-seeing and shopping,"
freshman Rachel Galligan said. " Basketball came before the beach and tannin g, but we still got to see and
do a lot of fun things."

great
thing about
going to Hawaii
was it gave us
a chance to see
what we can do
against some
really good
~'The

-

teams~,

--Laura Dailey,
Left: One of the player's on the women's team
practices her 3-pointers before a home game at
Lantz Arean.

assistant coach

Above: Two members of the girl's basketball
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Above: Chris Miller, senior history major competes,
in the 200-yard butterfly at the lUPUllnvitational,
helping his team take 3rd place overall.

Left: Patry Young, sophomore elementary
education major, comperes in the 200-yard
breaststroke.

Above: Meghan Glow,
senior FCS major, competes
in the 200-yard backstroke.
Glow is one of the team's
captains.
Left: Jazon Warner, junior
communication studies major,
competes in the 50- yard
breaststroke for the 200-yard
medley relay

By John Bailey : Photos by Erica Stotts and Annie Muchna

n . (ith the season in full swing, the Panther's swim teams were looking
- V\J to make a splash at the annual Panther Invitational. The men and

women's swim teams wanted to jump back in after two tough losses to
LouisviJle and the University of Illinois-Chicago. They achieved this by
picking up a win in Eastern's first dual meet against the University of
£,·ansville.
On the men's side, they glided past the Purple Aces from Evansville
154-87. Thanks to a strong team performance, the men's team won six
individual titles and swept the relay events. The women's team also beat
Evansville. The women out-dueled the Purple Aces 131-106 at Lantz
atatorium. T he women won six individual titles and, like the men, the
women swept the relay events.
"The Panther Invitational is our home meet and the most important
meet of the fi rst half of the season," Ray Padovan, Eastern's swim coach,
said. ''\~'e put more emphasis in our practice, lifting and training to win this
meet."
At the Panther Invitational, the team dominated the field of
competition from Evansville, Indiana-Purdue UniYersity of Indianapolis,
Valparaiso and Lincoln College. The men's team scored 729 points, which
was 300 points more than second place Evansville. The Panthers captured
seven individual titles, which led the way for an EIU Yictory at the Panther
Invitational.
"Everyone swam great; it was the best team victory we've had, and
hopefuUy this momentum will carry us throughout the year," sophomore
ick Scarpetta said.
The women also enjoyed a victOry in the Panther Invitational,
squeezing a victory out over Evansville. EIU just barely squeaked past,
scoring 721.50 to the Purple Aces's 718.50. A great indiYidual effort came
from Claire Garvey, who took home three first-place titles. Also, Patty
Young broke her own school record in the 200-breast stroke with a time of
2:26.51.
"Overall, we really came together as a team and stepped up to the
challenge," sophomore Jamie Lelo said. "All the girls performed really well
and it paid off when we took first place."

"Everyone swam
great; it was the
best team victory
we've had, and
hopefully this
momentum
will carry us
throughout the
year."
-Nick Scarpetta,
sophomore

on the sidelines to cheer on the
team during a home game at
l.antz Arena.

mount during half-time of a home basketball game at
Lantz Arena.
Right: T\\'o cheerleaders form a mount to get the cro\\'d
excited before a home game at Lantz Arena.

Panther Cheerleading
By Hollie Smith : Photos by Katie Skaggs and Mindy Brown

T

he Eastern Illinois University Cheerleading Team were 2005
ational Qualifiers, and eighth place finishers. J Jowevcr, this
achievement did not come easily, especially since it was their debut at
nationals.
The Cheerleaders were expected to practice for two hours daily.
This included conditioning, routine practicing stunts and tumbling. ot
only must they put in practice hours, they must also represent Eastern in
a positive way regarding their conduct as well as maintaining a 2.0 grade
point average as full-time students.
"The EIU Cheerleaders are a really great group," senior Alfonso
Lopez said. "T hey always look good at games and events they perform
at, plus it's great they got Eastern's name out there at nationals. These
cheerleaders arc no doubt athletes!"
When the cheerleaders performed at the 2005 Homecoming pep
rally it also made a big impression on students: "Their routine was
amazing, I talked about it for a while," sophomore Tanya Thomas said.
"It all went together really well, plus their stunts looked so difficult."
There are t:wo different squads that can be seen at all athletic events
and games on campus. The Blue Team consists of 16 men and women
that cheer at football games and men's basketball home and designated
away games. T he Grey Team is made up of 12 men and women that
cheer at all volleyball and women's basketball games. Both squads also
performed this year at First Night, the official kick-off of the school
year, as well as the Homecoming pep raiJy.
Cheerleading tryouts arc held in April, and are open to students
already attending E IU with a 2.0 grade point average, incoming
freshmen and transfer students already accepted to the school. Students
are encouraged to try out if they can handle the commitment, the
practice, the leadership on campus, the athletic talent necessary and the
dedication it takes to make the squad as accomplished and successful as
it has been.
"They are giving EIU such a good, positive image. I ha,·e no doubt
that they will go to Nationals again, and will do great things!" Lopez
said.

"The flU
Cheerleaders are a
really great group.
They always look
good at games
and events they
perform at, plus
it's great they got
fasterns name out
there at nationals~'
-Alfonso Lopez,
senior

Chad Altadonna
Chad Altadonna was the first assistant hired by head coach .\like Miller of the
basketball team in late 1\pril. Altadonna was formerly director of basketball
operations at Kansas State lJni,·ersity. At Kansas State, Altadonna managed the
day-to-day operacions of the \\'ildcat program wruch im·olved some aspect of
academic progress, recruiting, budgeting, compliance, scheduling, and team travel.
A four-year letter winner at Illinois State from 1992-95, Altadonna returned for
five years as an assistant coach at ISU from 1998-2003. Altadonna was also ISU's
academic coordinator for basketball. Prior to ISU, he was an assistant coach at
North Texas for one season in 1997, and was a student assistant coach at Illinois
State in 1996.

Cheryl Astrauskas
Here this year to help head volleyball coach Lori Bennett is new assistant coach,
Cheryl Astrauskas. She was named assistant coach at Eastern Illinois University
in August 2005. Astrauskas played ,·olleyball for Bennett at Lake Land College
in 1999. She also played at Troy in 1998, and Oakland, from 2000-2001. After
graduating from Oakland '"·ith a bachelor's degree in Psychology, Astrauskas
spent two years as graduate assist~nt coach at St. Ambrose University in
Davenport, 11\. While at St. Ambrose, she received her master's degree in Business
Administration. Astrauskas then went back to Troy, where she was the assistant
volleyball coach, before coming to Eastern Illinois University.

Lori Bennet
Head coach l.ori Bennett plared \'Olleyball at Eastern Kentucky University,
before transferring and playing Yolleyball at Indiana State University, where she
received her bachelor's degree. She also received a master's degree from Eastern
Illinois University. 1\frer graduating, Bennett spent cime as a coach at \'\'indsor
High School, and of a pair of local club teams. In 1998, she took over as head
volleyball coach at Lake Land College in Mattoon, while concinuing to work with
young athletes by assistant coaching the Champaign-based Prime Time Club team,
and establishing Smash Club in cast-central Illinois.

"I am excited about the potential our mert and womert

~

tennis teams have this year and in the future. While we are

~~

relatively youn~. our ~oal is to be as competetive as possible:

John Blackburn
Panther Tennis will start off the year under the coaching of John Blackburn.
Blackburn graduated from Oklahoma Christian Uni,·ersity with a bachelor's
degree in Social Studies Education. li e then received his master's degree in
History from Oklahoma State lJni,·ersity. Before coming to Eastern, Blackburn
was an assistant tennis coach at Oklahoma Christian University, and head tennis
coach at Palm Beach Atlantic University and Coker College. li e was also an
assistant teaching professional at the Edmond Racquet Club, in Edmond, OK In
regard to the upcoming season, Blackburn said, "I am excited about the potential
our men's and ·women's tennis teams have this year and in the future. \X' hile we are
relari,·ely young, our goal is to be as competiri,·e as possible within the Ohio Valley
Conference this coming year."

Jorge Munoz
Jorge i\Iunoz was hired as Eastern Illinois's receh·er coach in June after serving in
a similar position the past two years at Charleston Southern. ~ l unoz will recruit
north and central Florida, and the state of lncliana. From 2001 -2002, Munoz was
the offensh·e coordinator, quarterbacks and receiver coach at Anderson College
in 1ndiana. He was also an assistant at Southeast Missouri from 1999-2000 and
Bethany College from 1997-1998. Munoz earned his bachelor's degree in 1998
from Bethany College, and was a two-time All-American quarterback there as well.

Mike Lynch
~Like Lynch is in his first year as an offensive assistant coach. I Ie will be worlcing
specifically with the tight ends on Eastern's football team. For the past fi,·e years,
from 2000-2004, he was on the coaching staff at Utah State, and he spent the
last three as a full-time assistant, after senmg the first two as a graduate assistant.
Lynch was also a restricted earnings coach at Montana in 1999, after competing
as a center there from 1997- 1998. Lynch earned his master's degree in secondary
education from Utah State this past spring.

"I believe this is a ~reat time to become head coach at
Eastern. There is a very stron~ foundation at Eastern ... as an academic
institution, as an athletic program and as a basketball program:

Shannon Jackson
Shannon Jackson was named Eastern's new dcfcnsi,·e line coach in June. lie
has been an assistant coach at Indiana State Uni,·crsity for the past four years,
from 2001 -2004, after sen ing one ~·car in 2000 as a graduate assistant coach for
Indiana. Jackson will be in charge of recruiting Chicago pub~c league schools
for new players. Jackson was also a member of the Jacksom·ille Jaguars staff in
the summer of 2003 as parr of the~ Fl}s ~linority Internship program. Jack5on
competed :n Indiana State from 1996 1999 as a defensi' e lineman. lie was named
First Team AU-Gateway Conference in 1997 and 1999, and Second Team All
Gatewa} in 1998.

Kwanza Johnson
Kwanza Johnson was the former assistant coach at the University of Tulsa before
joining the men's basketball staff in early May. Johnson was a member of the Tulsa
staff for the last four years, including the 2002-2003 season when the Hurricanes
adYanced to the second round of the ~C~\ tournament. As an assistant for the
f lurricanes,johnson monitored academic progress of Student-athletes, prepared
scouting reports, recruited prospecci\·e players and assisted in team dc,·elopmcnt at
indi,·idual and m·eraU workouts. He was also an assistant coach at \rkansas Little
Rock in 200 I, and was an assistant coach at Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo in 2000.
Johnson earned a bachelor's degree in economics from Tulsa in 1995 and a juris
doctorate from the Tulsa College of Law in 1999.

Michael Lewis
:\uchad Lewis joined the staff of the Eastern men's basketball team in the late
spring of 2005. li e was formerly an assistant coach at Stephen F t\ustin in 2004,
after scn·ing as a graduate assistant coach at Texas Tech in the 2003-2004 seasons.
Lc\\is wa!. lndiana Cni,·ersiry's all-time assist leader, and earned Third Team ,\UBig honors from the Hoosiers in 2000. He also broke the all-time school assist
record at Indiana Unh·ersity linishing with 545. Lewis was a four-year letter winner
for Indiana from 1997 -2000, and was rhe basketball team captain in 2000. I le
played on a Big-Ten t\Jl-Star team that traveled to Europe in 1997, and was l\1VP
of the ll oosier Classic Tournament in 1999. Lewis earned a bachelor's degree in
recreation/ sports management from Indiana in 2000, and a master's degree in
interdisciplinary studies from Texas Tech in 2004.

Beth Liesen
Joining Coach '\owak this year is assistant coach, Beth Liesen, a former I :astern
soccer player. Liesen graduated from Eastern in the spring of 2004, and signed
to be the women's soccer assistant coach in June 2005. She is known as ] ~astern
women's soccer's most decorated defensi\·e player. Liesen played for the Panthers
from 2000-2003 and finished her career as the all-time leader in goals and points
in both EIU and Ohio Valley Conference history.

Anne O'Neil
\nne O'~cil began her first season as an assistant coach for the women's
basketball team this year. ()'t\eil was a 2005 All-American on the court and in the
classroom at Iowa State Uni\ ersity. She was a three-year starter for the Cyclones,
and posted a double-figure scoring a,·erage each season. The Associated Press and
\'\'omen's Basketball Coaches Association named her an llonorable i\lention AllAmerican. The league coaches and newspapers based in Kansas City, Fort Worth
and Austin also named her First Team ,\11-Big 12. She finished her career as ISC's
all-time leader in free throw percentage while also ranking in the Top 10 in 3-poim
aYerage, free throws made and attempted and assists. 0' eil was named ISU
,\thlerc of the Year in 2005. She recci\'cd her bachelor's degree in communications
from Iowa State and is a nati,·e of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Mike Miller
The Eastern men's basketball team gained new head coach .\like .\[iller. -\
graduate of ~lonmouth (lL) High School, Miller earned an undergraduate
degree from I~ast Texas State in 1987, where he was a two-year basketball letter
winner. He was an assistant coach at \X estern Illinois in 1990 and Sam Houston
State in 1991. Miller was also an assistant at Texas State from 1992-94, when the
Bobcats earned a 1994 1 CA1\ tOurnament appearance. At age 29 he became
the second youngest Oi,·ision I men's basketball coach when he was promoted
in i\larch 1994. Miller was also the head coach at Texas State for six years, 1995
to 2000, and directed the Bobcats to the 1997 CAA tournament. He earned
Southland Conference 'Coach of the Year' honors that season. \'Chen asked about
his opportunity to coach at Eastern, Mjller said, "I belje,·e this is a great time to
become head coach at Eastern. There is a very strong foundation at Eastern ...as
an academic institution, as an athletic program and as a basketball program."

''We are going to focus on doing the little things right this
year and buildin2 a tradition at EIU. We want to take
Panther softball in one direction, representing hard work and true class."

Geoff Masanet
Geoff Masanet, head coach of the cross-country team and assistant coach of the
track and field team, joins Eastern this year. ~[asanet replaced John Mcinerney,
who resigned to return to fulltime teaching within the Eastern physical education
department. !\fasanct is a 1992 graduate of Eastern, and participated on crosscountry and track teams from 1989 to 1992. He earned a master's degree from the
U.S. Sports Academy in 1995. Prom 1995-96, Masanet was the bead cross country
and track coach for men and women at ortheascern Illinois University, and at the
time of h1s hire was the youngest ~C\A DiYision I coach in the country, at only
24 years old. Before that, he earned five r-.Ud-Continent Conference 'Coach of the
Year' honors at Missouri-Kansas City where he was the men's and women's head
cross-country coach for fi,·e years, from 1997 to 2001. He also sen·ed as head
track coach for men and women for three seasons at UMKC. For the past rwo
years, Masanet has been the assistant coach of cross-country and track at Long
Beach Stare Unj,·ersiry.

Tim Nowak
Eastern's women's soccer team is joined this year by new head coach Tim Nowak.
1\ native of St. Louis, Missouri, Nowak is a 1997 cum laude graduate of Western
Illinois L'ni,·ersity with a degree in communications. Before being signed with
Eastern in March 2005, Nowak served rwo years as a graduate assistant coach
at Western Illinois University. Prom there, he joined the staff at the University
of Louisville as an assistant coach of the women'-; soccer team. Also, for the
p:tst four years, I owak has been d1e bead coach for the Kentucky Olympic
Development program, and since 2003, he has served as head coach of the
J:wanon Soccer Club.

Kim Schuette
Kim Schuette, a former Eastern student, was named head softball coach this past
July. Schuelte first attended Eastern, where she was on the softball team, from
1997-99. She then transferred and graduated from Indiana State in 2001 with a
major in physical education, grades K- 12, and a minor in mathematical education.
Prior to becoming head coach at Eastern, Schuette organized and coached at
\·arious camps and clinics, and held indi\'idual hitting and pitching lessons. \'\'hen
asked about her goals for the season Schuette said, "We arc going to focus on
doing the little things right this year and building a tradition at Eastern. \'{'e want
to be known for our hustle, our fundamentals, our game presence and our class.
We want to take Panther softball in one direction, representing hard work and true
class."

Mary Wallace
Mary \X'allace was named women's track and field coach at Eastern in June 2005.
She replaced former coach John Craft, who retired in May. Wallace was previously
the assistant men's and women's coach at illinois State Universit)· from 1997-2002.
Before that, she was the assistant women's coach at Central ~lichigan Uni,·ersit)·
from 1995-1996, where she was responsible for all field events, Arkansas from
1991 -1994 and Rice in 1990. \X'allace has coached six All-Americans, two Olympic
trial qualifiers, 27 ;\[VC champions and fi,·e MVC "Athletes of the Year" in field
e\'ents.

Sean Lyons
Sean Lyons joined the Eastern baseball staff this past summer as an assistant
coach. Lyons was a three-time t\11-0VC outfielder for the Panthers from 19971999. For the past two years Lyons was an assistant coach at Libert)' High School.
From 2000-2002, he assisted the Sr. Joseph summer team in the MINK (Missouri,
Iowa, r ebraska, Kansas) League. Lyons earned first team All-OVC honors in
1997 and 1998, and was a Second Team selection in 1999. lie helped the Panthers
ad,·ance to the 1999 NCAA Regional. Lyons still ranks as the Eastern career leader
in doubles with 56, and runs scored with 182.

Jaime Rasmussen
Assistant Softball Coach Jaime Rasmussen finished her first season in 2005 for
the Panthers. In 2004, she worked as an intern coach at St. Mary of the Woods
College in Indiana. Rasmussen is a former record-setting pitcher at Auburn
uni\·ersity. While pitching at Auburn, from 1999-200 I, she was a three-year Starter.
In 200 I, she finished tied for 14th in the nation in saves. She also held Auburn's
record which has since been broken, for most career Southeastern Conference
wins. Rasmussen graduated from Auburn in 2002 with a bachelor's degree in
science. In 2003, she joined the pitching staff at Indiana State while completing
her master's degree in physical education.

Above: 1\lembers of the Pink Panther
perform a dance with the football team at the
2005 Homecoming pep rally.
Right: i\fembcrs of the team stand at
attention during a basketball game.

By Eric Robinson : Photos by Katie Skaggs and Mindy Brown
n a chilly Wednesday afternoon in November, most students were on campus ::~.nd rushing back from classes to
get cozy in their nice, warm dorm rooms. \'\' hile most were relaxing and getting a much needed break from the
stresses of college life, one group was hard at work. Eastern's elite dance group, the Pink Panthers, were hard at work
finishing up the routine for the next week's big sporting event.
"We practice everyday during the week from 4-6 p.m.," said Allie Grotts, freshman accounting major. ''We worl
so hard to have an awesome routine, and spend countless hours together. Our hard work has completely paid off."
The Pink Panthers, o r the " Pinks" as they are known, performed at every home football and basketball game, a
well as several other events such as special community events, conference level g::~.mes and H omecoming parades.
"The Pinks are awesome," Heather Ward, junior communic::~.tion studies major, said.
Being a Pink requires much time, dedication, cooperation, commitment and flexibility. Before the fall semester
even started, the Pink's were hard at work. They held tryouts in early April.
"\Y/e had tryouts last April. I went to an informational meeting at the end of March, then 1 showed up for
tryouts which last two days. \Y/e learned two routines that we were judged in groups of three. Each girl then performs
certain skills to demonstrate technique," Grotts said of the whole tryout process.
~lany people viewed the Pink's as glamour girls and could only imagine haYing the spotlight they have received
from performing in front of thousands at the various Panther athletic events. But to them it is about more: it's about
girls working hard and bonding together to do something that they love, dance!

O

EIU Dancers
By Amanda Dugan : Photos by Mindy Brown
O astern dancers worked extremely hard this year for their big performance over
C Spring Break.
They went to New York City m·er the 2006 spring break to perform and took
Broadway dance classes. The master class was taught by a dancer from the musical
"Chicago", a musical they also went to see while they were in the city.
The dancers practiced four days a week in preparations for their various
performances. They participated in the Homecoming Pep Rally, Parade and other at
shows around campus.
In March, the dancers put on a performance that showcased their unique dancing
styles. All of the dances were taught by the dancers themseh·es and they starr working
on the routines after I lomecoming.
President of the Eastern Dancers Stefanic Reeve said her favorite performance
was their show in the spring, but she was also excited about the Homecoming
performance.
"It was a lot of fun this year at I lomecoming because the crowd cheered so
loud and we felt that they really respected us as performers," Reeve, junior family and
consumer science major, said.
Freshman undeclared major Chrissie Dellagotti said " EIU Dancers: We sweat
together, we dream together, we dance together!"
"I see that the team is very strong and there are many friendships that are formed
between the members," Reeves said of the dance team.

''flU
Dancers:
We sweat
together,
we dream
together,
we dance
together:,
... Chrissie
Dellagotti
freshman E.IU
dancer

Above: Members of the Eastern D:~nce Team
practice a routine in the d:~ncc studio.
Left: Eastern dancers wore coordinated
outfits during their pcrformace at the 2005
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~lcmbers of the Eastern's team Rhythm
& X-tacy perform a dance for other
members of the team.

Rhythm and X-tacy
By Trina Cattani : Photos by Mindy Brown

nE. very year
the squad is
different. We
improve our
skill level and
try to continue
to reach
perfection~'

...Monternez
Buckley
junior member of

Rhythm & X-tacy

V)hythm and X-tacy, a hip-hop dance group that was formed by the Black Student Union
to give more diversity to dance groups on Eastern's campus, requires plenty of hard wod
and dedication. The group holds tryouts in the fall semester each year in the recreation cente1
on campus. Occasionally the group will have a spring tryout if they have enough interest and
spots are available on the team.
Once the dance team is formed, they practice as much as possible in the dance studio at
the recreation center. Practices can be grueling, and requi re plenty of time and hard work.
After plenty of practice, Rhythm and X-tacy performs whenever the opportunity
presents itself ~lost of the opportunities are at dance shows around the state. They have
performed at Northern Illinois University, East St. Louis, where they placed second in show,
and also at Eastern events. Some of the events at Eastern have included the step show, the
Homecoming parades, First ~ight, Toys for Tots and the annual Dance D own held in April.
This year's squad is unique in its own way, said junior 1\Ionternez Buckley.
"Every year the squad is different. We improve our skill level and try to continue to
reach perfection. \'X'e have more members this year compared to last year. Last year we had
bout 10 members. 1 ow we have 15 members," Buckley said.

f<'
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Jolie

By Trina Cattani : Photos by Katie Skaggs
olje was formed by the Black Student Uruon in the fall of 2002 because they believed
there wasn't enough ruversity on the other dance teams at Eastern. Since then,Jolie
has held tryouts once a year. After tryouts, the team accepts between 12 and 14 of the best
dancers that aurution.
After practices two or three times a week for at least two hours, the dance team performs
at campus events such as the Greek step-show, pep-rallies and basketball games. Jolie also
opened for hlp-hop star Twista when he came to Eastern to perform in 2003.
The dance team isn't all hard work however. ''\'\'e ha\'e a lot of fun. There are times when
one of us will start singing a song, or quoting a movie and the next tiling you know, the entire
team is singing and saying movies for half an hour," senjor Stephanie Johnson srud.
In order to improve themselves and get feedback on their dancing, the team would break
into groups and critique one another. During that time, the girls who are not practicing will sit
on the sidelines and encourage the other dancers. Trus can also lead to a bunch of yelling and
a lot of laughter.
This year the dance team enjoyed positive growth.
"\Y/e have welcomed a lot of new members. At the beginning of trus year, there were only
three founrung members left on the team," Johnson srud.
She said, although many of the members were new to the team tills year, there was plenty
of sweat and hard work put into the practices to make the performances outstanrung.
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""We have a lot
of fun . There
are t imes
when one of
us will start
singing a song,
or quoting a
movie and the
next thing
you know, the
entire team
is singing and
saying movies
for half an
hour:'
- Stephanie
Johnson
senior member
of ]olie

The Joilje dance group practices for an upcoming event at
which they would be dancing.

Photos by: Jim Galena and Matt Dreger

Top Rig ht: Elliot Brown, freshman undeclared
major, slams a sen·e from his opponent.
Below: Carl I ~rd, junior managment major, shoots
a three pointer while warming up for his game.
Middle: Stepahnie Reuss, freshman business
major, bumps the ball to set up a spike.

Above: Jim Galeno, junior recreation major, jumps to grab the frisbee while
practicing for his ultimate frisbee team. Galeno is the captain of the team .

Members of club ride, get fit
By Matt Daniels : Photos by Katie Skaggs
01-or people looking for a way to shed an extra pound or two, or e\·en 30, there is a group on this campus.
0_
o, it's not the local \'(!eight \'{'atchers or Pilates class at the Rec Center.
It's the cycling club, and all it requires is a bicycle and the ability to ride ir.
"Other than riding around the block ncar my house, I never started cycling until last year," Cyc)jng Club
President Adam Karcz, said. "I rode my bike all last summer and dropped 30 pounds."
Karcz, a senior health studies major, has also participated in triathlons since he joined the Cycling Club last fall,
its first year as a club on campus.
Since picking up serious cycling three years ago, Sheila Simons, a health studies professor at Eastern, has shed
72 pounds. Simons, the club's adv1ser, said cycling is a fantastic way to lose weighr.
"I was doing a lot of treadmill work and I was beginning to have a lot of pain in my Achilles," she said. "I
needed something to do, and I wanted to continue to be active, so I started biking."
"It also has to deal with whatever you're willing to put into it," Simons said about losing weight
Simons said that cycling is a good form of exercise for people who h~we experienced ailments, such as knee
pain, while doing other exercises.
"Cycling is less strenuous on those muscles and imprm·ements are soon apparent," she said.
Karcz hoped less competitive cyclists would come out for shorter rides, as well as cyclists who were looking for
a challenge.
"For people that aren't going to be in the long distance riding, we're trying to have more social rides just to get
people to come out," he said. " It depends on the caliber of people who arc there when we gather for rides."
The Cycling Club takes many types of rides, from short rides to Jackson Avenue up to 20 plus mile rides to
Effingham and Tuscola, said K arcz.
Sometimes the club will organize rwo or three rides in one day to accommodate people of different levels.
Some of the more competitive members compete in a collegiate circut, mountain biking in the faU and road
racing in the spring.
The club meets each week to discuss cycling problems and strategies and also plan rides or the occasional
mov-ie night. Karcz said the best way to join the club is just to show up for a meeting.
"That's how I got involved," he said.

ul needed
something
to do, and I
wanted to
continue to
be active, so I
started bikin(.'

. . . ... Eastern's cycling club meets each week to
discuss cycling problems and strategies and to
plan rides.

... Shelio Simons
Cycling club
adviser

Top : The Eastern
Hockey Club waits by
the player's box before
the start of a game
against Robert Morris
College.

Left: Defensive player D ave
fitzgerald waits to score while
being surrounded by opposing
players.

Hockey Club
By Elyse Ketter : Photos provided by team

n - {hile walking around campus, you may have noticed many different
- V\1 sports teams practicing throughout the year. Yet, one sport you've

L e ft: Forward Mike
Kowalslci looks
on while his team
members huddle.

Left: Team members Da,·e
Fitzgerald, Jon Koehler, Tom
Blake and others huddle after
a win against Robert i\lorris
College.

never seen, or maybe never heard of, is the hockey club.
Eastern has had a solid hockey club for the past three years. They
won the Mid-America Collegiate Hockey Association (MACI IA) silver
division in the 2003-2004 season, and came in second in the 2004-2005
season. Eastern and the David S. Palmer Arena, where the team practices,
are also hosting the 2005-2006 Mr\CHA tournament.
Since the Eastern hockey club is not an official school team, but a
school club, it does not receive any money from the school to fund itself.
Actually, the hockey players have to pay to play for the club.
"A lot of the teams that E IU plays are teams that receive money from
their school to play, and the teams can afford to practice every night, and
take buses to the games," Richie Nelson, defensive player and physical
education major, said
Unlike the teams they play, Eastern's hockey players have to drive an
hour to D anville to practice which only allows two nights of practice a week.
On practice days, the team does not return to town until11:30 or 12 p.m.
On the days the team does not drive to Danville, they meet at the student
recreation center to run sprints and lift together.
During the hockey season, the team has games almost every weekend,
so it is a struggle to balance e,·erything and enjoy the college experience.
"Most college student look forward to going out on Thursday night
through Saturday night," 1 elson said. " I Iowever during the hockey season,
the team has games pretty much every weekend, and because of the games
on Friday, the team is not supposed to go out on Thursdays."
Aside from playing hockey and taking classes, two members of team,
elson and Jeff \XIcinacht, teach a hockey camp on \XIednesday evenings
to kids of any age at the D~wid S. Palmer Arena. They work with a range
of people at the camp, from kids who have never played hockey before, to
members of the Dam·ille High School hockey team.

"... during the hockey season, the
team has games pretty much
every weekend.. ~,
. . Richie Nelson
defensive player

By Kayla Crow: Photos by Brandy Headley
and Katie Skaggs
Q _raterruties and sororities gathered outside Carman Hall for
a welcome-back barbegue to raise money for charity and
awareness of their organizations.
On August 2, Greek organizations and students gathered to
enjoy the nice weather, food and games in order to learn a little bit
about Eastern's Greeks.
Students at the barbegue participated in events such as volleyba
Frisbee and throwing footballs. Others waited in line for food while
some wandered through a tent that had booths for the fraternities ar
sororities.
Alex Dorobiala, junior special education major and member
of Sigma Kappa, said that the barbeque draws such a large crowd
because it is an entertaining event that everyone can be involved witl
"It's fun," Dorobiala said. "It is one of the fun things that we g
to do and it involves the whole Greek community."
The sororities also held an ice cream social to spread the word
about recruitment.
Girls who were interested in rushing were offered ice cream an<
talked to designated Gamma Chis, who told them all about the Gree
system and the various houses.
A Gamma Chi is a sorority member who is chosen to lead new
rushees through the recruitment process and answer any questions
they may haYe. Once a girl is chosen as a Gamma Chi, she must
disaffiliate from her sorority until after recruitment, and becomes a
neutral guide for girls who arc rushing.
T his year's icc cream social event drew a large crowd and had a
line that stretched around Carman Hall.
Kristen Dohse, freshman early childhood education major,
attended the ice cream social and said, " 1 came to see what it is all
about and to meet new people."
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Top rig ht: Sororities recruit during the ice-cream social.
Top: Activities including voUeyball emertain students
during the barbeque.
Above: A Tri-Sigma member plays "bags."

Recruitment 2005
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New pledges meet and greet in front of the Alpha Sigma Alpha
i1ouse.

Top: l\Iany girls gather for the informational meeting to learn about

<\bove: Rushees enter the Alpha Sigma Alpha house during the first
·ounds of fall rush.

Above: Girls im·ited to join a house are shown where to go to meet
their new sisters.

Greek houses.

Listen to your
heart
By Lauren Bobowski : Photos by Katie Skaggs
/l lpha Gamma Delta means sisterhood to all who are a part of it. The sorority started on Oct. 19,
J l1959 and is still going strong. ~!any girls rush AGD every year, but only a few are lucky enough
to be a part of the institution.
Kelly ilsson, Tiffany Rath,Jillian K.insella, Stefanic D agostino and ancy Kater have all been
a part of the organization for three years. They all agree that AGD has demonstrated the meaning
of true sisterhood, friendship, respect and loyalt). The sororit)• helped them get more involved on
campus and to be a part of something important. Kelly Nilsson said she knew that her heart was with
Alpha Gamma D elta the moment she stepped into their chapter room during rush.
Many of the girls had a different reason to rush a sororit). Stefanic Dagostino came to Eastern
without any of her closest friends by her side, so she knew that being in a sororit)•, especially Alpha
Gamma Delta, was the right decision.
"They made me feel welcome and they reminded me of my friends back home," Stefanic said. "It
made the transition from high school to college so much easier."
Lindsay Branson \vas one of AGD's newest members. She rushed because many of her friends
were already Alpha Gams and she wanted to not only become closer with them, but to make new
friends and become part of an organization.
Nancy ~ater was one of Alpha Gam's more invoked members. She became more im·oh·ed
because she was the vice president of recruitment and was also on the Panhellenic Council. She got to
he involved with all the sororities, not just Alpha Gamma Delta.
Alpha Gamma Delta was the best choice for these women and all the other members.

~------==------

Alpha Gamma Delta

lfop: Alpha Gamma Letters are displayed proudly on greek court.

,Above:
Aoor.

~!embers

of Alpha Gamma Delta before hitting the dance

T op : Dressed for a sleep-over, members of Alpha Gamma Delta
get ready to party at their house.
Above: 2005 pledges before their new house and their new letters.

Sisters making
a difference
By Kayla Crow : Photos by Katie Skaggs
and Mindy Brown

Top rig ht: ~Iembcrs of 1\lpha Phi walk through Lhc
Homecoming parade.
Top: Alpha Phi Chapter House
Above: Homecoming king candidate Senn Soldwedel of
Pi Kappa Alpha cscom queen nominee reph ! !ill.

/1 Jpha Phi prides itself on being a place where friends are made
J land people can make a difference in the community. The
members of the sorority strive to create lasting relationships and make
a mark on the world around them.
Adrianne Zumwalt, senior family and consumer sciences major
and four-year Alpha Phi member, said the sorority participates in many
actiYities throughout the community: "\X'e currently do Big Brothers/
Big Sisters. In October we hold a Halloween party. We also have a
Thanksgi,·ing and a Christmas party for the kids."
The group also passes out peace meals to residents at a local
nursing home and is in the process of looking for another local g roup
to help.
Some members live in pri,·ate housing, some in Greek Court and
others live in the sororities' off-campus house. The off-campus house,
located near campus, does not allow alcohol, Nikki Godzicki, a junior
foreign languages major, said. They do not hold parties at their house;
instead they use it for certain sorority ceremonies.
"I really like the relationships that you make with the girls,"
Godzicki said.
AJpha Phi members agree it is the other members and the
friendships they make that they love most about the sorority.
"It comes down to the girls," Kelly O'l\Ialley, junior health studies
major and second-year member, said. "I've met some of my best
friends here."
Zumwalt agrees that the members of Alpha Phi help to make the
sorority great and work hard in all that they do. "I'd say just getting to
know all the girls is great," Zumwalt said. "\'\fe're all so different. But as
one we can accomplish a lot in Charleston."

Alpha Phi

Jne of the many Homecoming 2005 e,·ents was the second annual
Yell Like Hell" competition, which got the crowd pumping in
chool spirit.

~~It

"Oh The Places You'll Go" was the theme for Homecoming 2005.
i\lpha Phi competed in the "Yell Like Hell " competition without
their fraternity counterpart like most other sororities. All stunts
were based by females.

comes down to the girls. I've met some of my best friends

here~,

... Kelly OMalley,
junior health studies major

'*

Offering a
helping hand
By Kayla Crow : Photos by Katie Skaggs
and Mindy Brown

Top left: t\ member of Alpha Sigma Alpha signs a form
against the wall.
Top rig ht: Katie ~Madsen, sophomore math major with
reacher certification, studies for an upcoming exam.

*

Q astern's chapter of Alpha Sigma Alpha consisted of a group
Cor women who actively participated on campus and within
the community while forming friendships with their fellow
sisters.
The members of ASA volunteered with many different
groups around campus and the Charleston area.
"We are involved with adopt-a-highway and Special
Olympics," said Allison Click, president of ASA. "\X'e
participated in Take Back the Night and we do Relay for Life."
The members of ASA were active in the community
because of the \'alues of the sorority. Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority had se\·en core values whjch encouraged the members
to be active. These values were relationships, balance, learning,
generosity, growth, responsibility and enjoyment, said Amy
Price, the chapter ad\·iser for the sorority.
Price had been the organization's adviser for the past eight
years. The members of the sorority "hold true to the values of
the organization in all that they do," Price said.
The members of ASA were \·cry involved iuring Eastern's
homecoming celebration.
"This year we are working on a float," Click said. "\X'e also
do window painting and pretty much everything else during
homecoming."
"\X'e have a really great sisterhood," Shovonne \X'oods,
senior nursing major, said. "\X'e are a really diverse sorority but
we all get along."
Those who do not live in the house often spend a lot of
time in the chapter room talking and laughing with each other,
said Click. It is this interaction that many of the members find
the best part of being a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha.

~-==-~~--~------~=====----

Alpha Sigma Alpha

Top: ~legan Sobecki (on bed), junior sports management major
and Andrea Brady, junior special and elementary education major
watch TV in their room.
Above: Rachel Dean, junior corporate communication major,
paints a paddle.

Top: Tanya Thomas, sophomore famil~ and consumer
sciences major, reads the new and imprm·ed pledge book.
Above: .\lpha Sigman .\lpha <.jUeen candidate Courtney
Becherer is led in b~ Sihrma Pi king candidate Tim t\ddame at
the I Iomecoming celebration.

---========::==*

Leaders in the
community
By Lauren Hogeboom: Photos by Mindy Brown
and Katie Skaggs
O stablishcd on campus January 30, 1982, Alpha Sigma Tau has been a large player in the
C Greek community. Alpha Sigma Tau contributed in all areas of Eastern Life including
rlomecoming, Greek Week and community service projects both local and national.
The mrun philanthropy for this sorority involved fund raising for Pine Mountain
Settlement School located in Harlan County, Kentucky, where underpri,·ilegcd kids arc taken in
and pro,•ided school supplies.
On a more local level, the girls of Alpha Sigma Tau worked with r labitat for Jlumanity.
"In the past year we had gone around the community painting several houses. To raise
money, we hold a \Vorld Series softball tournament in the fall and in the spring a kickball
tournament," Chelsey D ubson, junior public relations major, said.
Rush this year resulted in a great turnout for this sorori ty house adding 22 new members,
including eight snap bids, after weeks of practice. Dubson said they met Ionday through
Thursday of each week to prepare.
New member, Christina Perry a sophomore history secondary education major, was one
of the eight to receive a snap bid. She originally wanted to rush informally in the spring or go
through formal rush next year.
She said that getting to know the girls in the house was easy.
"HaYing a big sister, going through Homecoming and pomping for the Aoar allowed us to
bond more," Perry said.
The impact of this house made a difference in the Charleston and campus communities.

Alpha Sigma Tau

Top: The Alpha Sigma Tau crest is also displayed abO\·e the front

Top: The Alpha Sigma Tau crest and letters blaze abO\·e the front

door of the house.

doors of the house on Greek Court.

Above: 1\lpha Sigma Tau is proudly displayed on the Greek Court
house.

Above: 1\lpha Sigma Tau were winners of Homecoming 2005 with
a greek-themed float for"Oh, the places you'll go." The float was
pomped to create the look of fire.

Delta house has
first formal rush
By Lauren Hogeboom :
Photos courtesy of Delta Delta Delta
elta Delta Delta, known as Tri Delta, is a new sorority on campus.
Founded at Eastern in 2004, this sorority has already grown in
reputation and campus involYement.
Tri Delta's philanthropy is Children's Cancer Research. They
h~we a partnership with St. Jude's Children Research Hospital and a
close relationship with the patients at the hospital. Year round, Tri
Delta sends St. Jude's cards, bandanas and other crafts to brighten the
children's rooms and lives.
Last year's informal recruitment was extremely different in
comparison from this fall's formal recruitment.
According to Samantha Karr, junjor communication studies major,
last year included "different casual activities located in the Union.
T he executive office came to lcampus] to interview and review each
potential new member."
In 1'\0\·ember 2004, 42 girls were chosen for the founding class of
the Epsilon Gamma chapter.
By fall, the women of Tri D elta were prepared to participate in
their first forma l recruitment. Recruitment time this year was "long but
well spent," Karr said.
Kelly Maher, one of 36 new initiates, "preferred formal rush"
compared to the laid-back fraternity's recruitment.
" I thought it was fun, [and] it was nice to dress up for something,"
Maher, elementary education major, said.
:Maher chose Tri Delta because she wanted to become more
im·olved in a tight-knit group and feel included.
The first fall formal injtiates quickly began to bond with their
collegiate sisters. After bid day, the girls were invited to participate in

D

Top rig ht: All the Tri Delta girls of 2005 pose together.
Top: Jessica Vckcmans makes namctags for rush.
Above: Acti,·e Tri Deltas Ashley Chacon, Brittany
Osika, Candi Aaron, :\lclissa t\bitia, J\largarct Pcd7.i\\'iatr,
Krist)' Gilliland, ~icole ,\ccomando, ~lclissa Floress,
Sabrina \lad riga!, Kris \\'itt and Jamie Baker.

~
~--~~~~~~~~~~---------'-'a_r-io_u_s_~-~-e-ek-·l_o_n_g_a_c_u_\_,i_u·_es--to
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__e_t_h_e_g_i_rl_s_in_ t_o__
th_e_h__
o_u-se_.______
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Delta Delta Delta

Top: A Tri D elta's car is decorated for rush . .\[any houses decorate

Top: Sophomore Tri Delta class blow kisses at the camera as they

their cars in this fashion.

haYc their first picture taken together as a group.

Above: Kelsey Joslyn, 1 icole Kirby and Stephanie Km·itz attend
their first official meeting of the year.

Above: Tri Delta recruiters Stacy \'\'e hnes, 1 icole Paintner, Geri
Kizior and \lallory \\'hite stand by their sign in front of their brand
nc\\' house.

By Erica Stotts : Photos by Katie Skaggs
and Mindy Brown
CJ-=!.riendship, love and sisterhood lare] what we are all about," Mackenzie i\Ialey, sophomore communications studies major and a
second-year member of Delta Zeta, said.
Approximately 100 girls can call themselves Delta Zeta sisters as of
fall 2005 recruitment, with 36 new pledges included in that mix.
The qualities the Delta Zeta chapter looks for in their roung ladies,
says junior physical education major and second-year member i\Iegan
Frawley, arc "girls that will bring strength to the future of the house."
What they looked for were well -rounded girls who will be active in
the house, ha\·e good grades, are fun and energetic, and will represent
Delta Zetas well, mentioned Frawley.
"I clicked with Alison D obias who pledged me, and 1 just liked the
aura of the house," Jennifer Aviles, freshman social science education
major and Delta Zeta pledge, said. "I think that all the girls I ha\·e met so
far are amazing, and I will get along great with all of them."
For the coming year, Greek members fa,·or attending Homecoming
and Greek Week.
The main philanthropy eYent this year was a bags tournament that
fraternities competed in to raise money for Gallaudet Uni\·ersity in \'(·'ashington, D.C., which is the only one for hearing impaired students in the
United States.
Delta Zeta had already raised money to allow the school to construct
a Yibrating Aoor, which allows students to feel the sounds they would not
normally hear.
The Charleston battered women's shelter is another philanthropy
project for the D elta Zeta house. During recruitment, the pledges made
small care packages, such as shampoo and soap for the women in the
shelter.
"I am looking forward to growing closer with my pledge class and
what the new pledge class wiJl bring to the sorority," said Frawley.
ll

Top rig ht: Delta Zeta's "symbol" is the turtle. Signs like
these promote going Greek during rush.
Top: Delta Zeta girls stunt during "Yell Like Hell."
Above: The Delta Zeta Chapter House

0

Delta Zeta

fop: Delta Zeta members sport O\'er-the-shoulder bags like this one. Top: Delta Zeta members show signs of different places during
\[any sororities have these kinds of bags.

hove : An e,·enr at tailgating was the pie eating contest. ~!embers
articipated in the event to earn points for their organizations.

their "Yell Like llell" routine. Delta Zeta was second place in the
competition.
Above: Princess candidate Lenzi ~lurray is escorted by prince
candidate Brian Olson of Sigma Chi.

*'
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Qualliy time
with the girls
By Mackenzie Maley: Photos by Mindy
Brown and Katie Skaggs

f/

Above: Princess
candidate ~Iegan
( )gulnick is led
in by prince
candidate James
Fricsema of
Sigma Phi
Epsilon.

Rig ht: Queen
candidate
Sommer Schultz
is led in by king
candidate Brian
Burja of Sigma
Phi Epsilon.

appa Delta was established on campus in 1997.
~'"\.During fall recruitment 2005, Kappa Delta
welcomed 36 women to their house.
Tara Dolphin, sophomore family consumer
science major and the former treasurer, said Kappa
Delta gave her more than she had expected.
Dolphin said as a Kappa Delta she found
«strong friendships, leadership opportunities,
chances to be inYoh·ed on campus, plus a strong
sisterhood."
Carrie r Iollis, junior and assistant secretary an~
web master, always felt her time with her sorority
was a beneficial one.
"I've found my best friends here and I haYe
had chances to get inYolYed that I normally wouldn
have had," r Iollis said.
One way of getting involved that Hollis, as
well as many other members held close to heart,
was working with the local Girls Scout troop. E,·er)
other week they opened their doors to the troops fq
them to hold meetings and helped with leadership
ideas.
"It's so great seeing the girls," Hollis said, «The'
are really fun and look up to us as role models."
Kappa Delta took the troop bowling, and
during Halloween went with the girls to ,•isit a
pumpkin patch.
\'\'bile visiting the Charleston nursing home is
they performed \'arious acti,·itics with attendants
such as nail painting and bingo.
Dolphin hoped the experience the new
members had was as benefidal as hers.
"I'm hoping they have the same experience as
me. I want them to get im·oh·ed and be leaders in rr
house as well as the community. The girls wilJ get ot
of Kappa Delta what they put in," Dolphin said.

Kappa Delta

fop: Sophomore family and consumer sciences majors Christine
·ry and ~Iichelle EYankoe, help a Girl Scout troop build snowmen.
r.::appa Delta's major philanthropic organization is the Girl Scout
ssociation of America.
\ bove: Kristin Gronset 0eft), junior special education major, with
(arly Ogle, senior physical education major.

Top: Sophomores Val !Iaeger, early childhood education major,
and Kristin Korowski, nursing major, help their girls make soap.
Ingredients were placed into molds and then frozen.
Above: Freshman math major Kelly ~Ic~ Iahon Qeft) and ~ Iegan
Altmayer, finance and accounting major, create binders of
information in the Kappa Delta chapter room.

Frienttships
come first
By Megan Eck : Photos: Mindy Brown and Katie

Skag~

T

Top righ t: Two Sigma Kappa girls in their
chapter room.
Top: The Sigma Kappa house as seen
from the Greek Court street.
Above: Sigma Kappa girls stand by their
motto.

he Eastern chapter of Sigma Kappa was a perfecy
example of the social tradition Greek life brings to
campus. Sigma Kappa, presided by ·Missy J\Ioorc, aimed
to promote life-long friendships while fulfilling academic
standards, community sen·ice and social acti,•ity.
In addition to chapter meetings, new and old members
combined, bonded through activities including pledge
sleepovers, community service projects, social events,
J lomecorning and G reck \'(leek.
The girls of Sigma Kappa welcomed 35 new members
this year. Courtney ~IcElwee, senior member of Sigma
Kappa, is originally from Charleston and found joining a
sorority to be helpful in branching away from her "townie"
friends.
"It's fun to ha\'C so many friends," McElwee said. "It's
a really cool opportunity to meet people who you never
would have met."
Leslie Parker is a first year member of the house and
hoped to ha,·e similar relationships.
"I am looking for long-lasting friendships-like
bridesmaids," Parker said.
\~ 'ith 35 new members, elections were held to provide
e'·eryone the fair chance to run for positions in the house.
"I think we are known as fun, respected girls on
campus," Mcelwee sa id. "Everyone is always saying hi to one
another. We arc very friendly."
"Everyone was open and always saying hello even
before I rushed," Parker said.
Sigma Kappa prided itself on being one of the
friendliest groups on campus, with values based on true
friendship and welcoming attitudes.

~-----------------------------------------------------------

Sigma Kappa

op: The Sigma Kappa house stands proud in Greek Court.

Top: Queen candidate Missy Moore is escorted by king candidate
Brian Burja of Sigma Phi Epsilon.

\.hove: Princess candidate Jessica Punzo is escorted to the
i omecoming stage by prince candidate James f-'riesema of Sigma
hi Epsilon.

Above: Sigma Kappa letters mark the side of the sorority house on
Greek Court.

Tri Sigmas give back
By Kristin Hittner : Photos by Katie Skaggs and Mindy Browr

/1 pproximately 400 women lined the side'.valks during recruitment for f~
J lzoos, and 34 of these women became Sigma Sigma Sigma pledges.
\'Xl hile going through recruitment, they look for the same qualities in nQ
members that all Tri Sigma chapters nationally seck. These qualities include
high morals and compatible characteristics with the women in their chapter,
said Kelly Altmayer, junior elementary education major and third-year
member.
"\\'e look for how acti,·e they will be in the house, good grades,
diversity, and if they wiJI fit in with us," Vanessa Sole, sophomore
biology major and a second-year member, said.
" I really liked [Tri Sigma] because they were goofy, easy going
and the most like me," Jenna Olson, freshman special eduation major
pledging Tri Sif,>ma, said.
After they chose their pledge class, the girls went through eight
weekly meetings.
" In the meetings they Qearncdl our history, what we do in the
community, our philanthropies and our values," Sole said.
After recruitment was their most social time of year. H omecomin
and Greek Week were major, highly anticipated parts of the year.
They hold two philanthropy C\'ents each year, one in the fall, the
other in the spring. D odge ball and Slam 'n' Jam are open for all the
sororities and fraternities to compete in.
"The proceeds of the e\·ents go to the Sigma Sigma Sigma
Foundation, which contributes to [children's] play therapy, scholarships
Top righ t: Sigma Sigma Sigma chapter house. for members, and more," Sole said.
Each year, Tri Sigma aims to perform as many community service
Top: t\ bagpiper carries on the "Luck of the
Irish" theme with Sigma Sigma Sigma in the projects as possible. Their three main activities are Panther Service D ay
Homc.:coming parade. a nursing home visit and Sigma Shares a Story.
Above: Signs like this one arc placeJ in tht:
"\'X'e go to local elementary schools to read and tutor the young
I louse yard to welcome new pledges.
students," Altmayer said.

*'
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Sigma Sigma Sigma

op: Sigma Sigma Sigma women and Phi Kappa Theta men stunt
uring the "Yell Uke I lell" competition during llomecoming week.

T op: Princess candidate Laura Strus is escorted by prince candidate
Chris Eitel of Phi Kappa Theta.

hove : Queen candidate Daniclle Herman is escorted by king
andidate ~fan O'Mallc} of Phi Kappa Theta.

Above: ,\ lcmbcrs of Sigma Sigma Sigma gel the crowd pumped
during "Yell ljke llcll."

Striving for
excellence
By Amanda Dugan : Photos by Katie Skaggs
elta Sigma Phi welcomed IS new members during
this falls recruitment. When looking for a potential
new member, Delta Sigma Phi searches for se\·en qualities.
Thev look for someone who has scholastic excellence,
financial maturity, gentl emanly conduct, cleanliness and
neatness, good taste and high moral character, acceptance
and respect and promptness and dependability.
The new members of Delta Sigma Phi participate in
all house activities, such as Homecoming, intramurals and
community serYice. Participating in all the activities helps
showcase the new members.
\'\lith each new member of Delta Sigma Phi, they hop
to accomplish certain things.
"\X!e want each member to improve their own
abilities," D rew Vondran senior business major and
president of Delta Sigma Phi, said.
Each year the D elta Sigs look forward to
Homecoming. This year they paired up with D elta D elta
D elta.
"It was great doing homecoming with the ladies of
Tri D elta because it was their first homecoming," Vondran
said.
For D elta Sigma Phi, Homecoming is a time where
new members get a chance to participate in something the
entire campus gets to see.
"\~e get to showcase what a g reat house we arc ro
everyone," Vondran said.
Vondran, as president of D elta Sigma Phi, had a few
personal goals he would like to accomplish this year.
"I wanted to have a strong new member class. I didn't
care about numbers but I did care about the quality of
them, said Vondran. "1 am happier to have ten great new
members then thirty so-so members."
In order to become better known on campus, the
D elta Sigs ha\'C logged more than 300 community service
hours and are trying to get the highest grades in the Greek
community.
"I want people to know who we are and that we are
not just another fraternity," Vondran said.
"We're trying to build ourselves from the bottom
up, and hopefully gain recognition along the way," E ric
Coalson, an education major said.

D

Delta Sigma Phj leltcrs are displayed on and
around their house on Gn.;ck Court.

* ------------------------------------------------------

Delta Sigma Phi

left: Members of Delta Sigma Phi: Joel Stillson, freshman marketing major; 1 ick Green, freshman undecided major; Andy Welker,
ophomore history education major; Ke,·in Runge, freshman physical education major; :\Jan King, freshman elementary education
op right: Chad Whitfield, freshman graphic design major, paints a table with Delta Sigma Phi as a pledge present to the house.
,Ahove left: Stillson, Green, \'\'elker, Runge and King pia~ a 'ideo game in their house.
Above right: Members of Delta Sigma Phi relax with a game of pool in their fraternity house

Guys become
men
Above: Delta Tau Delta is one of the few fraternities that
does not boast a house along Greek Court. Instead, their
crest, letters and house proudly stand along 9th street. (Below)
The men of Delta Tau Delta do not wanr to mon• to Greek
Courr.

''Delta Tau Delta
is all about being
loyal .. ~'
-Patrick Sweeney

By Erica Stotts : Photos by Katie Skaggs
elra Tau Delta added 21 new members to its already
thriving 55 active member fraternity, for fall 2005
recruitment.
"Delta Tau Delta is all about being loyal, respecting your
community and makjng guys into stronger men," Patrick
Sweeney, junior and second year member, said.
Any interested man can show up at the house to get to
know the active members. If they enjoyed their time spent at
the Delta Tau D elta bouse, they stayed to join recruitment, sai
D a\·id Tadlock, a freshman and new member.
"I am looking forward to getting to know all of our new
members. They are a great bunch who have a lot to offer to o
house," Sweeney said.
While the new members were interacting with the actives,
they noticed how guys represented themselves and interacted
with the group to see if they would fit in the Delta Tau Delta
fraternity, said Sweeney.
"My goal is to somehow improve the house to the point
where I know that I left my own mark," Tadlock said.
Delta Tau Delta spent the year enjoying their time togeth<
as well as raising money to help anywhere it is needed.
This year they held a "Rockin' Raffle" in which bands
entertained an enthusiastic crowd and raised money for the
Hurricane Katrina Relief Fund.
They also held blood drives and were involved in an
adopt-a-school program with Jefferson Elementary for their
community service this year.
The Delta Tau Delta men hoped to remain a strong, wellknown fraternity and community, with activities and communi\
service events planned for the upcoming year, said Sweeney.

D
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Delta Tau Delta

Top: A typical 'icw of the Delta Tau Delta house along 9th street.

Top: KeUerhals writes clown notes for one of his upcoming finals.

Above: Roommates David KcUerhals (right), junior social studies
major with teacher certification and Bob Reed, junior recreation
administration major, study for finals.

Above: The Delta Tau Delta house on 9th street gets more traffic
than the houses in Greek Court. That, along with tradition, keep the
men of Delta Tau Delta artached to their spot on 9th street.

Accepted as a
brother
By Mackenzie Maley : Photos by Katie Skaggs
ambda Cru Alpha was established on the Eastern
Illinois University campus in 1975. Already having
around 60 active members, Lambda Cru offered bids to
21 men during their fall recruitment. They felt these new
members would carry on the rugh standards Lambda Chi
sets for all of its men.
Treasurer Andrew Moore said Lambda Chi stands
out from other fraternities due to the variety their house
has.
"Lambda Cru has a group of diverse men with many
different backgrounds and interests," J\Ioore said. "But
despite that, all of us came together and became friends."
Andy Hernandez, sophomore member of Lambda
Cru Alpha, remembers what made the house stand out to
him while going through recruitment.
"Everyone seemed fun and Like they respected
their strong brotherhood, and that's what it's all about,"
Hernandez said. "I knew in this house I could hang out
with athletes, studious guys, any type."
He also agreed with Moore and the fact Lambda Chi
accepts many different types of members. ln spite of thi
ideal, everyone is accepted as a brother.
The men of Lambda Chi also take community
service very seriously and see it as an important aspect of
their house. This year, they sponsored a food drive for the
Charleston Food Pantry. The event was very successful;
the men collected O\'e r 55,000 lbs of food .
Also, they have begun to hold blood drives each
semester.
This semester was a huge accomplishment for the
men because they earned 10% more donations than the
blood bank had expected. The Lambda Chi Alpha men
looked forward to carrying on this sen·ice project each
semester and hope for that rugh of a turnout each time.

L

Top: ~!embers of Lambd:1 Chi Alpha relax and watch
"40 yc:1r-old Virgin" in their chapter room during finals week.
Above: John CoJJjcr, junior sociolog) major, next to the pledge
gift, a real smffed bear.

Lamda Chi Alpha

f op: The Lambda Chi Alpha letters fly proudly on Greek Court.

Top: The men of Lambda Chi Alpha laugh while relaxing in their
fraternity house.

~bove :

Above: The sign outside the house reads simply, Lambda Chi
Alpha.

Always ready tO relax and haYe fun, the men of Lambda Chi
\lpha watch tclcYision.

Above: 1\fcn of Pi Kappa Alpha pose with their dares
before the semi- formaL

Proud to be a Pike
By Lauren Bobowski : Photos by Katie Skaggs
D
l

i Kappa Alpha is dedicated to de,·eloping men of integrity, intellect and high moral character and to fostering a truly
lifclong fraternal experience. The Pi Kappa 1\lpha fraternity consists of 77 men, including the new members.
The Pikes' philanthropy was St. Jude's Children r lospital. On a yearl y basis they gave money to them to provide
for aiding the children. Another philanthropy that they worked with is Big Brothers and Big Sisters. They also gave them
money and had them come to the house for pizza parties and movies.
Pi Kappa Alpha required that their members have a GPA of 2.3 or higher and the house has exceeded the goal b)
having an overall GPA of 2.7.
It was also ,-iral for the men in the house to be \'Cry involved, producti,·c and attend chapter meetings once a week.
D ave Dvork is the president of the house and takes on many duties. As president, the main duties are chapter
operations. It is necessary that Dvork works with the other vice presidents to keep the house running smoothly. Their
main responsibility is to make sure that the chairs arc doing what they are supposed to. The chapter has many guidelines
to go by and it is essential that the president makes sure all of tbe guidelines arc met. One other key aspect of tbe job is
make sure that everyone in the house is on the same page and are organized.
Many of tbe other members are also \'ery involved with the fraternity. Mickey \"X'irtz has been a part of Pi Kappa
Alpha for fi,·e years and has been the treasurer twice, \'icc president, Sergeanr at Arms, won Best Athlete in the house,
and is involved \\ith aU the intramurals.
Mickey \"X' irtz, Dave Dvork and Mike f'.:utt all agree that one of their favorite aspects of the fraternity are the
functions. Their favorite was the formal in St. Louis. At formal, the men stay at a hotel in St. Louis for the weekend and
it rea lly brings them closer together. Other favorite functions are the "Pike Slip-n-Slide" and the "Lucky Fest."
StiU, these men chose Pi Kappa r\lpha because it was where they knew they would fit in right away.
"We all work together to reach out common goal. Every member of this house is proud to be a Pike," Dave D\'Ork
said.

Pi Kappa Alpha

Letters of Pi Kappa Alpha arc
proudly Aown on and around
the fraternity house on Greek
Court.

The first house that you come to
one Greek Court, Pi Kappa Alpha
shares a section with Alpha Sigma
Alpha.
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Left: Pi Kappa Theta house on 4th Street
Above: ~ I art Jones, senior physical education major,
and Tyler Enloe, sophomore pre-engineering major,
play checkers and relax in the house.

Looking to grow as a house
By Erica Stotts : Photos by Katie Skaggs
n order for pledges to becomome a Phi Kappa Theta, they should be leaders in and out
of the class room.
"We are a laid back group of guys, who just want to leave their mark," Stephen
Patterson, a senior and treasurer of Phi Kappa Theta, said.
They hoped for a good spring recruitment to add to our thriving house.
"\Xfith a house of about 30 men and 11 new members, we are glad we did not lose
anyone from the house this semester," Matt 0' !alley, a senior and Greek \~ 'eek chairman,
said.
According to O'Malley, they looked forward to participating during Greek Sing for the
first time at Eastern.
Last year these men competed in the Air Band, a dance competition, during Greek
\~'eek for the first time.
"\X'e are concentrating on the Tugs portion of Greek \X!eek. \X'e are looking for good
competitors within the house and good competition within the community," Patterson said.
Aside from participating in Greek \'V'eek, the men hosted a bowling tournament which
the Alpha Sigma Alpha women won, to raise money for the Children's Miracle Network.
The money Phi Kappa Theta raises goes toward the people of the Children's Miracle
Network who are living in poverty and need help with clothes, food and toys for Christmas.
They were also trying to find a spring event that they could invite the Greek
community to in order to raise more donations for their philanthropy.
"We just want a house that keeps growing over the years. Last year it was being
involved in Air Band, this year Greek Sing, and hopefully next year a new function event,"
Tyler Enloe, sophomore and vice president, said.

I

Pi Kappa Theta
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Top: The Phi Kappa Theta Aag is displayed proudly on the house
wall.

Top: The bar is one of the benefits of living in the Pi Kappa Theta
home.

Above: Matt Jones, senior physical education major, and Tyler Enloe,
sophomore pre-engineering major, hang out and watch a football
game in the Jj,•ing room of their house.

Bottom: The Pi Kappa Thera house is home to 30 returning
members and II new intiates of the fraternity this year.

Raising the
standards
By Lauren Bobowski : Photos by Katie
Skaggs and Mindy Brown

T
Top: The Sigma Chi
house on Greek Coun
displa) s a sign to
recruit new men into
the fraternity.
Rig ht: Sigma Chi
king candidate :\Jan
Laricy escorts queen
candidate Stcph I Iill
of t\lpha Phi.

he Sigma Chi Fraternit)' was founded on June
28, 1855 in Oxford, Ohio at the University of
t\Iiami-Ohio. That chapter consisted of only 12
men.
ow in 2005, Eastern Illinois Universit)·
is the home to 75 Sigma Chi men. Each year
they continue to grow by approximately 30 men
pledging this fraternity.

The purpose of Sigma Chi was to culti,·are
appreciation of and commitment to the ideals of
friendship, justice and learning.
They followed the Jordan Standard, meaning they
arc men of good character, students of fair ability with
ambitious purpose, congenial dispositions, possessing
good morals, having high senses of honor and a deep
senses of personal responsibilities.
Their philanthropy was the Children's l\liraclc
Network. Carl Kosowski, a senior worked very closely
with this phiJanthropy along with many of his brothers.
The men raised $5,000 for the cause this year
through a series of fundraisers.
These men really focused each other and really
care about what was happening in each other's li,•cs
rather than merely associating socially.
Q,·eraU, the members said the best pan of their
house was the brotherhood.
There were not cliques in their house and they
prefcred ro go to e,·erything together. One of their
biggest im·olvements was also the imramural sports
program.
"E very guy is either on a team or if they aren't,
they are there to support the team," Kyle I lack, a senior
and fourth-yea r member, said
"If you're a Sigma Chi raise you r glass, if not, raise
your standards," Matt Laricy, senior social chairman and
magister, said.

Sigma Chi

f op: The recruitment sign in front of the Sigma Chi house lets the
nen of Eastern know where they can find brotherhood.
hove: I3ob Scaline, freshman history major, watches Dan Lootens,
,ophomore communication studies major, play a ,·ideo game.

Top: rrcshman accounting major Tanner Taakc and Jared Dehority,
senior accounting and marketing major, watch Lootens beat a
particularly tough b·el.
Above: Sigma Chi letters arc displayed on rhe fraternity house in
Greek Court.

Above: Bart llickman, sophomore business management major, Dustin Cole,
sophomore business linance major and J\fatt Hamilton, sophomore marketing
major chill out and watch T\'.
Left: Rob Drews, sophomore corporate communication major, waits his turn
in pool.

Founded on love, truth, honor
By Erica Stotts : Photos by Katie Skaggs.

n . (ith 52 members and 14 pledges new to Sigma Nu the fraternity was prepared for a produtive year.

- V\1 When they looked for new members to join, Sigma Nu looked for men who had particular attributes
for the house to striYe in the future.
"Someone who can live up to the morals of lo\'C, truth and honor, that's what we are founded on,"
Mike Mulvenna said.
MulYenna had recently just handed OYer his presidential reigns to become leadership de,·clopment
chairman.
" I'm reall) excited about Sigma 1\u. I can see [Sigma ul doing big things in the future," Frank
Roberto, sophomore and new initiated member, said
They hoped to grow and become more invoh·ed on campus in the IFC-Interfraternity Council for
example, said MulYenna.
Sigma Nu was also completed their philanthropy which was St. Jude Children's Research H ospital. The
men hosted a kickball tournament for the Greek Community and helped raise money for the children.
The men planned big things for the 2006 Greek \X'eck events. They primarily focused on Greek Sing
and Tugs but also worked hard to compete in all the events, said J\IuJyenna.
Because these men have such strong bonds in brotherhood, it is understandable why Daniel Williams,
senior alumni of Sigma Nu, said it was hard to leave the guys. 1\ll of the memories and long-lasting
friendships he made helped him get where he is today, said \X'illiams.

Sigma Nu

Top: ~ fen of Sigma u dressed in the finiest to go out. Spending
time together develops the house brotherhood.
Above: Jcrcd Sutton, sophomore sports management major,
Charlie Larkin, freshman elementary education major, and t\\'O
upperclassmen relax in the house and wait for thier other brothers
before heading out.

Top: D ustin Cole, sophomore business finance major, studies for an
economics class while hanging out with his brothers in the chapter
room.
Above: Greg Bowlder, freshman physical education major,
aims at a tough shot wihile playing pool in the Sig u house.

Equality given
to an
By Lauren Hogeboom : Photos by Katie Skaggs
1 : /alanced men were the words used to describe our
campus chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon. The majorit)'j
of Sig Ep chapters throughout the nation have this for~ _I
recruitment, although some still have the traditional pledg
system instead.
The main way to describe a balanced-man fraternity
is that they do not have pledges, but rather they become
members from the moment they do their Sigma Right of
Passage. A balanced man must be a "gentleman, an athlet
and a scholar," said junior elementary education major
Kevin Mikuce.
There are three different stages: Sigma, Phi and
Epsilon. Each stage requires intramurals and volunteer
work along with other things. Daniel Matuszak, junior
career and technical education major, had just completed
the Sigma Stage and believed that "this is where equality
in the house is emphasized because you do not feel like a
pledge, but like a member." The Sigma stage is completed
in a six-week period.
Phi stage can be completed in a year, where you
become a full brother. ''You have to again complete
community service, plan a house event, and attend an
etiquette dinner. After this stage it is Epsilon where you
learn all the secrets of the fraternity," Mikuce said.
When asked what makes Sigma Phi Epsilon unique,
equality was the main response.
"Once you are in the house you can vote on anything
the only difference is that you are still learning," Mikuce
said. "We all have the common goal of keeping our house
on top."

D

Kris ~Iettelmann, junior finance major, relaxes by playing golf in
his room. Recruitment in Sigma Phi Epsilon asks that men be a
"gentleman, an athlete and a scholar."

Sigma Phi Epsilon

j'Top left: Chris Ulrich, junior computer information systems major,
works on his computer, undoubtedly doing school work. The
fraternity requires that its members also be good students.

Top right: t\ member of Sigma Phi l•:psilon plays guitar in the
house whle taking a break form school work.

Bottom left: Ulrich and Dan Klosowski, junior communication
studies major, show off the kitchen in their home.

Bottom right: Klosowki washes dishes in the Sigma Phi house.
The men in the house arc not only brothers, but "balanced
men.

,

Sigma Pi
mcmlx:rs and
friends cheer

on as their
float is passing
by in the 2005
Homecoming
Parade.

Aiding to the community
By Erica Stotts : Phots by Katie Skaggs
is the mono for the men of Sigma Pi.
Q ualityTheovernewquantity
14 members joined the already thriving group of about 60 men to keep
the bond of brotherhood alive .
Chris Dearth, junior and sergeant at arms of alumni relations, said he joined the
fraternity to become more of an individual in the community.
Dearth mentioned that he looked up to the men who had been in the fraternity for a
long period of time and hoped he could be a model citizen like the older members.
"I felt Sig Pi had the closest bond. They had the strongest brotherhood, which was
being in a fraternity is all about," Chris Ashman, freshman new member, said.
For the upcoming year, they just wanted to keep the tradition going, said Ashman.
They hoped to perform well in the Greek \'\leek activities, as well as keep the house strong
for future members.
Rather than raising money for themselves, this fraternity focused on helping othe r the
Greek houses.
This year they competed in the Delta Zeta's Strong Man competition to help the sorority
raise money for their philanthropy.
There, a commirree was created that helped them find their own personal event to
invite the rest of the Greek houses to take pan in.
Sigma Pi raised money for the American Reel Cross through raffles, but they wanted to
find their own big event, individual to their house, said Micah Tanner, a sophomore and
philanthropy chairman. They didn't want ro take other houses ideas in raising money.
··\Y.Ie want to be individuals," Dearth said.

Sigma Pi

SIORI INl
COOl PLAC1

bove: Sigma Pi is working on building thier float. First they
ave to pomp pieces and once those arc done they can
reate the design and put it alotogether. Each year in the
lomecoming Parade fraternities and ~ororities can either
lesign a float or walk through.

clow: This year's Homecoming theme was '"Oh the Place~
l'o u'll Go at EIU" and the float built by the Sigma Pis reads

Above: The boys of Sigma Pi practice their singing
voices for the 2006 Greek Sing held during Greek
Week. Fraternities and soroities come up with a
theme and sing a few differem songs for about five
minute~.

Below: Sigma Pi members see their float finished
and cheer as it passes by in the parade.
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Above: l\PHC members President Orlando Doummond, ~cnior ,\frican American studies major, \'\'o odrom Brown, senior ,\frican
\merican studies major, and .\lichacl Curtis, junior computer information systems major, play a game of pool in their house.

National Pan-Hellenic
By Amanda Dugan : Photos by Katie Skaggs

T

he 1ational Pan-I lcllcnic council is comprised of Alpha Phi Alpha, Alpha Kappa Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi,
Omega Psi Phi, Delta SiE,rma Theata, Phi Beta Sigma, Zeta Phi Beta, Sigma Gamma Rho and Iota Phi Theata, the
nine historically African-American fraternities and sororities at Eastern.
The mission of the National Pan-Hellenic Council (NPHC) is to promote cooperation and harmony between
member organizations, and between members and other campus organizations to develop a positive relationship for
the Greek community.
The purpose of the National Pan-Hellenic Council is ro act as a unifying body that promotes scholarship,
community sen·ice, campus im·oh·ement and success for each actiYe organization.
The current members of NPHC are Alpha Phi Alpha, Phi Beta Sigma, Delta Sigma Theta and Zeta Phi Beta.
The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity was the first black intercollegiate fraternity, founded in 1906 on Cornell Uni,·ersit)~
The Zeta u Chapter of t\lpha Phi Alpha was founded at Eastern in 1969. Their motto is "First of all, servants of all,
we shall transcend all."
The Omicron Delta Chapter of the Zeta Phi Beta sororit)• started here in 1972. T he Zeta Tau Zeta chapter
founded it. In 1987 the chapter was re-actiYated and renewed the chapter's belief in sen·ice, scholarship and sisterly
love. The Omicron Delta chapter celebrated 33 years of sisterhood in April.
Ten women founded the Theta Zeta Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta sorority in 1971 on campus. The chapter has
been dedicated to sen·ing the community to which it was established.
This year the women worked to raise money for the hurricane relief. The women also participate in bake sales,
walk-a-thens, charit)• fundraisers, basketball tournaments, taffy apple sales, candy sales, campus socials and communi!:)•
service projects.
"Delta Sigma Theta Sororit)•, Inc has taught me what it feels like to be a woman of great prominence and
magnitude. I ha,·e met women who have become life-long friends and like sisters to me. D elta is committed to sen·ing
our communities worldwide, and only with Delta haYe 1 been able to make an impact on my communi!:)' greater than I
would ha,•e as an individual. Delta is and always will be in my heart, soul and forever a part of my life," l\liranda Nalls,
~lementary education major, said.

uDelta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc has
taught me what
it feels like to be
a woman of great
prominence and
magnitude. I have
met women who
have become lifelong friends and like
sisters to me ... Delta
is and always will be
in my heart, soul and
forever a part of my
life~,

I

... Miranda Nalls,
senior elementary
education major

bove: Tiffany Coleman, junior family and consumer sciences major, along
ith Lakya Hill, senior psychology major, Brianna Adams, sophomore pret.~rsing major, and Shana Jerkins, sophomore family and consumer sciences
ajor

Above: Soroity members use the kitchen in their
chapter house to cook dinner for some of the girls
during finals week.

-------~=====*
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A fresh start
By Krisin Hittner : Photos by Mindy Brown
/l lpha Tau Omega worked to establish a colony here
J lfor the faiJ of 2005 by forming a relationship and
commurucating with the Greek life office on campus.
" \Y/e don't deny fraternities because we don't get
requests eYery day," Bob Dudolshl, director of Greek life,
said.
Steven Silcock, who works with ATO as Associate
Director of Expansion to start chapters at different
schools around the nation, worked directly with our greek
office.
"The strength of greek life here is a lot different
from other
schools around
the nation,"
Silcock said.
ATO
is based on
leadership, and
Silcock started
recruitment
hoping to find
a strong group
of men to hold
that tradition.
"It seemed
like, for a while,
it would be
hard to find
people because
a lot of the
leadership was
already in the
fraternity system," Silcock said.
H owever, after presenting to several different groups
on campus, including sororities, to get recommendations
for potential interested guys, they starred recruitment.
"\'(!e had a big list with a huge range of people,"
Silcock said. "Some didn't want to talk and some were
glad we were here."
After they created interest they started holding social
events.
"The first event I attended we went to get pizza at

*'

then we went bowling with all of the guys and we

have gone out to ear a couple of times," Shaun Patrick,
president of ATO, said.
Silcock has the unfortunate job of narrowing
down the list of potential new members by conducting
inten'iews with each person.
"Steve (Silcock] and Adam l\'{/interberg] would meet
with us individually and discuss what we were thinking
about, and what kind of role we would want with the
fraternity," Patrick said.
They looked for people who were already involved ir1
the campus because it showed that they were leaders.
"We want
people who want
to build this
fraternity from
nothing," Silcock
said. "It takes a
special person who
wants to do this."
Patrick felt
differently about
joilling ATO then
other fraternities
already established.
"It gives me
the chance to help
create something
new, and hopefuiJy
I will leave a
positive mark on
campus when I
leave," Patrick said.
After the 20-25 men were chosen Silcock elected the
positions, such as president and vice president, according
to their interviews and interests.
t\ big focus for ATO is to recruit all the time. They
gave bids out throughout the year.
They participated in Greek \Vlcek and Silcock
bcUeved it to be a great opportunity for the fraternity to
get their name out there.
"W'e 're really just a regular group of guys, and are
really motivated to get this thing going," said Silcock.

Alpha Tau Omega

Top: Ryan Snow, the elected ,-icc-president Qeft) discusses a topic
with elected President Shaun Patrick and Treasurer Mark ll cck.
Above: Chaplain Danny Elchcrt looks up a procedure on his laptop
during an exccuti,·e meeting.

Top: Recruitment Chair Chir ..\!cGavel (front) listens to a policy
with co-recruitment chair Pat ~fcConkey Qcft) and Secretary ate
Rawley.
Above: Social Chair Clayton !Ieitz prepares a presentation for,
the rest of the executive members.
~
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Enjoying the
celebration
By Kayla Crow : Photos by Mindy Brown
uring Eastern's Homecoming 2005 celebration, students
all across campus were busy showing school spirit and
their pride in different events.
l Iomccoming week began with window painting in the
Martin Luther King University Union. On Monday, Oct. IO,
2005, Coronation was held in Lantz Arena with the crowning
of this year's court. The 2005 Homecoming P rince was Scan
Anderson and the Homecoming princess was while I Ialcy
l linrichsen.
Stephanie Johnson was crowned as the 2005
Homecoming Queen and Kyle Donash was named King.
This year's "\\'ho \\ 'a nts to be a ~!ascot" competition
was combined \\'ith the crowd-pleasing "Yell Like 1leU" e,·ent.
During "YelJljke I leU," groups came up with a 3 to 5 minute
routine and performed in front of the crowd.
The ~[ascot competition had students dress up and
perform a short routine for the audience. The event was a
fa\'C>rite of many people in attendance, including members of
the Greek organizations.
"My favorite part was Yell Like H ell," said Kristen Agee
of D elta Delta Delta sorority and a senior math secondary
education major. " T he girls worked really hard to get ready."
The weekend kicked off with the pep rally to get fans
and players ready for Saturday's game. Saturday morning
began with the annual 2.5K race and a pancake breakfast in
the parking lot of Dominos Pizza. At 9:30 a.m. Aoats stepped
onto the parade route on SeYenth Street and began their
journe) down to the sguare and back up Sixth Street.
There were three Aoats in the parade that had been made
b) Greek organizations. This year's winning Aoat was built by
Sigma Nu fraternity and Alpha Sigma Tau sorority. The two
groups chose to represent Athens, Greece, on their float to
go with the theme of "Oh, the Places You'll Go." The Aoat
included a replica of the Parthenon, Mount Olympus and
Zeus holding a lighting bolt on the back of the float.
"My favorite part of H omecoming is the parade," said
Erin I lurlcy, a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority and
sociology major. "W/e all get to be together and sit back and
enjoy."
l lomccoming finished with tailgating and kickoff of the
football game at O'Brien Stadium. The Eastern football team
finished I lomecoming weekend 2005 off with a victory m·cr
Eastern Kenrucky.

D

Top: Duirng the "Blind Date Game" a contestant tries to
entice the ladies by stiking a pose.
Above: ~!embers of Christian Campus House cha-cha during

"Yell Like HeU."

Homecoming

op: Queen Stephanie Johnson of the Black Student Union and
King Kyle Donash of Lambda Chi Alpha proudly accept their
crowns during the I lomecoming coronation ceremony.
Above: ~Iembers of the Pink Panthers strut their stuff during the
pep rally.

Top: Delta Delta Delta and Delta Sigma Phi members show off
their stuff during the second annual "Yell Like Hell" competition.
Above: Homecoming court members: Princess Haley Hinrichsen
( \lpha Gamma Delta), Prince Scan Anderson (Delta Tau Delta),
Queen Stephanie Johnson (Black Student Lnion) and King
J-...:yle Donash (Lamda Chi Alpha) smile to the cro,,·d during the
ll omccoming parade.
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Campus starts
new tradition
By Erica Stotts: Photos by Mindy Brown

T

he alumni clock tower struck midnight and silence
fell over the library quad, where 900 people held
lighted candles to commemorate the first annual First
Night.
The Marching Band played along as the alma mater
was sung to the crowd.
celt was nice to hear the alma mater and the entire
crowd go silent," Mitch Forney, junior communications major, said. celt really gave a sense of why we were
here."
President Lou Hencken and Vice President of Student Affairs Dan Nadler welcomed the crowd, which
consisted of many students, faculty and alumni.
Students also took the time to entertain the audience. The Rhythm and X-tacy dance team, the university cheer squads and the Pink Panthers performed to
very enthusiastic spectators. Many students seemed to
enjoy the dance sequences.
Jessica Lionhood, junior special education major,
said, ccAll the performances were amazing. It was nice to
see the administration out supporting [the school], too."
Many student leaders led a roll call cheer of the
school's athletic teams, Greek houses and residence
halls, as well.
T he first annual First Night marks the beginning of
a strong school-spirited year, as well as a new tradition.
eel think First Night will be a big success for the
school," Lionhood said. ccThe Greek community has
Greek Week, and the rest of the school should have a
day to celebrate, too."
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President Lou Hencken addresses the crowd during the first annual
First ight. Created by the Srudent Interaction Party, Hencken
hoped First Night becomes a tradition on campus.

Members of the Eastern cheer team, blue squad, perform stunts
at the first annual First ight. They were one among many of the
organizations that performed or were represented.

Rhythm and X-tacy were one of the many perfomances
at First Night. The night allowed students to get
interested in organizations after they showed their stuff.

A helping paw
By Mindy Brown: Photos by Mindy Brown
ver 285 students, faculty and staff helped move in
freshmen and transfer students on August 18.
Panther Pals helped students carry possessions into
their rooms.
The Pals also provided directions and helpful hints
to make the transition easier for the new arrivals.
Director of Orientation .Kimberlie ~loock, said the
event was "amazingly successful."
Although the recruiting is on a voluntary basis, everyone is accepted because "the more hands on that day,
the better," Moock said.
Originally called "Rookie Runners," the move-in
program was based on a competition between the halls.
Being a project of RHA, RAs and hall residents
would show off their spirit while helping the new students move into the residence hall.
Mark Hudson, director of housing, remembers the
former program: "All hall rookie call," he said. "That
was the recruitment slogan."
Though Panther Pals had to be on hand from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., the students were glad to help.
~loock was very grateful for the turnout of both
students and staff, and hopes the numbers will continue
to rise.
"[The Panther Pal program] completely emulates
what Eastern is about," she said. "Everyone's a memorymaker."

O

)ne freshman piled things o utside Taylor during move-in.
fhe common procedure was to unload e,·er~ thing while
-;omeone else carried things into the rooms.

"[The Panther Pal program}
completely emulates what Eastern
is about. Everyones a memory
Panther Pals carry a student's things during
freshmen mO\·e-in ,\ ugust 18, 2005. Panther Pals were all mer
campus helping students carry objects and arrange rooms.
IJp.,.,...,.... rAn

make~'

... Kimberlie Moock,
Director of Orientation

By Mackenzie Maley: Photos by Mindy Brown
Hfhad a feeling this was a good place to be," Sara Schaller,
l the new Associate Resident Director of Pemberton I lall,
said.
Schaller is a graduate student stud)ing college student
affairs. She felt being an ARD would be a perfect way to get
familiarity with college students before entering the work force.
"This has gi,·en me a good experience both professionally
and personally," Schaller said.
Her experiences so far have been nothing but positive.
She loved working with college students and wanted their
experiences to be as positive as hers.
Typical duties for being an ARD are working with the
RAs and building community on the Aoor.
However, it seems Schaller has gone above and beyond
her duties. She is acti,·ely invoked in Pem Parley, which is
Pemberton's hall council and Phi Epsilon 1\Iu, a service
sorority on campus.
I<rissy Ferrar, mathematics major and a Pemberton Hall
front desk worker, said, "She's ,·cry friendly and wants to help
out as much she can."
SchaUer will be spending the next two years of her
graduate study living on campus and could not be happier.
"Eastern has a great community, and I'm happy to
spend the next two years here."
She loves the fact that she will be spending the year in
Pemberton for many reasons, mainly the history and the
traditions.
" It was the first women's resident hall in Illinois," she
said.
As far as a downfall to being an ARD, Schaller said, "You
go through adjustments starting any new experience. The
residents have made the transition very easy."

Sara Schaller puts together midterm gift baskets for residents in
Pemberton. Parents purchase the baskets to surprise their students
during this particularly stressful time on campus.

Midterm baskets can be useful. One lcind is filled with pencils,
paper and food, while the other is full of small toys, noise makers
and, of course, food.

When it comes to the rumors of Pemberton being
haunted, Scholler said, "I think it being haunted puts o
negative connotation on it. I hove lived here three weeks
and [hove} experienced nothing:

Freshmen of EIU
By Erica Stotts: Photos by Mindy Brown

/1 bout 2000 students come to campus as freshmen,

During the "mini-golf extravaganza" at Carman, residents had
to make shots through cardboard cutouts like the one pictured
abO\·e. All shots were considered par four.

Carman ARD Todd Kleine goes for birdie at hole four during
Carman's "mini-golf" event. £,·enrs like these bring the hall's
residents closer together while giving them time to relax and
ha,·e fun.

J land approximately 80 percent remain for more
years of education.
Karla Sanders, EIU Foundations professor and
administrator to freshman advising, said the programs
that start at orientation and continue throughout the
year help keep students enrolled.
"Eastern does a good job with freshmen programs
[and has] a solid orientation in the summer," Sanders
said.
The "\X' hen the Training \X'hecls Come Off"
program is excellent for both parents and freshmen to
understand the independence, homesickness and cohabitation lifestyle.
The people involved with Carman Hall help
freshmen feel more comfortable living at Eastern.
''\X'e hold pot lucks which help build friendships
and a strong community," Breanna Hardy, sophomore
early childhood education major and residential adviser
in Carman, said.
EIU Foundations, a class for freshmen, helps them
understand campus and independent living.
"I learned where things are and how to use the
programs on campus," Emily Hartwig, a freshman
communications studies major and resident in Carman,
said.
"A good thing is, there are lots of freshmen [in
Carman] to experience everything together," Sanders
said.
Hall Council has weekly meetings to give out
information to the floors and discuss programs the
hall will be hosting. \X'ithout these programs, many
freshmen would ha\·e a hard time dealing with their
newly found independence.
The biggest problem that most freshmen have to
deal with is homesickness and communal living.
"They feel they lose that comfort that their home
prm·ided them," commented Hardy.
Hardy believes the best part of living in Carman
is "knowing that you are making a difference in [the
freshmen's] lives, and how they feel about Eastern."

'X/
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Lawson acquires
evacuees
By Lauren Bobowski : Photos by Katie Skaggs
UQ astern is a great school, I just don't think it's for me,"
C junior Alana Toolie said .
.1\Iost students who attend Eastern applied to come to
this school. That is not the case for eight students affected
by JJurricane Katrina. Se\'en of these eight students U\·ed
in Lawson until their school, Dillard University, was up and
.
.
runnmg agrun.
The new residents of Lawson included Alana and six
freshmen girls. Back at Dillard, Ahtna was the other girls'
l.awson llall, one of two females-only dorms, also houses music
residential assistant so it is convenient that she still lives in
department professors and the stud~ abroad offices.
the same dorm with them. Lawson is the chosen home for
these girls simply because it had the most available space
on such short notice.
All but one of the ,·icrims were originally from the
Chicago area and were only attending college in New
Orleans. When these students had to evacuate, they went
home to Chicago and their neighborhood church.
All the victims were members of Trinity United
Christian Church in Chicago, where they met to find a
college replacement school. Eastern sent a recruiter to
Trinity to talk to the students.
"Eastern was the only university represented in
Chicago," Brenda 0Iajor, director of admissions, stated.
The recruiter won over many of the victim's parents
and reassured them that Eastern was the replacement
school for them.
The students enjoyed their time here and were
involved in school activities such as Student Government
The front desk is where many residents go to get answers LO their
and the Black Student Union. Although they liked it here,
tjuestions about campus life. The "Lawson Ladics"were more than
they were excited to return tO Dillard University when it
willing ro help with whate,·er they could.
reopened .
Alana's final thought on living in Lawson: "It's too
cold in my room. I ha,·c to wear four shirts to bed!"

Lawson boasts being one of the tallest buildings
on campus. The fire department purchased a new
ladder truck in order to reach the top floors in case of
emergencies.

The tale
of Mary Hawkins
By Aimee Humphrey : Photos Mindy Brown
T}emberton Hall is one of the school's oldest buildings and one
of the first women's residence halls in Illinois. Many stories
have been passed down for generations about a former resident
haunting this unique building.
One story states that a young woman named ~ fary Hawkins
was head of Pemberton f lail from 1910 until 1917 when she
became hospitalized for disturbing reasons. Legend has it that, while
under her rule, a young girl was raped and badly beaten to death by
the custodian that worked there. J\Iary found the girl outside her
door after it was too late. Reports say that it was too much to take
for Mary, and she ended up committing suicide at Kankakee State
Mental Hospital in 1918.
Students in past years have told stories of sml.nge happenings
in the halls of Pemberton. Many hear footsteps and ha,·e their
doors lock and unlock in the middle of the night. Bonnie Cielenski,
Resident Assistant of 3 Old, said she had heard different stories
from a lot of people saying that they've seen or heard things, but
she has yet to see the ghost of ;\lary J lawkins.
Cielenski said there is some information located behind the
front desk of Pemberton, including her hospital records.
Lauren Bozzi, junior elementary education major, was not
aware of the haunting before she was placed on the third floor of
Pemberton: " I hope nothing out of the ordinary happens to me, or
1'11 be looking for somewhere else to live!"
Bozzi's room is very close to the stairwell that leads up to the
fourth floor, where the alleged murder took place. The door to the
former music room is now locked, and no one is allowed to enter.
After reading the hospital documents and other various reports
gathered at the front desk, another story of Mary's death surfaces.
It is also said that ~Iary Hawkins was admitted to a sanitarium
in Charleston and was released within a year. After resigning her
posicion as head of Pemberton Hall, Mary disappeared . She was
later admitted to Kankakee State Mental Hospital where she died on
October 29, 1918.
Her will is included in the reports at the hall's front desk.
Within the document, she declares herself being of sound mind
and memory.
She died only one mooch after this was written.
So, while there are many legends regarding the haunting of
Pemberton, the truth remains within the 100 year old walls.

l

Shelle~ \Xaymen, dressed as a Yampiress, poses with MicheiJe
Breuggeman, the dancer, and Heather Dillahunty, the wingless
angel. i\!any students dressed up or had Halloween-themed
parties the weekend before or after Halloween, which was on a
Monday. These girls attended the Epsilon Sigma Alpha's fall ball.

~lar)

llawkins is suspected to haunt the third Aoor of
Pemberton. Stairs like these lead to the Aoor.

By Erica Stotts : Photos by Mindy Brown
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ador haJI hosted their annual auction for the
restdents wtth an excellent turn out for the free meal
and some prizes.
The residents who participate in hall council's
weekly meetings and programs can earn "Taylor Dough"
to spend at the end of the semester's auction.
Taylor Dough is the reward for their participation
throughout the semester. Heather Cooper, a junior
spanish major and upcoming hall counciJ president, said
that the resident can earn $20 for each program and $40
for each meeting they attend.
According to Sarah Einhorn, a senior early
chiJdhood education major and Taylor hall's resigning
president, said the auction is "a way to reward the
students" for their participation over the semester.
"Hall council is given so much money each
semester" and they di,,ided it up among the programs.
Said Vince Shamharr, a sophomore mathematics
secondary education major and resident of Taylor.
The president, vice president and secretary planned
to spend their money on "what college students would
need throughout the year," said Einhorn.
The biggest competition of the night was for a
small dirt de,,il \'accum that was sold for SSSO, but the
real winner was the Saturday Night Live Trivia Pursuit
Game that was bought by a very enthusiastic resident for
$900.
After all the prizes were sold many of the residents
chose to remain in the lobby to mingle with friends and
enjoy the remaining meal and drinks before returning to
their dorms.

Taylor residents <:xamtnc the items up for auction. The items arc
to be purchased with "Taylor Dough," earned throughout the
semester by attending \'arious events.

Items up for bid include games, candy, and gift cards. All biJs
started at l 0 Taylor Dough and increased by 10 after the bidtling
began. ~[any students purchased gifts to gh·c to family for the
holidays.

Taylor Hall council member Becky Wilson (front)
waits for a bid to end in order to finalize the
exchange. She and other hall council members were
excited by the turnout.

Above: The T homas I laU Counci l members volunteered to help those less
fortunate over the Christmas holiday. (Left) The view of Thomas Hall from
campus. The building is home to both men and women.

Shop with a cop
By Erica Stotts : Photos by Katie Skaggs

T

homas Hall hosts an annual party for the Charleston police department and the families of the
Shop with a Cop program with a great turn-out.
Having about 60 children running around can be a bit hectic, but "seeing the children's faces
when Santa walks in the room" made the whole experience worth while said Anthony Gagliano,
a junior business management major and Resident Assistant in Thomas. Jenesha Penn, graduate
student and ARD of Lawson Hall, volunteered to help out with the kids for the festive occasion.
Each year the police department accepts applications from families to be included in the Shop
with a Cop program. Once all the applications are completed the department accepts as many
families as they can serve to spend a day shopping for Christmas gifts at the local Wal-Mart, said
Peter Oertling, junior at Charleston High School and a volunteer with the police department.
Oertling said that each child is given about $100 to $110 to spend in the store with the officer
or \~olunteer. The two start out buying the necessities-clothes, glm·es, jackets before the children
head to the toy isle for fun.
After the shopping is finished the children and officers head back to T homas Hall to play
games, have a meet and greet with Santa and enjoy a pizza and ice cream lunch hosted by the Hall
Council.
Each year the hall sets up the chairs, tables and the decorations for the children. This year
the pizza was donated by Papa John's, the soda was supplied by Thomas Hall and the desserts by
community volunteers.
At the tables were games and toys donated by residents of T homas for the children to play
with before the food is served and Santa arrives.
Dannie ~Ioore, a graduate student and ARD of Thomas, said the hall council also makes
Christmas gifts bags for each child.
When Santa arrives the children get their gift bags and a picture to bring home to remind them
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Alternative Living
By Mackenzie Maley : Photos by Mindy
....J..... rousing is an important issue for students at Eastern.

~ One option for students is to live in University
Court. University Court is a unique living situation that
allows students the freedom of an apartment without
the monthly hassle of rent and they are stili similiar to
residence halls. T he cost of living University Court is the
same as the cost for living in the residence halls. Students
who wish to live there pay all of their housing once a
semester, instead of monthly payments.
Daphne Dunham, junior and former resident of
Uni,·ersity Court, liked the payment process for it.
"It was nice not having to worry about writing a
check for rent every month," Dunham said. "That is a
lot to worry about in college, especially when you're stili
young."
The only downfall Dunham encountered was not
having a chance to get as close with her neighbors as she
had been in the dorms.
Megan \Veldon, junior and also a former resident
of University Court, found the Ji,·ing situation to be
enjoyable.
"I didn't want to live too far from campus, but I
wanted to be in an apartment type setting," Weldon said.
Weldon lived with two other roommates in a twobedroom apartment. Although two shared a room,
because it was so large, it did not bother them. Like
Dunham, \Veldon enjoyed only having to pay once a
semester.
"Bills can create a great deal of stress. It was
so nice not having that additional stress each month,"
Weldon said.
University Court was a good place for them to live.
l t has an excellent location and gives students the chance
to live on their own.

Clayton I Ieitz ,,·arches TV in his room in U-Court. Heitz spent
most of the time awa~ from his room but liked ro rewind by
watching some of his favorite shows on tcJc,·ision.

Heitz displays his living room. U-Court appartments come fully
furnished and include a living room, bathroom and kitchen. The
number of rooms depends on the number of people living in the
apartment.

Junior special education major Clayton Heitz shows off his room in U-Court.
Heitz chose to live in U-Court to escape the dorms.

*'
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By Erica Stotts : Photos by Katie Skaggs
te,·enson Hall is different from all the other
resident halls. Not only is the hall filled with
upperclassmen and co-ed floors, but alcohol is allowed
for those who are of age.
The building's bedrooms are set up with a
common area. The programs for the residents in the
common area are for more social reasons rather then
understanding Eastern.
''You must have either be 21 years old or have
60 or more credit hours," Marco .Morrison, associate
resident director and second year graduate student, said
of living in Steveson.
The requirements are necessary but still no hard
alcohol is allowed. But other beverages such as wine,
beer and anything with under 7 percent alcohol is
permitted.
Erin Keefe, senior mathematics education
major and RA of Stevenson, said working with the
upperclassmen is easier since they know what they want.
The programs they held were social oppurtunities.
Keefe said their "My Tie" program was a great event for
men and women to meet.
The men bring a tie or hat to the event and the
women will pick out their favorite article of clothing.
After all the clothes are gone the men will get to meet
the female who has picked their hat or tie.
"[it's] all about meeting new people!" Autumn
l\lusachia, a junior elementary education major, said.
The rooms are also set up to allow for more social
interaction and a "more personal and private living
situation," Morrison said.
"Plus, it's easier to share a bathroom with only
three or four people rather than 60," Keefe said.
"Students living in Stevenson are usually junior and
senior students focused on finishing their degree work.
This is beneficial because as a resident, you would not
have to deal with a lot of issues that you would if you
lived in an environment with freshman and sophomores.
"I would also say that it's better than living in an
apartment because it's right above the dining center,
which alleviates the pressure of having to cook for
yourself." Morrison said.

S

Kristen Chancy, junior psychology major and
,Autumn Musachia, junior elementary education major enjoy
the confines of their uniquely decorated Ste,·enson suite.

This is the area of the suite which both rooms share.
Commonly known as the tiYing room, this large sitting area is
one of the main benefits of [j,·ing in Ste\'enson.

rug ht: Left out too
long, the pies soon
turned into soup.
Residents had to resort
to pouring the mix
on top of their RA's
instead of slamming it
into their faces.

By Amanda Dugan : Photos by Mindy Brown
P

Above: Three :\lcKinne\· residents commbine their efforts
to pic their Rt\ to help fund breast cancer research. Many
students chose to pool their monetary donations to ensure
their RA was pied.

ayback never tasted so sweet.
At an auction during a McKinney Hall Council meeting,
residants had the opportunity to pie their resident assistant (RA) or
an executive board member in the face.
The residents were encouraged to bid money to help raise
breast cancer awareness.
"Being that campus is raising awareness for breast cancer,
I'm glad to assist them in every possible way," Jackie Stuopys,
McKinney Hall RA and junior family and consumer sciences major,
said.
Lexi Mayberry, resident of McKinney hall and sophomore art
major, jumped at the chance to pie her RA, being for a good cause
was a bonus.
"I think [pie your RA] is a good idea in order to raise money
for breast cancer," Mayberry said.
Blake Boldt, president of McKinney Hall and senior
communication studies major, organized the third annual event.
"Using [pie your RA] as a fundraiser for breast cancer gets a lot
of attention," Boldt said.
There were 10 participates who volunteered to get pied in the
face. The bidding began at $1 for each person. Some residents
pooled their money to make sure their RA was pied.
All of the proceeds were donated to help raise awareness for
breast cancer.
Breast cancer has directly affected RA Jackie Stuopys.
''[Raising awareness] is important to me because my aunt died
of [breast cancer] and I'm glad I can help," Stuopys said.

~~[Raising

awareness] is important to me because my aunt died
of [breast cancer] and I'm glad I can help:'
. . jackie Stuopys,
McKinney Hall RA

Senior family and consumer sciences major Ben \'<'right (left) pies his RA, Patrick Sweeney, junior english major, with the help of
sophomore communications studies major I leather \X'ilkcy.
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Right: Rick Rodgers,
junior history major,
throwing a football out
in front of a friends
house.

By John Bailey : Photos by Katie Skaggs
ne of the most important decisions students have
to make is whether they want to live on or off-campus.
Advertisements arc placed all over campus -- in newspapers, fliers
and rental signs on buildings.
There are many things to consider when making this decision,
however, such as rent, utilities and the other various things needed
for a house or an apartment.
"I think living on campus is great!" Jake Kuester, sophomore
education major and greek-row resident, said. "You're close to
your classes, you do not have to pay rent, housing is cheap and the
food is on your parents."
Not having to pay bills is one of the biggest draws to
university housing.
On the other hand, students have to live with what the
university provides. But if living off-campus, students have the
choice of digital cable or the other packages provided.
"Sharing a room is a big disadvantage," Stacey Basarich,
elementary education major and off-campus resident, said. "Your
privacy docs not exist, and ha,·ing to follow the rules is no fun
either."
Rules arc a big thing to worry about when living in unh·ersity
housing. For instance, in Carman, residents cannot have a member
of the opposite sex on the floor past midnight on the weekdays.
When living off-campus, though, rules are subject to landlords
and tenant contracts. Off-campus residents arc typically allowed to
have any number of guests over, of either sex.
Living on-campus can be a great time because the only thing
to worry about is making it to class, but living off-campus provides
independence, freedom and more real-life experiences.
"I lm·cd the social life that [I] had in the dorms, but living
off-campus in [my] own house is fun," Andy Farnetti, theatre arts
major and off-campus resident, said. "I just feel that living off
campus you get more freedom, more privacy and more partying."

O

Above: D avid Mortenson, sophomore physical education major,
grilling with Jim Schee~ junior sociology major.

~~I

just feel that living off-campus, you get more freedom,
more privacy and more partying~
... Andy Farnetti,
theatre arts major

Top: Kim Kolodziej, junior
elementary education major
playing bags with Lauren
Hansen, junior prepharmacy major.
Left: Ernie Watters,
junior family consumer
science major playing bags
with David Mortenson,
sophomore physical
education major.

Right : Pool is a common pasttime in
the dorms.

Below: Students address mailbox issues
at the front desk of Taylor Hall.

Above: A student sleeps on a bench in Taylor while
waiting for the food center to open.
Top right: Students partaking in hobbies, like drawing,
are common before the start of class.
Bottom right: Reading is another common hobby
before class.

Left: \Vhen left without parents, many students never clean
their rooms.

Left: Stevenson
food court workers
dilligently make delistyle sandwiches for
students.

Above: Students in Taylor Hall enjoy the
common area almost 24 hours a day.

Above: Qeft) Cody Cusker freshmen engineering major, Jim Galeno,
junior recreation administration major and Russ Tripple junior
physical education major, are playing a Texas Hold'em Tournament
with a few friends. Tripple reraised Galeno's bet.

*'
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Dorms welcome
some pets
By Lizzy Powers: Photos by Mindy Brown

T

he rule in the residence hall was that a student can
have any pet as long as it can live under water for
twenty-four hours. Most students end up getting fish that
normally die within the first few weeks of having them.
However, the Lincoln, Stevenson D ouglas complex
has turned the unfortunate death of a goldfish into a
game.
"Goldfish Survivor" is a competition that the complex
held to see which room in Lincoln, Stevenson or Douglas
could take care of and keep their goldfish alj,·e and in the
best health, for the longest period of time.
"Take care of your goldfish to the best of your ability.
D o e\'erything in your power to keep your goldfish ali,·e
and well," Complex Director Michelle Hopper said.
The life or death game started on Oct. 17, 2005, and
would end when there was one goldfish left. If there was
a tie then the game will end with the remaining goldfish
owner's names put into a raffle to determine the winner.
The funniest part of the "Goldfish Survivor" game,
in the opinion of Matt Bollini, resident assistant and
marketing major, were the names given to the goldfish,
ranging from John Travolta to Spike.
Some fish have died in sad but funny ways, like
committing suicide by jumping out of their tanks. Others
believed to have died simply because of the Charleston
water.
The prize for keeping your little friend ali,·e was
undetermined, but it would probably be a gift certificate in
the area.

t\shtyn Millburg, mathematics major with teacher certifiaction,
proudly holds her goldfish's bowl.

I Iaiiie \\'isdom, sophomore management major stands with
while they show off their goldfish which is still lh ing and
a part of the competition.
~lillburg

The funniest parts of the uGoldfish Survivor" game,
in the opinion of Matt Bollini, resident assistant
and marketing major, were the names given to the
goldfish, ranging from John Travolta to Spike.

By Kristin Hittner : Photos by Katie Skaggs
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Aatt Bollini is a resident assistant for Douglas Hall

JV land he has enjoyed it so much, he decided to come

A.]. Mar tin, junior political science major and
Andy Bocrscma, freshman business major, relax after a long
day of classes in their D ouglas room

A.J. Martin, walking into his room in Douglas Hall. After
a quick lunch between classes he is ready ro get some
homework done.

back for a second time around.
"Our assigned halls were picked randomly, but
ever since I've been here it's been a good time," Bollini,
junior marketing major, said.
He was also involved in the Residential Hall
Association (RHA) as the Programming Chair and has
been active in the Douglas Hall Council.
"I became an RA to continue helping out every
way I could, and to make an impact," Bollini said.
He has incorporated some of his interest into the
program he conducted for his floor in the fall of 2005.
Bollini said one of his interests were aquariums and
tropical fish, and he also arraned the Gold Fish Survivor
competition. Students purchase a gold fish and whoever
keeps their fish alive longest wins a prize.
The Goldfish Sun·i,·or game was a real success
within the halls. ~lany residents enjoyed having a pet,
and they even had a fun time picking out interesting
names for their goldfish, said Bollini.
However, while on duty Bollini performed more
practical tasks, such as building a community within the
floor, being a resource to those students who need it
or completing rounds in the hall to ensure everyone's
safety.
Taylor Rakers, freshman resident of Douglas Hall,
thinks that Bollini has promoted unity.
" He has our floor usc an open door policy if we
feel comfortable so that other people can come in and
talk," Rakers said.
One of the most common problems that Bollini
recognizes is that people are constantly getting locked
out of their dorm which only affects him if he is on
duty at the time.
Also he has to enforce quiet hours regularly which
are after 10 pm on weekdays and midnight on weekends.
However, the floor still appreciates his presecense and
hard work.
"He's friendly and really only gets mad if we're in
the hall at 12 or one [in the morning] running around,"
Rakers said.
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he words Chris Dickey used to describe his hopes
for his future career in music are as admirable as his
accomplishments.
" I want to share my love of music with people who
also Joye music with the hopes that I will be able to make
them better musicians and better people," Chris Dickey,
a music education major, said.
Dickey said his lm·e for music began when he joined
the school band in 5th grade.
" Really, it just looked like fun and a good way to meet
people," Dickey said.
Little did he know what type of impact music would
have on him for the rest of his life.
Euphonium is not only a Greek word meaning

"pleasant sounding", but is also an instrument that not
many of us have heard. This was the instrument that
began his career and launched it into what it has become
today.
His love of music led to credentials ranging from
being drum major, keeping time for the school marching
band, sitting as a first chair player of the Euphonium in
the wind ensemble, playing in concert band, playing the
tuba in the orchestra and now taking him all the way to
Carnegie Hall where he will play for the National \XIind
Ensemble in late May 2006.
These were honors that music lovers and majors strive
for, and accomplishments that Dickey is fortunate enough
to call his own.
Balancing aU of these acti\;ties is not an easy task. Most
semesters were filled with classes in the morning and
ensemble practices in the evening, and included the extra
time he spent practicing to get to the level of playing he
has reached.
"Some semesters have consisted of ensemble and
classes from 8 in the morning to 7 at night," Dickey said.
\X'ith this type of schedule, Dickey said the only way to
fit it all in is to plan e\·ery hour of the dar in detail.
Chris hopes to one day earn a master's degree and
possibly a doctorate in music and become a music
professor for a college.
\'\lith all of his hard work and fulfilled dreams, Dickey
is on his way to accomplishing anything he sets his mind
to.

Story by Tiffany Konchanski
Katie Skaggs

Photo by

t is not easy to balance 5 classes, frequent traveling and
2 college sports. However, Marlise Davidson, junior
chemistry and pre-med major, maintains this balance well.
"I've always been a part of sports. I've always been active
in playing sports for my whole life," said Davidson. She
has been in sports literally all of her life; her first toy was a
rugby ball.
She has participation in Eastern sports for 3 years. Rugby
begins in August (pre-season), before school starts, and goes
to ... ovember. Swimming starts in late-September and ends
in February.
D avidson started swimming at 6 months, and began
competitive swimming at age 8. She holds the 100-yard
backstroke record at EIU.
She manages her time very carefully, and is currently
taking 16 credit hours.
"I get up, I go to practice, I go to class, I come home,
eat lunch, go back to class, go to practice, eat dinner, do
homework, go to bed," D avidson said of an average day.
"It gets a little hectic at times, especially when we're
traveling," said D avidson. She has to miss class, and so often
has to catch up.
D avidson joined rugby and swimming her freshman year,
and she is still deciding on track.
"My class schedule revolves around practice," D a,·idson
said.
Rugby and swimming both meet 6 days a week, but she
does not always attend every meet.
"I enjoy it. I mean, when swimming ends, and I do
nothing, I get very bored, I don't know what to do. I'm used
to being very busy. I did a lot of sports in high school. I did
the track and cross-country, [and] played soccer for a year,"
D avidson said.
She works hard and still manages to play three college
sports. She is an inspiration to us all.

I

class schedule
revolves around
~~My

practice~'

-Marlise Davidson
junior siwm and rugby
team member

T

hirteen years ago Chrissy Delligatti
began to dance.
"My best friend and I were sitting at
the Friendship Festival Parade and a lady
handed me a flyer. I told my mom I wanted
to try it out. And that's how it all started,"
said Chrissy Delligatti , freshman elementary education major.
Beth Johnson, owner of 'The Dance
Connection" in Canton, Ill. was the first
to park Chrissy's interest in dance at age
five. At the parade, there was a float for
the dance studio. While sitting on the curb
eating candy the previous float had thrown,
Johnson handed Delligatti a fl yer offering a
discount on dance classes if she brought the
flyer with her. Chrissy and her best friend
decided they wanted to dance.
At age five, Chrissy began to take tap,
jazz and ballet classes at the local studio.
Six pair of jazz shoes, seven pairs of point
shoes, 15 pairs of tap and ballet shoes and

13 recitals later, Chrissy wou ld not change any thing in the world.
" Dance is a great stress reliever for me," Delligatti said. " I love
having the girls there for me."
Despite the struggle Chri ssy faced with her squad in high school.
the four-foot-eleven dancer said the most rewarding part of her experie nce was the positive bond Chrissy built with her mother and sister.
Chri ssy's o lder s ister, Carty, danced with her on the poms squad for
two years. In a time when the girls could have drifted away from
their mother, their common love for dance drew them closer.
" My sister and I grew a stronger bond from dancing with one
another," Chrissy said. "From the rides home after practice to doing
each others hair and make up for shows, we just grew together.''
Unbeknownst to Chri ssy, her mom was a dancer in her younger
days. Chrissy explai ned that her mom did not tell Chri ssy about her
dancing because she wanted her to make her own decision on what
activities she wanted to do.
"My morn never pushed me to dance, I actually didn't know she
even danced until I was in middle schoo l," Delligatti said.
As a n incoming freshman, Chrissy wanted to join the Pink Panthers. Her parents wanted her to take some time and see how colJege
went first. In any case, grades come first. After the first two weeks,
Chrissy searched for something to fill up her time. She was not used
to having so much free time a nd needed an outlet. Chrissy had seen
a fl yer in Andrews Hall , her residence hall , and decided to try out for
EIU Dancers. President of EIU Dancers, Stefanie Reeve, remembers
Chri ssy specifically during tryouts.
" I remember watching her performance on stage and quickly saw
her kills as a dancer and performer," said Reeve, junior fam ily and
consumer science major.
"There is a great deal of time commitment in being an EIU Dancer,"' Kelly Maher, fellow EIU Dancer and sophomore elementary education major said. "But having e nthusiastic girls like Chrissy makes
the practices go faster."
Chrissy's roller coaster of a ride through her dance career has
molded and shaped her into the mature eighteen-year-old she is today. She, through dance, has overcome the stereotypical dance team
persona and has learned to use dance in her life as a stress relief and
sacred bond between her sister, her mother and herself.

Story by Laura Fanner: Photo submitted

Krishna Ignala a

or 21-year-old Kri~hna Ignalaga her time at Eastern
has been an expenence. She has had to step outside
o er comfort zone to acrueve great things.
A three hour drive from the Crucago suburbs can seem
to take forever to get to Charleston. For some students on
Eastern's campus, a Aight over the ocean is the quickest way
home.
Ignalaga came to Eastern as a freshman from Bahrain,
located in the MiddJe East. D uring her time in the United
States she has pursued a college career. She is now a
graduate student in the rustory department, focusing on
world rustory. After graduation she hopes to obtain her PhD
in Asian Studies and teach at a college level.H er roommate,
Gulmar Mammadona, is also an exchange student and
together they have experienced American culture.
Bill Elliot, Director of International Administration said Krishna (center) with her roommate Gulnar Mammadova and
her sister Mehriban. Al l three are foreign exchange students.
that there are a total of 139 students in the program from
41 different countries. "Student visas are the hardest to get,
students have to show they are dedicated and are able to
experienced more diversity. She has had the opportunity to
afford to be in the program."
learn about other cultures and has learned to rely on herself.
The process of coming to America as a foreign exchange "I am self-confident and I know that I can face anything
student has several requirements. T he first step for Ignalaga else that life decides to throw at me," Ignalaga said.
was to take her General Certificate Examinations, the Test
Unfortunately, with all the positive aspects of being a
of English as a Foreign Language and SAT's. Then she had foreign exchange student negatives do occur. Stereotyping
can create a mold that is hard to break out of, and these
to prove she could afford out-of-state tuition for a year.
Next she contacted the US Embassy to obtain her student experiences have helped her to grow as a person.
visa. And finally, Krishna applied for all the scholarships she She believes that the funding and support for the
possibly could.
International Program is not adequate. "I really would
For her, the largest culture shock coming from the .Middle like to bring my sisters here to study as well, but with
East was the classroom setting.
the cutbacks, financial guarantees are difficult to get by,"
"I had always been used to a classroom setting where
Ignalaga said.
whatever the instructor says was 'law'. I truly appreciate the
Keeping an open mind and knowing what you want to
ability to ask questions, state my opinions and even disagree accomplish are two key ideals to take to heart when making
a large transition from your comfort zone. We can benefit
with my professors," Ignalaga said.
Mammadona found the local scenery as the largest shock. in many ways through simply talking with individuals from
"It's nothing like how they show it on TV [at home] . It
another country. Ignalaga's time at Eastern has helped to
seems like nothing but cornfields," Mammadona said.
her gain an education as a professional as well as first hand
Ignalaga believes that through the program she has
experience of a new culture.
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Karen Harris
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Alicia Robinson
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Traci Smith
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Leslie Thompson
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Aaron, Candi 164
Abitia, Melissa 164
Accomando, Nicole 164
Adams, Brianna 193
Addante, Tim 161
Adhikari, Bikash 21
Agee, Kri sten 196
Agee, Melissa 124
Akers, Tom 12 1
Ali , Waheeda 80
Almeydu, Rich 64
Altadonna, Chad 132, 138
Altmayer, Kelly 172
Altmayer, Megan 169
Amdor, Dave 13 1
Amerongen, Kristy Van 44, 45
Analitis, Annette 20
Anderson, Christy 30, 3 1, 99
Anderson, Holly 86
Anderson, Kate 75
Anderson, Kimmy 93
Anderson, Sean 197
Andreou, Adri 61
Andrews, Ryan 21
Ankrom, Katy 128
Ashman, Chris 190
Astrauskas, Cheryl 138
Augustine. Robert 8, 32, 33
Av iles, Jennifer 166
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Bae, Kenney 64
Baker, Jamie 164
Banducci, Allison 5 1
Baquir, Muhamma Ali 80
Baquir, Naveed 36
Baruch, Jason 181
Basarich, Stacey 214
Bayer, Cathy 101
Beal, Jeffrey 44, 45
Beard, Angela 76
Becherer, Courtney 161
Bennet~Lori 127, 138
Berger, Ryan 60, 66, 67
BhaJla, Rahul 65
Bhuiyan, Saifur 80

Blackburn, John 118, 139
Blondell, Jessica 128
Boersema, Andy 2 19
Boksa, Michael 11
Boldt, Blake 2 12
Bollini. Matt 2 18
Bottoms, Jo hn 8 1
Bozzi, Lauren 207
Brady, Andrea 161
Brandon. Kionna 93
Branson, Lindsay 156
Brooks, Lisa 94
Brown, Brittany 125
Brown, Elliot 148
Brown, James 69
Brown, Woodrom 192
Brueggeman, Michelle 14. 207
Buchanan,Brooke 76
Buckley, Monternez 146
Burja, Brian 168, 171
Burns, Kimberly 107
Butler, Brad 128
Butt, Mahmood 80
Butt, Yasmin 80
Byrne, Jake 132
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Carlson, Dave 128
Carter, Abigail 75
Cattani , Trina 101
Chacon, Ah ley 164
Chaney, Kri sten 2 11
Cie1enski, Bonnie 207
Cleveland, Chad 122
Click, AI Is ion 160
Clutter, Molly 125
Coalson, Eric 174
Cole, Dustin 186, 187
Coleman, Ashley 62
Coleman, Avis 205
Coleman, Tiffany J93
Collier, Jeff 63
Collier. John 178
Connell, Sharyne J30
Conwell , James 28, 29
Cooley, Jeffery L. 4
Cooper, Heather 208
CmTay, Michael J1
Costello, Tom 42
Crane, Courtney 77
Cristmon, Tereasa 44

Crite, Erin 60
Cross, Jeff 30
Crow, Kayla 100, 101
Cuddy, Michael 34
Curtis, Michael 192
Cusker, Cody 2 17
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Dagostino, Stefanic 156
Dailey, Lauren 133
Dalton. Andrew 70
Daniels, Matt 132
Davidson, Eric 90
Davidson, Marlise 221
Dean, Jon 70, 71
Dean , Rachel 16 1
Dearth, Chris I90
Dehority, Jared I 85
Deiss, Michele 119
Delligatti , Crissy 222, 145
Denofrio, Mike 74, 75
DeToye, Nicole 68
DiBianco, Doug 76
Dickey, Chris 220
Dillahunty, Heather 207
Dini, Michelle 20
Dobias. Alsion 166
Dohse, Kri sten 154
Dole, Nancy 20
Dolphin, Tara 168
Donash, Kyle 63. 196, 197
Donato, Mike 122
Donovan, Ryne I 15
Dorobiala, Alex I 54
Dorsey, Kristen 60
Dothager, Jason 77
Doummond, Orlando 192
Drage, Karen 26
Drews, Rob 186
Drozd, Stephanie 58
Dubson, Chelsea 162
Dudolslci, Bob 194
Dugan, Amanda I0 I
Dunham, Daphne 2 10
Dvork, Dave 180

E
Earl, Brad 131
Eck, Meggie 133
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Graziano, Frank 125
Green, Nick 175
Greene, Chelsea 21
GregBowlder 187
Griffin, Kera 126
Gronse, Kri stin 169
Grotts, Allie 144
Groves, Amanda 44

Ei nhorn. Sarah 208
Eissler, Kri sti 78
Eitel, Chris 173
Elchert, Danny 195
Enloe, Tyler 182, 183
Ens, Rachel 102, I 03
Erd, Carl 148
Estes, Devon 18
Ether, Jennifer 62
Evankoe, Michelle 169
Everett, Lynell 46

H
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Fal1er, Angie 96, 97
Farnetti, Andy 214,215
Feliciano. Jenny I 07
Ferrar, Krissy 202
Fett, Brandon 30
Fewell , Patricia 86
Finigan, Kelly 84
Fitzgerald, Dave I 50
Fitzgerald, Spc. David 13
Fitzhugh, Martin 70
Floress, Melissa 164
Flounders, Nicole 128
Forney, Mitch 200
Francois, Gui veda 93
Frawley, Megan 166
Fre i, Reto 34, 35
Frejlich, Hol1y 96, 97
Friesema, James 168, 171
Fry, Christine 169
Fu Ikerson, Erin 20

G
Gagliano, Anthony 209
Galena, Jim 18, 19, 148,2 17
Galeski, Mick 13 1
Galligan, Rachel 133
Garcia, Karla 107
Garcia, Luis 107
Gergits. Elizabeth 205
Germak, Stephen 4 I
Gilliland, Kristy 164
Girote, Jamie 42
Glow, Meghan 134
Godzicki, Nikki 158
Gomez, Solymar I07
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Haeger, Val 169
Hahn. Lisa 206
Hamilton, Matt 186
Hanner, Mary Anne 8, 32
Hanner, Nathan 46
Hansen. Lauren 2 15
Hansen, Mark 131
Hardy, Breanne 203
Harkins. Tracey 98
Harris, Robyn 125
Hart, Jeanine 44, 45
Hartwig. Emily 203
Hawkins, Jahquan 107
Hawkins, Mary 207
Hayden, Carissa 44
Heck, Mark 195
Heitz, Clayton 195, 210
Heller, Morton 20
Hencken, Lou 4,200
Herman, Danie11e 173
Hernandez, Andy 178
Hernandez, Charlotte 34, 35
Hickman, Bart 186
Hill, Lakya 193
Hill, Steph 158, 184
Hine, William C. 8
Hinrichsen, Haley 197
Hoadley. Diane 8
Hoerdeman, Brittany 46
Holland, Joanie 101
HolEs, Carrie 168
Holzgrafe, Brian 11 8
Houlihan, Bill 98
Howarth, Adam 131
Howell, Doung 76
Hudson, Mark 201
Hurley, Erin 196

Irwin, Bonnie 9, 32

J
Jackson, Shannon 140
Jaehne, Ken 30
Jawaorski, Sarah 75
Jennison, Paul 13 1
Jerkins, Shana 193
Johler, Jackie 76
Johnson, Bryce 54
Johnson, James K. 9
Johnson, Jennifer 89
Johnson, Kwanza 132. 140
Johnson, Stephanie 63, 147,
196, 197
Johnson, Terri 96, 97
Johnston, Paul 26
Jones, Matt 183
Joslyn, Kelsey 165

K
Kaali , Nabil 80
Karcz, Adam 149
Karr, Samantha 164
Kash, Kristy 44
Kater, Nancy 156
Keefe. Erin 211
Kehr, Rachel 2 1
Kellerhals, David 177
Kelly-Durkin, Mary 96
Kennedy, Megan 126,127
Kennedy-Hagan, Karla 90
Kerkhoff, Abi 23
King, Matt 175
Kin sella, Jillian 156
Kirby, Nicole 165
Kizior, Geri 165
Kleine, Todd 203
Kl osowski , Dan 189
Knabjain, Kevin 129
Kolodziej, Kim 2 15
Kosowski , Carl 184
Koteski, Dan 76
Kotowski, Kristin 169
Kravitz, Stephanie 165
Kuester, Jake 214
Kusman, BiJI 129

I

Ignalaga, Frishna 64
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Lalko, Amy 89
Lambert, Sara 8 1
Lamorte, Pat 74, 75
Langsfeld. LeeAnn 130
Lanham, Allen 9
Lanham, Roy 78
Laricy, Matt 184
Larkin, Charlie J87
Latif, Muhamrnas Arsal 80
Lauciello, Andrea 205
Lelo, Jamie 135
Le Vague, Chuck L18
Lewis, Michael 132, 140
Lewis, Stephanie 42
Liesen. Beth 141
Lionhood, Jessica 200
Long, Brian 115
Lootens, Dan 185
Lopez, Alfonso 137
Lord, Blair 5
Lucas, Matt 7 1
Lutz. Hayley 8 1
Lynch, Jeffrey 32
Lynch, Mike 139
Lyons,Sean 143

M
Madrigal, Sabtina 164
Madsen, Katie 160
Maher, Kelly 164
Major, Brenda 204
Maley, Mackenzie 166
Mambetowa, Madina 118
Manto, Samantha 124, 125
Marach, Kim 73
Marcy, Ben 30, 31, 44, 74, 75,98
Martin. A.J. 219
Masanet, Geoff 128, 142
Matteson, Sonya 22, 23
Matteson-Hughes, Jeri 82
Matthews, Dan 76
Matuszak, Daniel 188
Maxedon, Amanda 15
Mayberry, Lexi 212
Mazoor, Waseem 80
McCambridge, Breanne 132
McConkey. Pat 195
McCullough, Jennifer 93

*itt,

Tom I I 5

McElwee, Courtney 170
McGavel. Chir 195
McMahon, Kelly 169
McNamer, Scott 128
Meadows. Mikki 48
Meinheit, Matt 100
Merar, Becky 76
Mettelmann. Kris 188
Meyers, Jeanne 22, 23
Mikuce, Kevin 188
Millburg, Ashtyn 218
Miller, Chris 134
Miller. Mike 132,140,141
Mi Iter, Tabitha 77
Mitchel, Josh 70
Moock, Kimberlie 201
Moore. Andrew 178
Moore, Dannie 209
Moore, Missy 171
Moore, Missyy 170
Moran, Matt 75
MatTis, Dale 119
Morrison, Marco 2 11
Mortenson. David 2 14, 215
Mulvenna, Mike 186
Munoz,Jorge 139
Murokh, Leo 108
Murray, Lenzi 167
Murry, Ryan 102
Musachia, Autumn 21 1
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Nabiyev, Amin 65
Nadler. Dan 200
Nadler, Daniel 5
Nalls, Miranda 192, 193
Nelson, Richie 151
Niedo pial, Sara 126
Nilssen, Jill 5
Nilsson, Kelly 156
Nowak, Tim 130, 142
Nutt, Mike 180

0
O'Farrell, Megan 92, 93
O'Malley, Kelly 158, 159
O'Malley, Matt 173. 182
O'Neil, Anne 141
Oakley, Ben 12
Oakley, Don 12
Ogle, Karly 169

Ogu1nick, Megan 168
Oliver, Jon 81
Oliver, Tony 8 1
Olson, Brian 167
Olson, Jenna 172
Osika, Brittany 164
Owens, Ashley 76

p
Padovan, Ray 135
Paintner, Nicole 165
Parker, Leslie 170
Patrick, Shaun 194, 195
Pearson. Rita 23
Pedziwiatr, Margaret 164
Penn, Jen sha 209
Perry, Christina 162
Pertz. Greg 129
Pettinger, Laura 72
Phipps, William 96
Pommier, John 54
Powly, Jonathan 102
Price, Amy 160
Punzo, Jessica 171
Purvis, Andrea 61

Q
Quuast, Lucas 99

R
Ranes, Rodney 36
Rasmussen, Jamie 143
Raso, Dino 131
Rath, Tiffany 156
Rawley, Nate 195
Reed, Bob 177
Reeve. Stefanie 145
Reeves, Andrew 74
Reuss, Stephanie 148
Rieck. Tommy 12
Robertson, Kenny 129
Roden, Jenni fer 34, 35
Rodgers, Rick 214
Rohn, Charles A. 9
Rose, Erik 76
Ruane, Mike 7 J
Rueff. Ashley 10 I
Ruiz, Diana J06. 107
Runge. Kevin 175
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Sanders, Karla 203
Sasidharan, Sandra 118
Scaline, Bob I 85
Scarpetta, Nick 135
Schaffer, Bill 82, 10 l
Schal ler, Sara 202
Schi ll inger, Tony 76
Schmitz, Jim 114, 115
Schnake, Pam 19
Schuette. Kim 117, 142
Schultz, Sommer 168
Schutte, Lauren 127
Schwarzmayer, John 13 1
Searle, Lloydene 117
Selby, Sarah 128
Senesec, Jake 75
Shamhart, Vince 208
Shelley,Brette 42
Shervino, Angela 107
Shevlin, John 28
Shie lds, El izabeth 84
Shuler, Emily 93
Sieracki, Amanda 21
Sierra, Joe 40,41
Silcock, Steven 194
Simons, Shelia 149
Skaggs, ~eagan 15
Smith, Holl ie 101
Smith , Justin 120
Smith, Juston 121
Smith, Kathryn 44, 45
Smith, Sherri 67
Snow. Ryan 195
Sobecki, ~egan 16 1
Sohail, Narjyab 80
Soldwedel, Senn 158
Sole, Vanessa 172
Songer, Roger 78
Spa rks, ~egan 133
Standard, Jorsan 184
Stanfield, Chris 68
Stanley, Courtney 97
Stanley, Matt 76
Starke, Jason 121
Steele, Katy 116, 11 7
Stevens, Carol 44
Stewardson, Jeff 131
Stiebel, Danielle 61
Stillson, Joel 175

Stinnett, Angel 205
Stock, Becky 17
Stout, Jake 128
Stover, Ben 75
Stracke1jahn, Dan 128
Strus, Laura 173
Stuopys, Jackie 212, 213
Sutton, Jered 187
Sweeney. Patrick 61, 176, 2 13
Swenson, Karen 46

T
Taake, Tanner 185
Tadlock, David 176
Tanney, Cindy 10 1
Theiss, Ryan 127
Thomas, Brian 71
Thomas. Tanya 161
Thompson, Katrina 97
Thompson, Kri sten 97
Thurman, Wayne 40
Toolie, Alana 204
Toro, Joel De l I 3 1
Tremain, Scott 34
Tripple. Russ 217
Trobaugh,Evan 12
Tschampa, Je sica 27

u
Uccardi, Catie 8 1
Ulrich , Chris 189
Urbanowski , Amy 19
Urfer, Matthew 29

v
Vance, Erin 89
Vanderheyden, Nicole 18
Vandyke, Josh 70
Velasquez, Sandra I 07
Voigt, Erich 76

w
Wagoner, Sara l 00
Wagoner, Sarah 97
Walden, Chris I 0 I
Wallace, Mary 12 1, 143
Walter, Elizabeth 89
Ward. Heather 144
Warner, J azon I 34
Warren, Lest ie 46
Wattles, Scott 69

Waymen, Shelley 207
Webb, Vincent 10, 123
Weber, Bill 26
Wehnes, Stacy 42, 43, 165
Wei nacht, Jeff 151
Weldon, Megan 2 10
We lker, Andy 175
Wentzlaff, Bobby 70
Wesolowski, Karol 205
Weston, Dennis 7 1
White, Mallory 165
Whitfield, Chad 175
Whitney, Sarah 101
Wilhe lmsen, Kri s 76
Wilkerson, Lynn 40
Wi Ikey, Heather 213
Williams, Larry 36
Wilson, Becky 208
Winterberg. Adam 194
Wisdom, Hallie 218
Witt, Kris 164
Woh ltman, Josh 99
Woods, Shovonne 160
Wright, Ben 16, 17, 2 13
Wu, Jesse 64
Wujick, Sarah 106
y

Young, Greg 75
Young, Patty 134

z
Zang, Trisha 76
Zimmerman, Matt 16, 17
Zu mwalt, Adrianne 158

Executive Editors
Fall 2005

Editor in chief: Heather Hall
Managing editor: Nikki Sprehe

Spring 2006

Editor in chief: Nikki Sprehe
Managing editor: Kristin Hittner

Letter from the editor:
After being hired in April 2005, Nikki and I started right to work. We created an editorial structure, staff policies and many other things that we thought would be necessary
to run the publication and its staff smoothly. We held interviews and hired six editors and
six assistant editors to take over the yearbook's sections - academics, organizations, Greek
life, residential life and sports. Nikki and I held onto student life and the portraits sections
ourselves.
In an effort to close this editor's letter and the yearbook itself, I want to say thank you
to the school's administration for allowing the Warbler yearbook to be funded through
student fees ; to the journalism department and student publications, especially John Ryan,
James Tidwell, Sally Turner and Betsy Jewell, for supporting the yearbook as a means to
chronicle each year of Eastern's history and allow many students a chance to learn about
writing, editing and designing; and to the students of Eastern who have helped support us
through their student fees, and through their time and energy that was put into this book
through portrait weeks, help with production of the book, and for just being on campus.
-Heather Hall

Editorial staff

Academics editor. .. ........ .. .... ... .. ................. ... ... Joanie Holland
Assistant editor. ... .......................................... .. .Amanda Dugan
Organizations editor. .......... .. .... ..... .... ..... ... ... .... Drea Johnston
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Greek/ Residential Life co-editor. .......... ... ......... .... Erica Stotts
Sports editor. ..... .. ....... .. ....... ... ....... .. ....... .. ....... ... ... Trina Cattani
Assistant sports editor. .. .... .... .. ...... ... .... ...... .. ...... .... .Eiyse Ketter
Design editor. .... .. ..... .. ........ ..... ..... ... .... ..... ....... .Marcy Workman
Photo editor. ....... ... ....... ........ ... ....... .. ...... .... ....... .. ... Mindy Brown
Assistant photo editor. ...... ..... ... .......... ..... .. .......... Katie Skaggs
Spring 2006 staff

Editor in chief: Nikki Sprehe
Managing editor: Kristin Hittner
Academics editor: Joanie Holland
Assistant academics editor: Crystal Reed
Organizations co-editor: Amanda Dugan
Organizations co-editor: Liza Bishton

Greek/ Residential Life editor: Erica Stotts
Sports editor: Trina Cattani
Assistant sports editor: Elyse Ketter

Design editor: Marcy Workman
Assistant design editor: Elyse Ketter
Photo editor: Mindy Brown
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Printing
The 2005-2006 Warbler is printed on l 00 lb. enamel white paper. The yearbook
was printed by Taylor Publishing Co., in D allas, Texas.

Cover
The cover is printed on blue frontie r with black and white applied color. It was
designed by Marcy Workman and the Warbler staff.

Typography
All body text is I 3-point Garamond. Headlines are 40-point Vanguard. Subheads
are 70-point Transpose. Pull quotes are 20-point EricT. Bylines are 14-point Helvetica Medium.

Production
Pages were submitted by computer disk. Pages were designed using Eastern Illinois
University Student Publication's Macintosh computers. Programs used include
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign CS, YB Pro Yearbook Manager, and Microsoft
Word.

Photography
Photography was done by Mindy Brown and Katie Skaggs. Some photos were taken
from the Daily Eastern News.

Adviser: The incredibly generous, hard-working, snack-supplying Sally Turn er

The Warbler staff would like to thank the following for their endless help, support and patience: Sally Turner, Betsy Jewell, Eastern lllinois University journalism faculty, James Tidwell, Brian Poulter, The Daily Eastern News staff, Eric Hiltner, Jane Cluver.
Pam, Dwight and Stewart from Taylor Publishing, and all our family and friends for tolerating our moods
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